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CONCERTS BY
HOWES, MAN
THE HOLLIES are to undertake one of
their very rare British tours next month,
and their itinerary includes an appearance
at London's Royal Albert Hall.

Dates confirmed for the group are Bradford University (March 2), London Royal Albert Hall (5).
Ipswich Gaumont (7), Cleepthorpes Bunnies Club
(8 and 9), Sheffield Fiesta (10), Aberdeen Capitol
Theatre (12), Glasgow Apollo Centre (13), Stoke
Jo'lees (15), Oxford New Theatre (17), Caerphilly
Double Diamond (18-20), Bournemouth Winter
Gardens (21), Leicester Bailey's (25), Eastbourne
King's Country Club (27) and Norwich Theatre
Royal (28). One or two more dates may be added
to this schedule.
The tour aids pomotion of their newly-released
album "Write On". Polydor also issue anew Hollies single on February 20, a composition by Emmylou Harris titled "Boulder To Birmingham".

THE FIRST DOZEN venues have now
been confirmed for the major concert tour
by Man next month.

"They are Cardiff Capitol (March 12), Portsmouth Guildhall (13), London Hammersmith
Odeon (14), Leicester De Montfort Hall (15), Birmingham Odeon (16), Hanley Victoria Hall (17),
Manchester Free Trade Hall (18), Glasgow Apollo
Centre (20), Liverpool Empire (21), Sheffield City
Hall (22), Newcastle City Hall (23) and Brighton
Dome (25). Another five or six dates have still to be
confirmed.
Man are touring France all this weekend, and
soon after their return, they begin ashort string of
specially priced gigs. These are intended as a
warm-up to the official tour and they are at Derby
King's Hall (February 12), Middlesbrough Town
Hall (15), Dublin University (21) and Aberystwyth
University (March 9).
The band's new album "The Welsh Connection", their first for the MCA label for whom they
have just signed, will be issued in March. It is
released in April in the United States, where they
will be on tour for much of the spring. The British
dates are their first in this country with their new
line-up of Deke Leonard, Micky Jones, Terry Williams, Phil Ryan and John McKenzie.

RECORDING NEWS
• Esther Phillips follows up her
recent chart hit with another oldie
"For All We Know", released by
the Kudu label on February 13. Out
the same day is the latest single on
the Spector label, arevival of "Born
To Be Wtih You" by Dion.
• Former Paper Lace singer Carlos Santanna has been signed to the
Philips label as asoloist. He has his
first single "Hold My Hand" out
this weekend.
• New Band Limey, currently
making their live debut on the Andy
Fairweather-Low tour, and Welsh
outfit Hobo both have their debut
albums issued this weeked. Limey
have been signed by RCA and
Hobo are on the new UA/Rockfield
outlet.
• Cilia Black, whose new BBC- I
series begins on February 14, has
her album "It Makes Me Feel
Good" released by EMI next
month. The majority of the tracks
were recorded in Los Angleles.
• A single titled "Superspike" by
BM Oddie and the Superspike Band,
featuringJohn Cleese, is released by
the Bradley's label on February 20.
All proceeds will be devoted to the
International Athletes' Club current
fund-raising activities.
• The Chi-Lites have a new single
titled "The Devil Is Doing His
Work" issued by Brunswick on
February 13. The saine day sees the
release of "River Lady" by Roger
Whittaker on the EMI label, taker,
from his album "Ride A Country
Road".
• The Steve Gibbons Band, who
toured with The Who in the autumn
and are about to guest on Lynryd
Skynyrd's mini-tour, have their
debut single "Sweetheart" released
by Roger Daltrey's Goldhawke
label on February 20. It is extracted
from their forthcoming album "Any
Road Up".
• To tie in with her British tour,
Warner release a new Emmylou
Harris single on February 13. It is
her version of the Beatles' "Here
There And Everywhere", taken
from her "Elite Hotel" album.
• Demis Roussos' follow-up to
"Island In The Sun", for release by
Philips on February 13. will be
"Can't Say How Much". His album
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"Happy To Be" is due out in the
early spring.
• Virgin have signed Mallard to a
long-term recording deal. They
comprise guitarist Bill Harkleroyd
(alias Zoot Horn Rollo), bassist
Mark Boston (alias Rockette Mor
ton), drummer Art Tripp (alias Ed
Marimba) and vocalist Sam Galpin.
The first three have made five
albums with Captain Beefheart and
now, together with Galpin, they
have formed Mallard. Their debut
album. beanng their name as its
title, is released on March 5.
• The Stax label, which has been
associated with such giants as Otis
Redding and Isaac Hayes, has
ceased operating. The company,
which is at present involved in aten
million dollar law suit in the States.
has been ordered to stop functioning while its financial status is in
vestigated.
• At the end of this month, Anchor
Records launch a big promotional
drive on their Impulse jazz label .
Ten albums are bieng issued on
February 27, and among artists
featured are Duke Ellington and
Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Mingus,
John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins and
Bill Evans. There are also plans for
one of the label's recent signings.
Argentinian tenor-sax player Gato
Barbieri, to appear here during the
summer.
• A new series called "That's
Jazz", featuring material from the
Atlantic and Warner Brothers cata
logues, is launched on April I.
Initial supplement comprises 20
albums including sets by Omette
Coltman, Roland Kirk, Ray Charles/Mat Jackson, Laverne Baker
John Coltrane and the Modern Jazz
Quartet. A further 15 albums will
follow later in the year.
• Budgie returned from a Euro
pean tour this week, and they go
into Rockfield Studios next Tuesday
to start work on their first A & M
album. It will be released to coicide
with their four-week British tour.
starting April 16.
• Marc Bolan & T. Rex have anew
single
titled
"London
Boys"
released by the T. Rex label on February 20. It was recorded in Los
Angeles and produced by Bolan
himself.

Hummingbird return

HUMMINGBIRD, who now have a new permanent member in
highly-respected drummer Bernard 'Pretty' Purdic. have almost
completed work on their second A & M album "We Can't Go On
Meeting Like This". It is being produced by Ian Samwell. who has
also co-written the material with the band. Purdie replaces Conrad
Isadore in the line-up, which now comprises --from left to right in
the above picture - BERNIE HOLLAND (guitar), BOBBY
TENCH (vocals and guitar), drimmer PURDIE„ CLIVE CHAMAN (bass) and MAX MIDDLETON (keyboards).
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Ray Jackson's
solo projects
RAY JACKSON, who has been
out of the public eye since Lindisfarne broke up in 1974. has been
signed to asolo recording deal by
EMI and will have his first single
released in the near future. He is
to headline an extensive British
tour throughout May and June,
for which full details will be announced shortly. Meanwhile, he

TOURS
in brief
• EMMVLOU HARRIS is to play
a iecond concert at London Ham•
mesmith Odeon on Monday. February 23, and tickets are now on
sae. This is because her initial gig
at this menue the previous night is
now completely' sold out.
• SUTHERLAND Brothers &
Quiver have February dates at
G iildford Civic Hall (tomorrow.
F -iday). London Woolwich
Thames Polytechnic (Saturday).
Swansea University (12), Stoke
NJrth Staffs Polytechnic (13). Nita in Clillege of Education (14).
Bristol Yate Entertainment Centre
(16), Ipswich The Manor (20),
Cromer Links Pavilion (21). London Queen Mary College (27) and
Hull University (28). They are also
set for Tunbridge Wells Assembly'
Hall (March 3) and London Wanstead Town Hall (6).
• DEEP PURPLE'S concert in
Ieicester on March II, the first
date of their fist: gig mini-tour, will
now take place at the Granby Hulls
- and not at the De Montfort
Il all.
• BACK DOOR are playing three
isolated gigs this month at Brighton
Sussex University (tomorrow. Fri
day), London Marquee Club (20)
aid Norwich City College (27).
These are intended as a warm-up
port New Theatre (3), Newcastle
for a major British tour in March
City Hall (5), Lancaster Universiand April.
ty (6), Bristol Colston Hall (8),
• MIKE HARDING is touring ex
Bournemouth Winter Gardens
tensiyely with his one man show
during the next two months. Dates
(9) and Cardiff University (10).
include
Liverpool St. George's Hall
There is a possibility of one or
tomorrow. Friday). Leeds Univertwo further gigs being added to
say (Saturday), Nottingham Play
this schedule.
house (February 15), Birmingham
The band are currently touring
tlniver sit v (20). Wolverhampton
America until the third week of
Civic Hall (22), Southampton Uni
.
iersity (25). Dundee University
February, then return home to
(27). Middlesbrough Town Hail
film a one-hour London
(28), Hanley Victoria Hall (29). St.
Weekend-TV special.
Helen's Theatre Royal (March 2).
Bedworth Civic Hall (5), Preston
Guildhall (7). Glasgow City Hall
•
.12), Edinburgh Leith Theatre (13),
Hull New Theatre (14), Stockport
•
Poco Poco (17). Binglev College
(18), Swinton Lancastrian Hall (24)
and London New Victoria (25).
• CHICK COREA and Return To
l'oreYer are to play another -British
Twickenham Winning Post (Sun
date, in addition to their previouslyreported gigs at Manchester Palace
day), Colchester North-East Es(March 4) and London New Vicsex Technical College (February
toria (5). It is at Blackpool Nor
12). Stafford North Staffs Polyi)reck Stadium on March 3.
technic (131, Keele University
• GIL SCOTT-HERON, whose
(14), Croydon Greyhound (15),
•:oncert at London Victoria Palace
' Chester Quaintways (16), Birmin February 22 was announced
ingham Barbarella's (17), Manwo weeks ago. has had two more
dates confirmed for his debut Brit
chester Polytechnic (18), Scar.sh visit. They are at Manchester
borough Penthouse (20), NewUniversity (February 19) and Birm
castle University (21), Guildford
ngharn aarbarella's (20). His new
Surrey University (27), Egham
album "From South Africa To
Royal Holloway .College (28:.,
South Carolina", and the single
Derby King's Hall (March 4..
taken from it "Johannesburg", have
Norwich East Anglia University
¡tot been released by U-A.
(6), Folkestone Leas Cliff Hal
• STRING DRIVEN THING
(13), Paisley Technical College
continue their current series of one
nighters with gigs at Stafford North
(26) and Sunderland Polytechnic
Staffs Polytechnic (February 19).
•(27).
Cromer Links Pavilion (20). Derby
Cleopatra's (26), Repton School
(28). Rickmansworth Watersmeet
(March 7). Edinburgh Herriot Watt
University (12). St. Alban's Civic
Ilall (20) and Derby College of Art
and Technology (26).
• BUDDY GRECO, who opened a
two-week season at the London
from now on, comprising Ginger
Palladium on Monday. extends his
visit
with dates at Birmingham Abi
Baker (drums), Adrian Gurvitz
gail's (March 4-6), Stoke Jollee's
(lead guitar', Paul Gurvitz (bass)
(10-13), St. Agnes Talk Of The
and Snips (%ocals).
West (14 week). Leicester Bailey's
The album is almost ready for
(21 week) and Watford Bailey's (
28
mixing and is planned for March
week
release, together with asingle ex• OSCAR PETERSON and Joe
tracted from it. The spokesman
Pass appear together at Southpon
Theatre (February . 29). Manchester
added that :he outfit will probabBlighty's
(March I). Eastbourne
ly be playing a string of British
Congress (2). Nottingham Albert
dates to aic promotion of the alHall (4). London Royal Festival
bum.
Hall.5). Oxford New (6). Southend
Cliffs Pavilion (7), Paignton Festi
yal Theatre (9),
Bournemouth
Winter Gardens (10). Aberdeen
Her Majesty's (12), Glasgow Kel
yin Hall 113) and Edinburgh Usher
Hall (14).
• VilDOWMAKER, the new band
launched by Steve Ellis and Ariel
Bender, are going out on tour in
March. Dates are at present being
lined up and will he announced
shortly. They have been signed to
means a foregone conclusion.
the Jet label, who will release their
The first step would be for the
debut album at the end of this
famous foursome to meet and
mont h.
discuss the feasibility of the
• GONG will be undertaking a
project — where they would per March tour of Britain. their first
form, what they would play, and
sin*. Steve Hillage left the band.
so on. Even at this stage, profesDetails are still being finalised. but
their schedule will culminate in a
sional considerations may overmajor London gig.
come financial inducements, in
• KEVIN COl'NE is going on the
that they may regard it as aretroroad in March. A Virgin spokes
gressive step which would damar told >IMF. "We want to do
mage their image.
something ahit different with Kevin
But in the long run, the lure of
this time. We are at present work30 million dollars may prove to
:ng in a new stage format and setmg unusual venues."
be the deciding factor. At any
•
Among other acts set for March
rate, what was at best only afa nt
tours of Britain are BRYN HAWhope two weeks ago, has now
ORTH, SMOKIE and American
(thanks to Harrison's approval)
bluesman MEMPHIS SLIM. Itinebecome a 50-50 chance. And it
raries will be announced shortly.
will be either this year or never!
•

Kinks show
on the road
DATES AND VENUES
have now been confirmed
for the Kinks' concert tour,
featuring their new stage
presentation "Schoolboys
In Disgrace", which is
based upon their album of
the same title.
They visit Exeter University
(February 27), London Drury
Lane Theatre Royal (29), Manchester Palace (March 2). South-

COLOSSEUM II
ALBUM, DATES
is playing afew one-off dates and
those confirmed so-far are Newcastle Polytechnic (February 13).
Durham University (28) and
Newcastle Mayfair (March 5).
Supporting Jackson on all his
dates will be a new band called
Captain Whizzo, whose line-up
includes another former Lindisfarne member Charlie Harcourt.
Also in the outfit are Robert Barton and Jimmy Wiley, both previously with Beckett, and Colin
Mason. Beckett has his own solo
single "The Drinking Song" currently on release. In addition to
backing Jackson. Captain Whizzo will also be gigging in their
own right.

Cody: farewell gig
COMMANDER CODY and the
Lost Planet Airmen are to play a
special farewell gig in London
this weekend, at the conclusion of
their British tour. It has been
fixed for Sunday lunch-time at
the Nashville in West Kensing:
ton. Tickets are £1.50 each, and
they are available in advance
only from the venue.

JON HISEMAN's Colosseum Il
are playing a lengthy series of
dates throughout February and
March, to tie in with the release
by Bronze on March 12 of their
debut
album
"Strange
New
Flesh". Following their commitments in this country, they begin
an extensive European tour on
April 14, and the album will be
issued on the Continent at that
time. Further British dates — including a major London venue
— are still being lined up for the
band, but those confirmed so far
are:
Reading University (tomorrow, Friday), Loughborough University (Saturday) London

OFFORD PRODUCES
BAKER-GURVITZ LP
BAKER-GURVITZ ARMY are
currently working on their new
album under the supervision of
former Yes and ELP producer,
Eddie Offord, who — said a
spokesman -- is leading them
back to a more basic rock approach. And as a result of their
"return to raunch", they have decided to dispense with keyboards
in their line-up.
The band will be a four-piece

BEATLES REUNION?
IT LOOKS BRIGHTER
THE PROSPECT OF a Beatles
re-union concert this year has
grown considerably stronger with
the news that George Harrison,
who until now has been regarded
as the main obstacle to the
project, has approved the idea in
principle. The possibility of the
Beatles re-forming has, in recent
years, sparked more rumours and
speculation than any other topic.
It has always been dismissed as
wishful thinking — until a fortnight ago, when Hollywood promoter Bill Sargent offered 30
million dollars for asingle Beatles
concert.
Sargent is prepared to let the
Beatles choose their own venue,
and he would televise the concert

on closed-circuit throughout the
world. He would also film and
record the gig. But it was felt that
even this tempting offer would
come to nothing, mainly because
Harrison was ,reportedly disinterested.
But now he has surprised the
sceptics by agreeing to the plan.
Ile commented last week: "I'll do
it if the others will. I'm not going
to say no to my share of £15
million". John Lennon, Paul
McCartney and Ringo Starr have
already intimated that they would
be willing to take part in aone-off
reunion concert — so the way
now appears to be clear for negotiations to open.
However, the retmiou is by no
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Glitter's
last tour

GLORIA
GAYNOR
COMING

GARY GLITTER, who last week announced his retirement from the music business "for strong personal
reasons", is to headline a farewell tour next month. Although the itinerary consists of only eight dates, it takes in
most parts of the country, including Scotland and Ireland.

Nyro visit
is planned

AFTER SEVERAL fruitless attempts to arrange a tour
for her last year, Gloria Gaynor is at last confirmed for a
series of concert appearances in this country. She will be
here from March 3 for seven days, during which she will
play five dates. Details of venues are still being finalised,
but it is known that she will play theatres in Birmingham.
Manchester, London, Ipswich and Leicester. Her London
gig is expected to be at the Hammersmith Odeon on
March 5.

LAURA NYRO is in line for a
British visit during the spring.
Her management have provisionally agreed to her playing dates
here in May, and negotiations are
at present under way with aleading British promoter. It is likely
that she will headline two or three
major concert dates, but there is
a possibility that she will instead
appear in amajor open-air event.

Earlier plans to bring her over have fallen through, largely because
she has always insisted on appearing with her complete U.S. backing
unit, and several would-be promoters have considered this financially
prohibitive. But now the new Stuart Dingley Partnership has signed her
to come with her full American outra — comprising singers, dancers

.
.g,nd

niusicians„

_—

Quo's final
itinerary

.,„

Valli, Seasons:
British venues
FRANKIE VALLI and
the Four Seasons are to undertake a British concert
tour in April, their first in
this country
for three
years. Highlight of their
itinerary is an appearance
at the London Palladium.

Prior to their visit. Private
Stock Records issue a doublealbum compilation this weekend,
titled "The Four Seasons Story".
This is followed on March 5 by
the Frankie Valli album "Gold"

NME's Editorial and Advertisement
Offices are located from today at:
KING'S REACH TOWER,
STAMFORD STREET,
LONDON, SE1 9LS

DRIFTERS FOR
MASSIVE TOUR
THE DRIFTERS are set for the
biggest tour they have ever undertaken in this country, lasting
Il weeks. Their itinerary includes
astring of major concerts at leading venues throughout Britain, as
well as cabaret and club dates. It
is promoted by Henry Sellers,
who still has a further three
weeks of gigs to finalise at the tail
end of the tour. Support act on
concerts will be the Dooley Family, and dates so far confirmed for
the Drifters are as follows:
Newcastle Mayfair (March
12). Manchester Free Trade Hall
(13). Wolverhampton Civic Hall
(14), Eastbourne King's Country

Club
(15),
Southport
New
Theatre (17), Glasgow Apollo
(18), Spennymoor Top Hat (19),
Hull City Hall (20), Batley Variety Club (21 week), Sheffield Fiesta (28 week), Purley Tiffany's
(April 6), Coventry Tiffany's (8),
Birmingham Barbarella's (9), Ipswich Gaumont (10), Caerphilly
Double Diamond (11 and 12),
Jersey West Park Pavilion (13),
Nottingham Palais (15), Dunstable California (17), London
Palladium (18), Preston Park
Hall (20), Farnworth Blighty's
(21-24) and a return to Batley
Variety Club (25 week). Further
gigs will be listed shortly.

BOXER'S BIG TREK
BOXER, Mike Patto's new band,
begin a six-week British tour in
the middle of this month. It has
been timed to tie in with the
release of their debut album "Below The Belt", which comes out
this weekend. Distribution of the
album will, however, be restricted
due to the controversial nude pictures on the sleeve. Despite the
"offending zones" having been
covered up by Virgin's artists,
some multiple stores are adamantly refusing to stock the LP,
and it has also been banned in
America.
Confirmed tour dates are at

THE REMAINING four gigs in
Status Quo's 11-concert British
tour have now been confirmed.
They are at Liverpool Empire
(March 2and 3), Bridlington Spa
Pavilion (5) and Stafford New
Bingley Hall (7). Their other
seven dates were listed last week.
Quo's new album "Blue For
You" is to be issued on March
12, while the release date of their
single "Rain" — extracted from
the album — is brought forward
to this weekend.

and, one week later, his single
called "Elise".
Tour dates are: Bournemouth
Winter Gardens (April 3), Bristol
Colston Hall (4), Croydon Fairfield Hall (5), London Palladium
(6), Glasgow Apollo Centre (8),
Southport New Theatre (9), Manchester Free Trade Hall (10),
Wolverhampton Civic Hall (Il),
Brighton Dome (12) and Batley
Variety Club (13 and 14). Readers should contact the respective
box-offices for booking information.

NME'S 'NEW ADDRESS

Northampton County Ground
(February 14), London Chalk
Farm Roundhouse (15), Cambridge Students' Union (17), Norwich East Anglia University (25),
London Chelsea College (28),
Birmingham Barbarella's (March
2), Leeds University (3), Manchester Polytechnic (4), Newcastle Polytechnic (5), Loughborough
University (6), Swansea University (10). Bromlev Stockwell College (11), Guildford Civic Hall
(16), Plymouth Fiesta (18), Exeter St. Luke's College (19), St. Alban's City Hall (27) and Huddersfield Ivanhoe's (30).

Glitter plays Sheffield City
Hall (March 4), Glasgow Apollo
centre (5), Newcastle City Hall
(6), Liverpool Empire (7), Dublin
Carlton (9), Belfast ABC Theatre
(10), Birmingham Odeon (13)
and the very last gig at London
New Victoria Theatre (14).
There will be two performances at Dublin and Belfast. Elsewhere there will be one show
only, starting at 7.30. Ticket
prices range from fI to £1.75
and they are on sale now. Gary
will be supported on all dates by
the Glitter Band who, it is
stressed, will continue to pursue
their own career after his retire-

Fats date
in London

Trower sells out,
adds three dates
AS THE RESULT of exceptionally heavy ticket demand for Robin
Trower's short British tour, he is to play three extra concerts at venues
where his originally-announced gigs have already sold out. The additional dates are at Manchester Free Trade Hall (February 21), Newcastle City Hall (23) and Birmingham Odeon (March 3). His initial
concerts at these venues are on February 20, 22 and March 2respectively. The box-office opened on Saturday for Trower's concert at
Wembley Empire Pool on March 5, and aspokesman said on Tuesday
that most of the tickets have already been sold — but despite this, he
will definitely not be playing asecond Wembley date. Trower opens a
three-month headlining tour of America on March 19, and the itinerary
includes his first bill-topping appearance at New York's Madison
Square Garden.

Ric Lee goes solo so
what now for TYA?
TEN YEARS AFTER drummer Ric Lee officially announced this
week that he is embarking on a solo career. Lee. who has been with
TYA for ten years and toured America with them last summer, is at
present recording his debut solo single for March release. But he says
that, as yet, he has no plans to tour or form aband.
Ric's decision would appear to
be the final nail in the TYA coffin. particularly as Alvin Lee now
COUNTRY JOE McDONALD
seems intent upon operating with
is to play three extra dates here at
his own band. During the past 18
the end of his current European
months or so. there have been
tour. This has become possible
persistent rumours that TYA
by re-arranging his concerts in
have broken up. but there has
Germany. Together with his
never been any confirmation.
band, he visits Dublin University
A Chrysalis spokesman com(February 12). Edinburgh Unmented: "You can never tell with
iversity (13) and Glasgow UnTYA. Just when you think
iversity (14). Immediately after
they've ceased to exist, they start
the fin-al gig. he flies back to the
working together again. United States.

FATS DOMINO plays aone-off
date at London New Victoria
Theatre on Wednesday, March
24, supported by his own band of
U.S. musicians. There will be two
performances at 6.45 and 9 p
and tickets are now on sale priced
from £1.25 to £3. Domino interrupts a hectic schedule of European concerts to visit London
and, because of his commitments
on the Continent, he will not be
making any other appearances in
this country.

Fatbacks
add three

FATBACK BAND are to play
a second concert at London
Hammersmith Odeon, due to
the heavy ticket demand for
their first gig at this venue. The
additional show is on February
26, and other new dates set for
the band are at Farnborough
College of Technology (27) and
Bournemouth
Village
Bowl
(28). The outfit's follow-up to
their "Do The Bus Stop" single
is released by Polydor on February 13, titled "Spanish Hustle".

Country Joe back

WOMACK CONCERT
BOBBY WOMACK, the highly-respected American singer and composer, gives his first-ever concert in this country on March 6when he
appears at London Hammersmith Odeon supported by his own sevenpiece band. The gig, promoted by John Curd of Straight Music, is his
only confirmed date in Britain — but there is apossibility of another
two concerts being slotted into his schedule after he completes his
commitments in Europe. Womack, whose new album "Safety Zone" is
released by United Artists this weekend, flies to London direct from
Los Angeles - immediately after appearing in a March 4 charity
concert for Jackie Wilson, who was recently stricken with a heart
attack.

,Th•toide wamin the psocess oL,
being lined up as arock spectacular before Glitter decided to
quit. Now it will take the form of
a review of all his hits — which
over the past four years have
been extensive, with record sales
around the world totalling in excess of 15 million.
Bell are releasing anew Glitter
single titled "You Belong To Me"
on February 20, which he penned
together with his manager Mike
Leander. It is followed on March
5 by acompilation album of his
greatest hits.
In announcing his retirement,
Glitter said that he had reached
his decision after almost ayear of
consideration and of "weighing
up personal plans against professional commitments". He described his final decision as
"heartbreaking".

First two
by Denver
JOHN DENVER will definitely
be touring Britain in the early
spring. The MAM Organisation
are currently lining up an extensive nationwide schedule for him,
and full details will be announced
in aweek or two. But it is already
known that included in his itinerary are appearances at Glasgow
Apollo Centre (March 26) and
Manchester Ardwick ABC
Theatre (27).

Rollers for
Wembley?
NME UNDERSTANDS that
plans are being made for the Bay
City Rollers to headline three
major British concerts in July.
Details have not yet been finalised, but it is believed that one of
the gigs will be at Wembley ,while
the other two are pencilled in for
Manchester Belle Vue and Glasgow Apollo Centre.
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Wishbone A.6115 Songe

Caris
•
Daim • The BandilamlineM Tope.
Gueen/15 Songe
Bat City Rollem/Gnsateet IIIM
Jota Mitchea/Coretplete Vol. 2
Engles/On the Border
Shadows/20 Mg Wb
Lem of Shadowe
eock Goder Tutor with Retord
ts.... Cuiter with Record
How to Oriental. Lead Cuiter
Rock G.otati :Soit '1 tstal
Rhythm Cuiter (Self Tatar/
Lead Gui.. Tutor with Record
Rock Basa Mater with Record
Bottleneck Otr. Tutor %MM Record
7488 OMM, Chorde
Botan/Werlock of Love

£5.
£2.50
£1 75
£1.25
£4.25
£2.95
£1.75
850
£1.00
£1.00
£1.95
£1 95
£1.99
£2.50
£2.50
£2.25
£2.50
95p

Solen Lads Book
Pink Floyd Album
T. Non Songbook
T. Ilex/Zinc Alloy
Stones Big Nit. Vol. 2
Bowie/Lyrice 8. M'eue
Free Complote
Neil Young Complote Vol. 1
Oyhm/Wrienes & Drawing.
Stemm Biography
Cat/Teeser & Firwat
New Songe of George.Paul and Bingo

95p
75p
£1.25
890
95p
30p
£3.00
£5.00
£2.50
£3.95 *
£1.90 ,
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WlUSICA
e L[X P S

A Disco Pick

•

"I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS"
on Private Stock PVT 47

ST. ANDREWS CHORALE

SINGLES

ALBUMS

Heavy Airplay

"CLOUD 99 (SOLEADO)"

This
Week
Last

on Decca F 13617

1
2
3

EMI MUSIC. 138/140 Charing Cross Road. London. WC2 01-836 6699

4
5
6

[PIE MIMUTS AGO

7
8

THE VIRGIN IMPORT CHART
1. TED NUGENT

9
Same

2. LOGGINS & MESSINA

Native Son

3. TOMITA

Firebird

4. BARE FOOT JERRY

Grocery

5. PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE

If the Shoe Fits

6. MIKE NESMITH

The Prison

7. THE ALLMAN BROS.

.. The Road Goes On Forever

8. JOURNEY

Look Into The Future

9. QUICKSILVER

Solid Silver

10. KISS

Alive

11. ELVIN BISHOP

Struttin'

12. WAR

Why Can't We Be Friends
Coming Soon

MARIA MULDAUR

New Album

JERRY GARCIA

New Album

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

All these and many more at
Virgin Records, Marble Arch, London, W.I.
Tel: 01-262 6985
And all Virgin Record Shops

23
24

e

This Last
Week

Week ending 7th February 1976

(1)
(8)
(4)

MAMA MIA
Abba (Epic)
FOREVER AND EVER ... Slik (Bell)
LOVE MACHINE
Miracles (Tamla Motown)
(9) LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY
Donna Summer (GTO)
WE DO IT
R & J. Stone (RCA)
GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE
Sailor (Epic)
(3) BOHEMIAN RHAPSODYQueen (EMI)
(6) IN DULCE JUBILO/ON
HORSEBACK ..Mike Oldfield (Virgin)
(7) KING OF THE COPS
Billy Howard (Penny Farthing)
(13) EVIL WOMAN
Electric Light Orchestra (Jet)
(15) ANSWER ME Barbara Dickson (RSO)
(19) WALK AWAY FROM LOVE
David Ruffin (Tamla Motown)
(11) MIDNIGHT RIDER
Paul Davidson (Tropical)
(—) DECEMBER '63
Four Seasons (Warner Bros.)
(17) SUNSHINE DAY
.. Osibisa (Bronze)
(
29 ) MOONLIGHT SERENADE/LITTLE
BROWN JUG/IN THE MOOD
Glen Miller (RCA)
(12) ITCHYCOO PARK
Small Faces (Immediate)
(10) LET THE MUSIC PLAY
Barry White (20th Century)
(22) LOW RIDER
War (Island)
(28) NO REGRETS Walker Brothers (GTO)
(14) ART FOR ART'S SAKE
10 c.c. (Mercury)
(26) BABY FACE
Wing & A Prayer Fife
& Drum Corps (Atlantic)
(20)

50 WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR LOVER
Paul Simon (CBS)
SQUEEZE BOX
The Who (Polydor)
WIDE EYED AND LEGLESS
Andy Fairweather Low (A&M)
MILKYWAY ... Sheer Elegance (Pye)
DEEP PURPLE
Donny & Marie Osmond (MGM)
RODRIGO'S GUITAR CONCERTO
Manuel & the Music
of the Mountains (EMI)
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ME
Yvonne Fair (Tamla Motown)
HONEY I... George McCrae (Jayboy)

(30)

25

(16)

26
27

(23)
(27)

28

(—)

29

(—)

30

(—)

4

3

3
4

4
5

8
13

1
I

6

4

7

5

4
3

10
11

3

12

5

11

1 14
3 15
2
7

16
10

5 10
2 19
3 20
10

6

i91)

4
5

(3)
(2)

6
7

(4)
(5)

10

(8)

11

(20)

12

(30)

13

(—)

14

(17)

15
16

(23)
(15)

17

(—)

18

(13)

19
20

(—)

21

22

22

4

20

23

2

24

24
25
26

3 27

(7)

HOW DARE YOU
10 c.c. (Mercury)
3
I
DESIRE
Bob Dylan (CBS)
3
2
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
Queen (EMI)
10
1
THE BEST OF ROY ORBISON (Arcade)
4
3
24 ORIGINAL HITS
Drifters (Atlantic)
9
2
OMMA DAWN ..Mike Oldfield (Virgin)
14
2
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE
YEARS
Paul Simon (CBS)
9
3
MUSIC EXPRESS
(K-Tel)
3
8
PERRY COMO'S 40 GREATEST
HITS
(K-Tel)
16
I
ATLANTIC CROSSING
Rod Stewart (Wainer Bros.) 25
1
THE VERY BEST
OF SLIM WHITMAN (United Artists)
2 11
STATION TO STATION

8 (12)
9
(6)

2

9
4
4 22

I
2
3

Week ending 7th February, 1976

27
28

I 28

29

1 29
I 30

30

David Bowie (RCA)
SING LOFTY
Don Estelle & Windsor Davies (EMI)
THE HISSING OF SUMMER LAWNS
Joni Mitchell (Asylum)
SHEER HEART ATTACKQueen (EMI)
ROLLED GOLD
Rolling Stones (Decca)
STAR TRACKING '76
(Ronco)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE IT
Bay City Rollers (Bell)
ABBA
(Epic)

12

I

13

5
25

14
2

10
I

7
17

10
I

4
19

(--)

SUNBURST FINISH
Be-Bop Deluxe (Harvest)
1
(14) CRISIS? WHAT CRISIS
Supertramp (A&M) 10
(10) WISH YOU WERE HERE
Pink Floyd (Harvest) 21
(19) ONE OF THESE NIGHTS
Eagles (Asylum) 32
(22) MOTOWN GOLD ...(Tamla Motown)
9
(16) BEST OF STYLISTICS
(Avco) 43
(--) BARRY WHITE (IRE &TEST HITS
(20th Century)
10
(21) 40 GOLDEN GREATS
Jim Reeves (Arcade)
19
(II) MAKE THE PARTY LAST
James Last (Polydor)
12
(28) TUBULAR BELLS
Mike Oldfield (Virgin) 121
(—) SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S
GREATEST HITS
(CBS) 159

BUBBLING UNDER
THE WAY IWANT TO TOUCH YOU—
Captain & TennMe (A&M)
LIES IN YOUR EYES—Sweet (RCA)
I LOVE MUSIC—O'Jays (Philadelphia)
SOMETHING'S MAKING ME BLUE—Smokie (Rak)
HOW HIGH THE MOON—Gloria Gaynor (MGM)

2

20
10
I
4
18
1
19
1
3
1
1

BUBBLING UNDER
ALL AROUND MY HAT—Steeleye Span (Chrysalis)
HELEN REDDY'S GREATEST HITS (Capitol)
CARNIVAL—Manuel & The Music of the Mountains
(Studio Two)
M.U. THE BEST OF JETHRO TULI.,—(Chrysalis)
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY--Donna Summer (GTO)

LS. SINGLES

FIY[ MARS AGO
Last Ibis
Week ending February 10, 1971
Week
I I MY SWEET LORD
2 2 PUSHBIKE SONG
Geer% Hui%bon (Apt
7
10
4
13
9
14
5
3

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

STONE LOVE
Swims «min estena
RESURRECTION SHUFFLE --Milan, Garer * U
il
AMAZING GRACE
Judyc.
CANDIDA
NO MATTER WHAT
Badasser (A
YOUR SONG
Masi /ohm
APEMAN
Kinks (Pye
GRANDAD
Use Dm (Columbia)

T[ri YEARS ACO
Last lbis
Weak radIng February II, 1966
Watt
5 I THESE BOOTS ARE MADE FOR WALICIN•
- 2
6
1
3
11
4
2
9

19th NERVOUS BREAKDOWN

Nmiinatra
elm (Reprise
Stones
YOU WERE ON MY MIND Crispin.' St.
=II
MICHELLE
Owelanders (Pye
LOVE'S JUST A BROKEN HEART —Casa BIM (Parlopbooe
GROOVY KIND OF LOVE
.111intbenliers (Fontana
SPANISH FLEA —Herb Albert & The Alms Bugs (lye I.
KEEP ON RUNNING
SECOND HAND ROSE
S= Davis (Fontana
Streisand (CBS
MIRROR, MIRROR ...—...........Plakerton's Assorted Calms (Decca

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13 10

Last

15 YEARS ACO
Week

I
2
8
6
4
3
9
10

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Week endig February 10, 1961

ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT
SAILOR
RUBBER BALL
YOU'RE SIXTEEN
PEPE
POETRY IN MOTION
RUBBER BALL
SAILOR

5 9 PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE
-10 F.B.I.

Elvis Presley (RCA)
Petal& Clark (Pye
—Bobby Vte g
Mary Barnette
Duane Eddy
!ohm Taoism
Marty Wide (Philips)
Am. Shelton (P'hilipl

Matt Mauro (Parloplaone
Shallows (Columbia

This Last
Week
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

(3)
(1)
!
2)
4)
7)
5)
(9)
(10)
(II)
(12)
(8)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(6)
(19)
(17)
(21)
(29)

20
21

(28)
(25)

22
23
24
25

(23)
(27)
(—)
(—)

26
27

(- -)
(- -)

28
29
30

(—)
(30)
( -)

Week ending February 7, 1976

50 WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR LOVERPaul Simon
CONVOY
C. W. McCall
I WRITE THE SONGS
Barry Manilow
YOU SEXY THING
Hot Chocolate
I LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY Donna Summer
LOVE ROLLERCOASTER
Ohio Players
SING A SONG
Earth, Wind & Fire
BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO Neil Sedaka
LOVE MACHINE
Miracles
EVIL WOMAN
Electric Light Orchestra
WALK AWAY FROM LOVE
David Ruffin
TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT
Eagles
THEME FROM S.W.A.T.....Rhythm Heritage
ALL BY MYSELF
Eric Carmen
FLY AWAY
John Denver
SQUEEZE BOX
The Who
TIMES OF YOUR LIFE
Paul Anka
LOVE HURTS
Nazareth
GROW SOME FUNK OF YOUR OWN
Elton John
FANNY
Bee Gees
WAKE UP EVERYBODY (Part 1)
Harold Melvin and Bluenotes
PALOMA BLANCA
George Baker
SOMEWHERE IN THE NIGHT Helen Reddy
DREAM WEAVER
Gary Wright
LONELY NIGHT (ANGEL FACE)
Captain & Tenille
GOLDEN YEARS
David Bowie
THE WHITE KNIGHT
Gledus Maggard & The Citizens Band
TRACKS OF MY TEARS .... Linda Ronstadt
SLOW RIDE
Foghat
I FEEL LIKE A BULLET (IN THE GUN OF
ROBERT FORD)
Elton John
Courtesy "CASH BOX"

This
Last
Week

Week ending February 7, 1976

1

(4)

DESIRE

2

(3)

3
4

(I)
(2)

STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS
Paul Simon
GRATITUDE
Earth, Wind & Fire
CHICAGO'S GREATEST HI IS

5

(5)

Bob Dylan

HELEN REDDY'S GREATEST HITS

6

(6)

AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS

7
8

(7)
(8)

TRYIN' TO GET THE FEELING Barry Manilow
WINDSONG
John Denver

9

(9)

10
II

(28)
(IC)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

(II)
(16)
(15)
(12)
(22)
(18)
(14)
(19)
(21)
(24)
(20)
(—)
(1?)
(23)
(27)

27
28
29
30

ALIVE

Kiss

M.U. THE BEST OF JETHRO TULL
ROCK OF THE WI STIES
Elton John

HISSING OF SUMMER LAWNS Joni Mitchell
BLACK BEAR ROAD
C W. McCall
HEAD ON
Bachman-Turner Overdrive
KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND
FACE THE MUSIC ...Electric Light Orchestra
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
Queen
BAY CITY ROLLERS
FAMILY REUNION
O'Jays
RUFUS FEATURING CHAKA KHAN
Rufus
FLEETWOOD MAC
LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY
Donna Summer
AFTERTONES
Janis Ian
RED OCTOPI S
Jefferson Staiship
BREAKAWAY
Art Garfunkel
WAKE UP EVERYBODY
Harold Melvin & Bluenotes
(- -) TOYS IN THE ATTIC
Aerosmith
(17) BEST OF CARLY SIMON
( ) THOROUGHBRED
Carole King
(- -) SPINNERS LIVE
Courtesy "CASH BOX"

1
February

7,

1976
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EXPRESS

Anglia. Ile Bop Deluxe are, as
they say, what's happening.
baby.
They've even happened their
way into the NME Poll's Most
Promising British Newcomers
slot —all will be revealed next
week.
He sits there in his hooded
slipover, stain-free jeans and
striped Daisy Roots shoes with
that little green neckerchief
knotted immaculately on the
left side of the neck. He speaks
very quietly and very correctly.
To be quite honest, five minutes
after he's started filling me in on
his background and I find
myself noticing the greaseproof
skin and hear him complain ab
out the lack of discipline at
Wakefield Art School I'm
thinking that, to say the least,
Bill Nelson is just alittle bit precious.
Maybe, I figure, six months
doing the European Graveyard
circuit of the clubs might
raunch this guy up a little.
(Come on Chris, you ain't so
dotty yourself —Ed.)
But that's before I noticed
the sinister cunning stashed
away in the wrinkles of Bill's
faceless prettiness. Meanwhile.
all unaware, he's still rabbiting
on about Art School: "I suppose a lot of the references to
"Art" in my lyrics come from
that time. But you weren't actually taught to think in terms of
Art. They just tried to help you
explain yourselves in different
ways.
"It was very free and easy.
Part of anatural expression. So
I've never been conscious of
writing Art or anything. Or
writing Arty
ways.
Other
people have put that connotation on it. It's just songs as far
as I'm concerned.
"I have no pretensions about
being an artist whatsoever."
Remember that last sentence.

Bill ‘elson Aad The Qffending Jacket

Arty Smarty
Or Just The Guitar
Hero Next Door?
So you think you're an avant-garde technoflash solid
gilt Star? sneers CHRIS SALEWICZ
Umm.. Ijust dig ablow now and then, returns
a bemused BILL NELSON of BE—BOP DELUXE
Isn't he pretty, says PENNIE SMITH

T

HE SAME sign
as Hendrix: Sagittarius. Into
Hank
Marvin,
Duane
Eddy, Wes Montgomery,
Muddy Waters, Chuck
Berry and BB King. And
Jirni Hendrix.

Sitting at home in Wakefield
one night nine years ago whilst
still at the town's art college.
Bill Nelson turned on "Ready
Steady Go" and experienced an

epiphany. Jimi Hendrix tore his
head apart:
"It just kind of shocked me
'completely to hear that on TV.
And Jeff Beck was on doing
"Shapes Of Things," and the
solo in "Shapes Of Things" was
for its time a staggering guitar
solo, you know?
"And Hendrix just took me
completely by surprise. After
that there was no way Icould
really look back at what I'd
done and think that was the Wtimate. After that all we could

say was that we'd got to see
these people play live.
"Yet at the same time it was
a fairly natural progression because if you're into guitars
those effects are there to be
used; only when they first happen, accidentally, you tend to
subdue them because they're
not supposed to happen, ac
cording to the book. Once you
hear someone else getting away
with letting them happen and
not being frightened about us
ing them then, you know, it's

easy.
"It's just getting over the
guilt thing of 'Well, am Isupposed to be playing this way?"
Bill Nelson and me are talking in the dining-room of the
Norwich Post House. Bill Nelson is guitarist with Be-Bop Deluxe. Tonight Be-Bop Deluxe
are playing round the Ring
Road at the University of East
Nrothing about me on this page.
Let's try the other side...

BACK to seeing Hendrix for
the first time: "At the time I
was very much into technicalities. Practising difficult runs
and doing lots of pieces which
were technically hard to play.
"And now my technique has
gone down hill. Now I'm just
striving to find a voice that is
mine rather than anyone else's,
you know. Which might not
have anything to do with technique at all. Idon't know."
Very forthright is Bill.
What are you specifically
trying to do as aguitarist?
"I can't really define it," he
says, leaning his elbows on the
table and holding his head in his
hands. "The nearest Ican say is
that I'm trying to find something uniquely mine. That is a
personal expression, you know,
that Ican feel is immediately
recognisable as myself, as much
as I might be recognised by
dressing in acertain way or by
looking a,certain way.
"It's kind of pushing back all
the influences and letting them
be nothing but influences, let-

ting whatever it is I've got to
give come out."
You figure you've got the ab
ilities to be able to do things
that no-one else has yet done?
'I've thought about it, yeah.
Right. Yeah,' Bill gives a halfsmile and looks distant and reminds me just alittle of aspoilt
brat.
"I
mean
I've
got
ideas... An album called "En
vironmental
Guitar"
which
would be just every track re
corded in a different environ
ment live. I've got a notebook
full of projects like that, you
know.
"For instance, one would
be ... We'd have a speaker
cabinet put on to a raft and
floated out into the middle of a
lake, and have the amplifier on
the shore with the lead going
across the water. And the microphone on the shore and amo
bile recording unit, and just im
provise in that environment.
And whatever happens first
take just play it and record it."
Living art, ehh?
"In a way, yeah," nods Bill
excitedly. "You could put the
amp in the back of atruck and
have it driven down the M I.
And I'd be in a car behind the
truck with a lead going to the
speaker cabinet. And then behind the car is a mobile with a
mike on top so you're getting
the sound of cars passing plus
the car in front chasing the
truck ... It'd completely alter
the way of thinking.
"And then another one on a
seashore with the waves coming
in and the tide eventually des
troying the speaker. So you'd
hear the sea and eventual4
you'd hear the sound of speak
ers going soggy as they get wet
and then the music just going
completely under the waves.
"I've got twelve efferent en
vironments that I'd like to tr.,
and do twelve tracks off.
"There's no way that it's go
ing to be marketable in agener
al sense ..."
Oh, you ought to meet Eno.
He'd sort that out for you.
That last remark was not totally serious. But this New Age
guitar hero doesn't seem to notice. He praises The Frail One:
"He's got alot of ideas that I
admire. At one time rock music
was an alternative to pop music
and now rock music is pop
music. And Ithink there's always a need for someone corn
ing up with another angle just
to ... make people think on
other directions, you know?"
YOU SEEM to be saying that
you think rock music is in a
pretty bad state. Maybe we
ought to talk about why — v,
thin the terms of that bad state
— Be-Bop Deluxe seems to be
happening at the moment.
"Why is the band happen
ing?
"Well I could tell you that
fairly honestly."
Continues over page
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ROGER SCOTT
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7th
"KERRYGOROUND"

vvith

KERRY

JUBY.

Featuring

a

phone-in on 388 1255 to your favourite pop
stars.
9 a.m.—"CAPITAL COUNTDOWN" with ROGER SCOTT. Capital's
new top 40 and climbers of the week.
12 noon—KENNY EVERETT with two hours of music and madness.
2 p.m.--"PERSON TO PERSON" with JOAN SHENTON.
4 p.m.—"LONDON LINK" with IAN DAVIDSON.
6 p.m.- -SOUL SPECTRUM" with GREG EDWARDS. Four hours
of pure "soul".
10 p.m.--TOMMY VANCE with one hour of pure "reggae".
11 p.m.----TOMMY VANCE with AMERICAN PIE. A low-down on
the American hit scene.
2 a.m.—"NIGHT FLIGHT" with IAN DAVIDSON.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8th
6 a.m. -- KERRYGOROUND" with KERRY JUBY.
9 a.m.- -SOLID GOLD SUNDAY" --TONY MYATT plays the hits
of today and the greats from the past.
11 a.m.—GERALD HARPER with "A SUNDAY AFFAIR". Sweet
Music, dedications, Champagne and Roses for
lucky listeners.
2 p.m.--KENNY EVERETT with two hours of music and madness.
4 p.m.—HULLABALOO. MAGGIE NORDEN AND DAVID BRIGGS.
A phone-in with MIKE MANSFIELD. Live Group
MARMALADE discussing new game "Water
Ship Down".
6 p.m.—"THE COLLECTION" with PETER JAMES. A collection of
classical music.
8 p.m.—"ALTERNATIVES" an Arts Review.

bus

9 p.m.—"A QUESTION OF FAITH" a phone-in on religion on 388
1255 with LOUIS ALEXANDER.
10 p.m.--"MARDI GRAS" music of the twenties and thirties with
BRIAN RUST.
11 p.m.—TOMMY VANCE with LONDON'S HIT LINE. 30 most
requested records by Capital's listners.
2 a.m.—"NIGHT FLIGHT" with MIKE ALLEN,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9th to FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13th
6 a.m. —THE BREAKFAST SHOW WITH GRAHAM DENE.
9 aro.- -MICHAEL ASPEL with music features, advice and
Swopshop on 388 1255 PLUS Pam Armstrong
with "Super-savers".
12 noon -CASH ON DELIVERY with DAVE CASH and Music with
a BIG PRIZE COMPETITION Plus
Quickies", "Love In The Afternoon"
happens between 2.30 and 3.00.

"Cash
which

3 p.m.--ROGER

E1.

SCOTT with Music and special features
"PEOPLE'S CHOICE" and -THREE O'CLOCK
THRILL" which takes you back to a week from
your past and the Hit Line Top Ten at 5 p.m.
7 p.m.--"LONDON TODAY" Capital's feature magazine programme
which tells you what's happening in London and

7.30

who's doing it. Presented by JANE WALMSLEY
and BRIAN WOOFE.
-OPEN LINE" on 388 1255 with ADRIAN LOVE from

9
p.111.

IBM

Monday-Friday with one and a half hours of
Argument and Comment. Friday, Feb. 13th
guest is Alan Williams, Minister of State at the
Ministry for Prices and Consumer Protection.

p.m.—"YOUR

MOTHER WOULDN'T LIKE
NICKY HORNE.

IT"

introduced by

11 p.m. —TONY MYATT'S late night on Capital. The best late music
2 a.m.—

in town including a special musical competition.
PETER YOUNG.

"NIGHT FLIGHT" with

NEWS EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR FROM IRN
This information supersedes all previous bulletins
Programmes are liable to alteration.

•
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• (inn In lied .from pug,:

London's 24-hour
music and
entertainment stereo
station on 194 metres
mw and 95.8 MHz vhf

6 a.m.

February
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It's always the best policy.
"Ummmm. It's rather
dangerous ground from the record company's point of view
and the management's point of
view, but I think the reason
rock is in abad state is because
of the business aspects of it. It's
the whole thing that it's now a
Product."
Now this is a lot more pro
mising. See, after Bill had
whimpered on about his Art
School days Ihad him figured
as aplain and simple Drip. But
the "Environmental Guitar" bit I
quite warmed to. And this disrespect for the tedious Music
Business I find quite healthy.
Very promising.
Take it away, Bill: "That
whole thing of money buying
popularity, buying advertising
space, buying people who can
think up an attractive slogan
... Music doesn't stand on its
own two feet any more. It leans
heavily on the media. On the
advertising media and all the
people who go with it.
"And the unfortunate thing is
that people are taken in by it a
lot. They get to the stage where
they can see that it's going to
earn them money and a lot o
people start off with good intentions like 'Great. Yeah, we'll go
along with it. We'll get loads o
bread. We'll set up our own alternative recording company
and we'll do what we wanna
do.' But usually when they get
to that stage they end up being
just as corrupt as the people
they first wanted to oppose, you
know."
There was alot of money put
into Be-Bop, Ihear.
"Yeah, I mean advertising
budgets have been expanded far
more than we've had before..."
I've heard thirty grand...
"That's including costs of albums and equipment and everything. But that's alot of money
anyway."
Then, a little less ingenuously: "I'm not sure of the specific
figures. To be quite honest, I
keep away from it as much as I
possibly can.
"But I think the reason the
band's starting to break now is
simply because the machinery
behind the publicity and all the
rest of it is working for us for
more than it has done before.
And so people are becoming
aware of the band.
"It'd be nice if someone
achieved that kind of strength
within the business and used it
to some different end, you
know."
Bill Nelson does, in fact.
have acertain experience of al
ternative
record companies.
Back home in Wakefield he recorded "Northern Dream", his
first album, at the Holyground
studio. Holyground is a fairly
flourishing 2-track studio that is
currently attempting to move
into more conventional distribution outlets rather than Yorkshire
head-shops.
Nelson,
however, doubts that it would
ever be run just as a straight
commercial venture.
Of "Northern Dream - he
says "I've had offers to sell it to
record companies because now
Be- Bop's started to get some attention they're thinking 'Oh.
We can repress the tapes and
we can make some bread out of
it'. But I refuse to do it. It's
better that it stays as it was as
far as I'm concerned anyway."
Bill Nelson laughs when I
ask him how it feels to be regarded as abudding guitar hero:
"I get fed up win pe..p 1..11(.14
about it 'cos it's just a selling
angle. Honestly. I'm just something that the record company
picked up on to flog records."
Well, the cover of the first
album — shot of skeletal guitar
— and its title — "Axe Victim" — laid it on the line, didn't
it?
"Yeah, I suppose so," he
laughs again. "It's abit embarrassing at times because really
the guitar thing's just a part of
what I'm interested in. The way
it's been handled publicity-wise
it's made it sound as if that's all
it is: Just aguitar band."
You can tell the way you've
been marketed, can you?
"I'm aware of the way we've
been marketed. Idon't have to
believe what's written about us,
you know."
He claimed that the band's
image -- and the Bill Nelson
image too — is not part of the
marketing process: "It's just
whatever's been there the ad
vertising campaigns have
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picked up on and pushed forward and exaggerated to some
degree. Which is what happens
to
everyone
regardless
of
whether it's us or if it's somebody really well-known." Presumably, though, some at least
of the Be-Bop Delux audience
go to see the band because they
really do dig it. Why do you
think people like you, Bill?
He sips his German hock
very slowly. Very slowly indeed."Because basically the music is done for honest reasons:
Because we enjoy playing it and
Ienjoy writing it and Iget off
on writing it and the band gets
off on playing it. And that
comes over on the live side of
things, you know.
"And because of the way we
have used visuals to some extent — Imean, more so in the
early days of the band -- now
it enables people to project their
own fantasies on to it. It's like
making yourself into a blank
screen that people can project
on to exactly what they want to
see."
Now what Be-Bop is dealing
out seems to fit into your reference frame-work as being fairly
intelligent music...
"Well, it's thought about
rather than just performed, I
suppose.
"And it never is right. There's
not a thing that I've done that
I've been happy with anyway.
"It never achieves what I
want it to when Iset out, but it
takes time, that sort of thing. It
takes years just on albums. A
long, long time.
"But I hope to get to the
stage where ... Like Isay, Iget
this personal kind of vision
which expresses itself in a personal way, you know: but
maybe it can't be copied by
someone sitting down and picking licks off arecord."
You've obviously got a pretty broad vision of your own future then?
"Oh yeah," -- there's the
sort of confidence in Bill's voice
that people have when they tell
you they're going into their
father's multi-international engineering firm -- "I suppose it's
abit presumptuous at this stage
to say so but Ireally wouldn't
want to continue just being in a
band, you know?
"I used to make films for a
band that Ihad when Iwas in
college — a multi-media band
-- and I'd like to get into all
that again. It's just getting the
time and the money to do it.
The idea I've got would be —
perhaps next year - to have a
film on tour with us instead of a
support band. And have music
put to the visuals which
wouldn't be necessarily in the
form or style of Be-Bop De
luxe's music.
And so Bill Nelson seems to
be a pretty bright, pretty suss
twenty-seven-year-old who's
using rock music as a route towards doing other things, ehli ?
"Yeah. Imean Ican see rock
music at the moment as a busi
ness. It's a good way to get
money to plough into other
areas and at the same time enjoy yourself doing it.
"I don't look down on it so
much. Imean," he looks as if he
might like to put his mouth on
"erase" for a moment, "don't
think that I'm just doing it for
the money. The only thing I
don't enjoy is the actual life
style of being in aband.
"I hate travelling on the road
and Idon't like living in hotels.
That side of it kind of gets un
der my skin. Plus the business
aspect ...But I keep a dis
tance between that and me."
BILL NELSON and the three
other members of the band
have split. The gig isn't for another hour and it's only a fiveminute drive but they need at
least half-an-hour to get made-

up.
The gi g's sold-out, of course.
The band stands at the edge
of the stage waiting for the
smoke rriachine and the perspex
Nelson and bassist
tubes
Charlie Tumahai are found inside [hern at stage centre when
the smo ke clears at the begin
ning of the set --- and I find
myself s
;tanding next to keyboards r
)layer Andrew Clarke,
ask him what he thinks
When 1;
to the biand he tells me that he
and
quite lilkes it now
adds dia tit took about a year
of worki ng with Be-Bop before
he couldIbring himself to like
the musli z.
Oh ye ah. Just in case you're
interest* Bill tells me they're
all on t
he same money. Not
very muc:h money either.
Despit.e what else Bill has
told me, the domination of the
guitar is complete, even down
to the lirle "This guitar doesn't
lie" in "S,tage Whispers", the second nuimber, which carries an
accomf)anying fanfare of
thrusting phallicism from Bill's
Gibson.
Bill wiears a grey flannel suit
with a white edging on the
pockets ;
and other stress points.
It's reall!ypretty nasty. His off
stage do thes were quietly tasty.
Now he looks like one of Wishbone As11. When inspired by his
own Owying — as in the pastoral imiiressionism of "Adven
tures In A Yorkshire Land
scape" — Bill nervously jerks
his face ;
about in the prescribed
formal
manner
of.
say.
Nureyev..He looks consistently
sensitive.
And fi -equently his playing is
very gocid: nice lilting sustain.
little dit oral flicks along the
fretboardI. even the main "Roll
Oser Be ethoven" riff. The vo
cals aren 't too bad either: plen
ty of Bos vie and Ferry-isms plus
the appr opriate quota of Piaf
vocal his trionics during, for ex
ample, '
"Sleep That Burns",
Harmoni es between Nelson and
Charlie good too.
4nd S,imon Fox drums with
muscular finesse and Andrew
Clarke's key boards soundwash
holds the thing together firmly.
The osrerall sound, though, is
ferocious ly eclectic. So much
so, in fac t, that the Raspberries
frequentl ,
y seem a main influence, aidng with lOcc and Bowie, frorr whom Nelson seems
to have copped a lot of riffs.
"Blazing Apostles", for one.
has the nlain "Suffragette City"
riffs.
The auidience seems to be all
students with even asprinkling
of Bill Ni elson lookalikes. Quite
alot of ti lem seem to get off on
the triple pronged Be-Bop Deluxe apptcal: (a) Nelson was a
guitar he ro ib) Be Bop Deluxe
as may be;the last band to edge
within th e glam-rock category
(e) Nelscin as Thinking Rock
Star.
Quite
You can
they walk
Really
must con
from the
somehow
stantial a
flutes of
and they
ten when
gy and
himself is
front-mar
spun he n
jokes. Mt
right corn
Even
East Angl
students v
The wi
though, ti
thing for t
son took
the encon
side of th
he wavec
head. Th
wrapping
'Then
NOW] w;ouldn't go quite as far
as the sot:ial sec who was saying in a cry loud voice that he
was neve r going to book the
band agaiin, but let's hope that
when Be- Bop Deluxe told me
that it
ias a bad gig, they
meant thait it was areally rank
gig. Beca use otherwise I just
don't thin k they've got it, even
if Bill Nel!son obviously knows
what he's doing.
Mind you. I'd never expected
James D,can, but I certainly
hadn't e)cpected the Frankie
Avalon of'the Seventies.
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"Timeless Flight: his new Le
is far and away his best yet...
very much third generation
rock... an important work
Jonathan Barnett—NME Jan 31st

...'All Men are Hungry" is
without ashadow of adoubt the
best thing Steve has ever written...
I'll be surprised if Timeless Flight
doesn't end up among my favourite five
albums of '76.
Ray Fox-Cumming—RECORD MIRROR &DISC Jan 31st.

INCLUDING

THE

NEW

...indelibly stamped
with the Harley psyche
Geoff Barton—SOUNDS Jan 31st.

... outstanding musicianship
Harry Doherty MELODY MAKER Jan 24th.

SINGLE

'WHITE WHITE DOVE'
0 N

FEBRUARY 9th GLASGOW APOLLO THEATRE
FEBRUARY 10th GLASGOW APOLLO THEATRE
FEBRUARY 12th NEWCASTLE CITY HALL
FEBRUARY 13th NEWCASTLE CITY HALL
FEBRUARY 15th LIVERPOOL EMPIRE
FEBRUARY 16th MANCHESTER FREE TRADE HALL
FEBRUARY 18th BIRMINGHAM ODEON

TOUR
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY

EMI 2409

19th BIRMINGHAM ODEON
21st BRISTOL COLSTON HALL
22nd BRISTOL COLSTON HALL
24th SHEFFIELD CITY HALL

FEBRUARY 26th LEEDS UNIVERSITY
FEBRUARY 27th LEEDS UNIVERSITY
APRIL 12th EMPIRE POOL WEMBLEY

Marketed bvEMI Records LImIted 20 Manct•Pht,
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"0 poo poo, Pete Erskine, yah sure
do bug. You never have wrote a
song, any
From a Thracian
love-poem.

FIRST. THERE was that review (by P. Erskine, of the al- .
bum "How Dare You"). Next
there was Mr. E. Stewart's
(published) view of the review.
Followed by the reviewer's reply to the view of the review.
Then there was the disc jockey's answer to the reply to the
view of the review. Then there
was reader Irvin's overview of
the disc jockey's blah blah blah.

And now, finally (may Ihave the
envelope please) ... rrriiipp. Lights.
cameras etc. ... We're in an abandoned movie studio in Shepperton, England.
Around a simple Formica table sit
all four members of 10 c.c. Modestly
they apply themselves to an arrangement of fish patties and two veg.
All is quiet. Mr. Stewart is especially
quiet. It was Eric, it must be remembered. who in acrazed defensive reflex.
grabbed a pencil in his left foot and
jotted off a curious letter to Gasbag,
NME. A letter that served to thoroughly besmirch the legend of 10 c.c. as a
band with the ever-ready witty retort.
Eric's letter was passionate and voluble, but aconcensus has it that it was
definitely low on laughs.
"I felt tremendously insulted." he
explains. "that he (P.E.) had taken our
whole integrity at such alow level. He
talked about cash and money."
The paragraph that probably stung
the most was the one that ran: "But on
any terms this album appears to be an
unloved prefab job assembled by a
group of musicians with little feeling
for their music beyond apreoccupation
with sound quality (and even that isn't
fully exploited here) and even less for
each other."
Grave stuff. But underline the word
"appears" and the Erskine prognosis
gets my vote, even though an hour or
two in the company of the band indicates that there is a certain manly
amor within its ranks. "How Dare
You", nonetheless does despatch "unloved, prefab" vibes, and this despite
the obviously zealous, eager-to-please
intentions of its chief mechanics.
But first a backgrounder to the circumstances of the Shepperton meeting.
The band had been previously
miffed by aJonathan King issue called
"lOcc Greatest Hits" which, they say,
were not. They were, they say. largely
ballast and bluff, and if NME wanted
the real goods it had best send
someone down for a look into the
horse's mouth.
Then came "How Dare You" and
the above-outlined criticial holocaust.
The exercise, though, of lOcc offering a selection of their Fab 14, plus
accompanying unbiased utterriccb
still seemed avalid project, particularly
since (a) they were loathe to enter into
another "all. critics are shit because
..." dialogue ano (b) because one of
Eric's charges was that reviewers are
no better equipped for sizing up the
merits or demerits of a piece of music
than. say. the gentleman standing to
your immediate left.
This. of course, is worth considering. Yet as their discourse develops, so
does a disturbing uncriticial tendency
to first acknowledge and then gloss
over the unfabulous aspects of even
these, their Hot 14. Everything begins
to take on atilt of unabashed wonderfulness.
In fact. for a band that claims to

FRESH AIR FOR MY MAMMA

In which the Fab Four pick their Fabbest Fourteen to illustrate
the ascent of sweetness, light, and the Technological
Aesthetic to the neanderthal world of popular music
Sir Kenneth Clarke played by ANDREW TYLER
Brushwork by SIR JOSEPH STEVENS R.A.

Kevin: Yeah, that's an interesting
track because part of it was written
before lOcc got moving. Parts of it
were the B-side of "Neanderthal Man"
and somehow it wasn't taken as far as
it could have been there. So we decided
to use that particular part in a new
song. It was just asong I particularly
enjoyed singing. It had some emotion behind it. Ican't remember all the
words ... what was it about?
Eric: It wasn't entirely fiction. There
was alot of feeling and emotion in it.
Kevin: It was our first ballad.
THE HOSPITAL SONG
Loi: My old man was in hospital for a
long time and Ihad to visit him and
I've always had a childhood aversion
to hospitals. And it got to me ... and
that was personal and it was very
pleasant lunacy. It wasn't too black.
The humourous element but it had
some definite...
Eric: It was written in a very short
time, wasn't it?
Lol: Yeah. There was arace on, actu
ally, who could finish first. Me and
Key were writing "Hospital Song" and
Graham and Eric were writing "Head-
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feed off a common productive paran
oia, there is much unsightly throwing
out of chests, not to mention the occasional cosmic boast such as this one
from Loi Creme: "It's one of the only
bands in the world, if not the only band
in the world, that's got four good writers. We know the writers are good even
if you don't like bits of this and bits of
that. The writers are good. The musicians are good. The producers are
good. That the four people can work
together like this ... that has to be a
unique situation and something that
one should treasure."
Or this one, again from Lol: "The
two ways that seem prevalent in today's music scene as a whole ... the
people who are writing shit because
they think that's what heavy rock
should be. or the people who are writing crap because that's what makes
money. We don't fit into either of those
categories."
By the quarter-way mark, the commentary is spiralling off into awesome
new vistas where the complacency becomes almost surreal. The light turns
from red to clear white and just as I'm
about to pass out from radiation
burns. I whip out my NUJ smoked
glass eye-shield and try a couple of
delicately placed body blows. The idea
being to drop things onto a manageable plane.
They weren't dropped all at once,
mind, but together they went roughly
like this.
Agreed, lOcc have a sure grasp of
technique that is admirable, plus a
directness of lyric that is rare. But often a piece is thick with technology
and totally bereft of emotional drive.
Musical lines are searched out and discarded with an almost phobic frenzy.
as though repetition. however much
organic or emotional sense it makes, is
to be avoided whatever the cost.
In short, a fatal attraction for the
Rock Epic.
Also harmonies. Often they drop
one on another like snowdrops, occupying the same narrow band. They
complement but they don't complete.
No competition. no tension.
There's also a peculiar relationship
with the idea of rock as surreal art.
There's an understanding of surrealism
in so far as the moves are known (i.e. a
bell here, ahowitzer there), but, again.
the elements are applied technological
ly and exist as a kind of sub unit that
seriously reduces the dream potential
of a piece like "Worst Band In The
World" or "Don't Hang Up". which at
its root is the kind of song that pops up
in a Marx Bros. movie with rock technology applied.

NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

in a way. which Ithink we did very
successfully in that track.
Graham: We're very into America.
Eric: Yeah, this is very Doris Day
musical sort of thing (sings).
Lol: It's interesting though. because
it's afield of music that Eric hates. He
hates it. Imean when we first played it
and we played it on guitars he didn't
like it at all.
Eric: Ihated it. Absolutely.
Lol: And he only got behind it when it
was in production.
Eric: Yeah, Ihated it. This the democratic side of the group at work. We're
prepared to try anything, no matter
which one of the group hates the production or the song that we've got. We
do try to go through and do it to its
ultimate and that particular song reminded me tremendously of Hollywood musicals like "South Pacific"
and "Oklahoma" which I abhor. I
can't say Ireally hate them — there's
not a word strong enough ... a word
to say what Ifeel about those musicals
... Ijust hate them.
(Recorder interpolates with a suggestion that certain tracks show a
strong visual dependency).
Lol: This is where we've failed. That is
where we've taken on a project. It's
worked in some ways and it hasn't
worked quite well enough because
every song we've ever done is by no
means perfect. At least it's the start of
agood idea and we've taken it as far as
we could at the time. Every time you
look back on tracks you know you can
improve on them, and the criticism is
probably very valid ... we didn't go
far enough.
Kevin: You see the three of us at one
time or another were involved in art.
We were students at art college for a
long time so perhaps we're still thinking in visual terms when we're writing
songs.
Eric: Yeah, it's quite asalid comment.
You're quite right, we do work visually
because it's comfortable for us to see a
thing visually when we're writing it.
We see it immediately because we're
that kind of people. We've been
brought up on that kind of thing and
it's never occurred to us that probably
90 per cent of the public who we're
selling the records to have not got the
same conception that we have.
Lol:' It worked to a degree, otherwise
nobody would like them.
Graham: This is why it's important to
put alyric sheet in an album, so people
can read and create their own mind
pictures, the way we do.
Lol: You have to leave something to
the imagination of the listener. You
can't give them it all.

And lastly, a peculiarity that seems
to run through most of their work, and
was actually expressed in the "Original
Soundtrack' title. Namely a tendency'
to conceive apiece in visual terms and
afailure to translate the image into an
aural picture, the kind that is evidenced, say, in Bowie's "Station To Station". Much of the band's music actually needs film footage or some other
kind of visual stimulant for the image
to be whole.
Having got that out of the way. and
further noting that the above comments are largely inapplicable to "The
Dean And I". "Wall Street Shuffle",
"Fresh Air For My Mama". and "I'm
Not In Love", we proudly present the
(basically) unexpurgated tape of the
band lOcc performing: "Talking About Our Music -.
The cast features Graham Gouldman. Kevin Godley. Lol Creme and
Eric Stewart.
•

line Hustler" and we finished first,
didn't we?
Kevin: Yeah.
Lol: Yeah, we finished first. It's in
teresting that all the songs in that al
bum were developing a personality
then and it was coming up by the last
tracks of that first album. An identity
was beginning to form ... lik e those
very bizarre songs. We were almost
seeing how mad we could write ...seeing how far we could go and "Hospital Song" went quite far. It was avery
exciting period and all these things
were just arriving, like the ways of put
ting over certain emotions — like the
heavy sound or light sounds. The hu
mour. They were all coming together.
Graham: In fact, talking about that
kind of harmony, people in the Beatle
era ... everybody used to sing ven.
very high, but because we've got two
quite strong low voices we started us
ing lower harmonies and a lot of
people have started doing that now as
well.
DEAN AND I
Kevin: Well I've always had an affec
don for the 30s and 40s. Iwas very
into art deco at the particular time of
writing that and Ijust wanted to do
something in that vein, yet up to date.

WALL STREET SHUFFLE
Eric: Graham and Iwrote that. At the
time there was the beginning of the
downfall of the pound. although it's
been dropping ever since Ican remem
ber. But this time it was avery heavy
run and the mark and the yen were
getting stronger. and all these words
you could use in other ways. So it was
just a comment really on the financial
time.
Lol: Well. Wall Street was important
from my point of view because when
we did the first album, writing-wise.
Kevin and Idid a lot of the writing.
and Eric didn't have that much confidence in writing because he hadn't
been doing much, and "Wall Street"
was important because it was one of
the first tracks he'd written. He did
write it with Graham but a lot of the
ideas were his own. It was his first
major piece of writing that was a) successful and b) very good.
This gave confidence to Eric as a
writer and it created awhole new thing,
because it took alot of the weight off
our shoulders. We'd already heard the
effect the first album had shown and
"Sheet Music" saw that style come
into its full. You know, the fact that we
could use wit and get away with it and
take things lighter than most people
take them and still make serious music.
but not pretentiously heavy serious
music. but good music that had humour to it. And the style came to its
full and the writers came to their full
when they got confident. So that song
was pretty important really.

SOMEWHERE IN HOLLYWOOD
Graham: This was the start of something new again in that it was quite a
long track. It was very involved with
totally opposing sections that worked
together beautifully. There's afantastic
melody and words and also, again, the
whole thing works right from the start.
(Recorder: Isn't it the start, though, of
what might be called your epic syndrome?).
Graham: It's only part of our writing
as it exists. So what!
Lol: Yeah, we are into epics. We're
also into short ditties. We like everything. There are shorties like "Hospital
Song". "Clockwork Creeps" and "Silly Love"... I mean, those are little
ditties. There are more substantial things, bigger projects that we take on
like the Hollywoods. like the Paris's.
Because you have that need. We don't
want to be full of short, meaningless
ditties, and we don't want to be full of
long epics either.

UNE NUIT A PARIS
Eric: This was originally written as a
20-odd minute piece by Key and Lol
and they brought it into Graham and
me and we criticised alarge section of
it saying it wasn't needed. It was just
padded out to make it long. And
this epic syndrome you're talking about ... it was too far in that direction.
We'd overstepped the mark. So we
started editing it down while they were
actually playing it to us. Eventually we
knocked it down to about eight minutes long.
We worked on that song for about
two weeks, filling it with every kind of
instrument we could think of and then
eventually scrapped the whole lot and
went back to piano, bass and drums.
which is all the song is. The lyric sheet
was written as a script with the characters at the sides of the lines. And
then we had to find the people in the
band whose voice and voices would fit
the characters. It was areally interesting project and Ithink it worked fabulously. But critically, when it first came
out, it was passed off as a lOcc-trying
to-be-funny-again track.
Kevin: That was a track that from a
writer's point of view was a serious
piece of music. Iforget who it was, but
someone dismissed it as an extended
piece of fun, which pissed me off no
end.
Lol: Yeah, it was macabre. It was about amurder, and musically we'd tried
to stretch ourselves by setting up anew
musical problem and then trying to
solve it. It was one that took a long
time to solve and it required the help of
all four minds to get it to work.
Kevin: Ithink what the epic syndrome
is all about with us really is that when
we write asong we don't want to limit
ourselves to the song, we want to pour
out everything we're thinking about
and three minutes isn't enough time.
We want to live the whole thing for as
long as we can and put everything into
it.

I'M NOT IN LOVE
Kevin: Ithink if Iwas to pick atrack
of everything we've done, this would
be my favourite track. It's got something that I think none of our other
tracks have at all. It's not clever in a
conscious way but it says it all so simply in, what, six minutes.
Lol: When it was first written we listened to it and it sounded good but
there was something that stopped it
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working when we came to record it.
And what à boiled down to again was
that there was too much in the song.
There was acertain middle eight that is
no longer there that brought the thing
down and made it a bit of abummer.
When we came back to it we left out
that bit and replaced it with the "big
boys don't cry" section ... that whole
atmosphere seemed to be more in
keeping with, like, the strangeness of
the thing. The song had alot of feeling.
It was, like, aone-take job straight off
the top of Eric's head. A lot of our
songs are fairly cold in acertain way.
They're very precise and lack certain
warmth. This one didn't. It was precise
and it had that warmth.
SECOND SITTING
LAST SUPPER

FOR

THE

(Recorder suggests that they have the
spontaneity anyway, that a song like
"Second Sitting" is less "aspiring"
than much of their work and sounds
like it might have been written in a
hurry).
Lol: In fact "Worst Band" was far
more spontaneous. "Second Sitting".
that was three or four days of the song
being written... not being happy with
it and changing it around.
Graham: We not only changed the
feel, but it was a case of bringing in
other writers as well, because when
Eric and Ihad finished it we realised it
was slow-moving and we weren't happy with it even though we knew it was
good.
Lol: Musically it was full of good
ideas, but lyrically the idea didn't quite
make the point. So we decided to try
and make the point abit more strongly. On the production side we decided
to speed it up a bit. Have a bit of fun
with it. So it became a rock 'n' roll
thing.
OLD WILD MEN
All: And here we are...
Kevin: That's got a history of Hotlegs... me and Lol trying to record it
on our own after Hotlegs split up. We
got a few ideas out of it. It was the
gizmo (a strangely amplified guitar).
Yeah it was the idea behind the gizmo.
But the idea behind the song? Idon't
know how it cropped up but we suddenly had this picture of Eric Clapton
in a wheelchair. You know-what the
hell are they going to be doing in 50
years time? Then we started worrying
about it ourselves.
Eric: Idon't think you could criticise
"Old Wild Men". For me it works
beautifully ...as a production, as a
song, musically, lyrically. Soundwise, I
think it's one of the best things we ever
did and we personally love the song
because onstage it goes down so incredibly well.

I'M MANDY, FLY ME
(A suggestion that this is aimless and
lacks intensity)
Graham: There's no time to set that
mood up. When you've broken from
that mood — and the song demanded
that the mood is broken — you lose
that element. Whereas "I'm Not In
Love" ... it's all the way through.
Lol: In - Mandy" it's a different tale
we're telling.
Graham: It's almost Eric and my way
of writing a Kevin and Lol song be
cause Key and Lol were writing these
songs in bits and pieces before we ever
did it.
Lol: We had to make this album the
best album you've ever heard and it
had to be better than anything we've
ever done before.
Graham: Iremember discussions like
"Is this music? Is this good music?
What is music? Who am I?"
Lol: And what happens is you get awfully paranoid and you're scared to actually pick up an instrument. There is a
paronia there. You see, people are going to say you're trying too hard. But
you've got to try hard in order to do
better. You can't just allow it to happen. If you don't make a conscious
effort to improve on yourself you're
just going to produce the formula. You
know this is going to work. We know if
we write afunny song that'll work and
people will get off. But you've got to
work and try for this result.

WORST BAND IN THE WORLD
(Recorder proffers theory of lOcc surrealism operating as asub-unit).
Kevin: "'hat is a problem. I don't
necessarily feel it is one with that particular track, but it's always a problem
when people tell you what you do. you
know. They say you're very witty.
you're very sarcastic, and the structures of your songs are great and then
you sit down to write another song and
you're aware... and as soon as you're
aware it's dangerous. It's dangerous
both ways. If we think we should not
do it then we might stray totally away
from it. If we accept it then it's also
difficult.
Graham: But the music somehow demands its own treatment doesn't it? If
the music is calling out for a certain
atmosphere then it's silly not to put it
in. We usually try all sorts of atmospheres and there susually one that's
just right.

ROCK 'N' ROLL LULLABY
Kevin: I'm not sure why Iselected this.
Ithink Ilike it because originally Iwas
fighting against the other three in the
band to have this song included in the
album. Since then we've all come to
agree that it's great. It's musically and
lyrically a very comfortable track to
listen to. It's not like one of our strange
tracks where something odd happens.
It seems to work in away that even the
simplest mind could follow quite easily.
and most of the great songs you've
ever heard in your life seem to work in
that simple kind of way.
Lol: There are a lot of holes in that
track. The song is down and the playing's awful.
Eric: Yeah, But Ifind it satisfying on
quite afew levels.
DON'T HANG UP
Graham: There's an incredible amount
of strength in the song, particularly
from the vocal performance because
that is one of the best vocal performances I've ever heard, technically
and physically. And it was avery emotional thing to record because on the
one hand you're getting deeply romantic about the whole thing, the next
minute you're sort of playing Spanish
guitars and castanets ... all in one
track. And it has alovely conclusion to
it which works beautifully.
Loi: It was adifferent direction in the
writing. Usually our lyrics are very
direct but this time they are used far
more surrealistically.
Kevin: It's adrag when you do attempt
to use whatever lyrical power you have
in this way and then someone says
"can anyone tell me what this
means..."
In areview, Imean. You
know, you can't win.
Lol: And yet people like other people's
songs who've never written a direct
thing in their lives. It's pure imagery
and pure abstract imagery. We try to
combine abit of both.
RUBBER BULLETS
Eric: I was responsible for that. al
though Ididn't write it. It's a kind of
updated version of "Angels With Dirty
Faces" (a Cagney movie). There's a
mail riot and the padre comes into tell
them "Put down your guns boys".
Key and Loi came into the studio
with "Rubber Bullets" prepared to
throw it away because they didn't
think it was any good. And Ithought it
was a great commercial song. And
Graham did too. The chorus "Load up
with rubber bullets" was so grabbing. I
thought it was asmash hit and said so
straightaway. But it wasn't finished
and it was Graham who put in the
middle bit and various other bits and
pieces. Ilove it because it was the first
number one we had and that was a
great buzz. And Ilove it because onstage it works beautifully.
It's great just to do a
- piece of rock
'n' roll instead of an intricate number.
It's agreat relief.
Exit and Finis. (Maybe).

"This is the way music has got to go in the future.
This is definitely something to listen for "
-WOOLLY WOLSTENHOLME, BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST
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THE GREAT
FREE 45
INTRIGUE
- THERE'S

BEEN no hanky panky
here," said cheerful G.T.O. record lady,
J
an Leary.

Speak for yourself darling, for there's
certainly some interesting games going
on in the record company world, even if
your label is not involved.
Companies in their frenzy at getting artists and
discs into the charts, particularly that of the
B.M.R.B. (that's the one played by the BBC and
seemingly used as a guide for non-Top 30 acts
featured on the all-powerful, Top Of The Pops)
have been pouring free singles into shops which
make chart returns.
One dealer in York has reported that he

THE

61

by
SHARES
BONO

A SPECIAL
INVESTIGATION
receives no less than 60 free singles a week and,
as an extra sweetener, a dozen albums. He says
he gives those discs away to local discotheques.
Companies involved in the freebies game hope
shop owners are not like our York friend. They
hope the record shop owner will quickly sense the
prospect of making quick money in these inflationary times and at the same time help them.
The shop owner or disc sale can pocket the
entire retail price rather than just his discount and
of course he jots down on his chart return pad
purchase of the respective disc. You might say of
course that no amount of free discs can affect the
buyer's choice.
That sounds O.K. in theory, but in practice it
doesn't always work that way. The shop keeper
may go out of his way to interest the buyer in
whatever free singles he has. Should you ask for a
copy of aparticular artist's recording he may say
he has not that version in stock. He does though
have another and that one is a freebie. So rather
than nothing, the buyer makes apurchase.
Even more important though for acompany is
ensuring that ashop stocks certain records. Most
companies of late have ceased sale or return and
consequently shops have been reticent about
stocking singles before they are chart placed or
featured on Top Of The Pops.
People frequently ask for asingle they've heard
on the air, so what can be better than companies
ensuring shops are ready with unasked for discs
that can be offered by the dealer. It can work to
everyone's advantage, the shop makes more
money and the company sells a platter and in
creases possibility of chart placing. Once the disc
makes the Top 50 then people order like mad
(and freebies cease). Simple really.
H.M. Customs and Excise do not find it too
agreeable, however, since they are deprived of
V.A.T. The V.A.T. guide, revised in September,
1975 says free records must be marked "Promotional copy -- not for resale".
The whole process, up until recently involved
the small companies. For them, one hit can mean
financial freedom for some months, particularly
since chart placing here results in intense interest
from every country of the world and most important, the United States.
Now, however, the bigger companies, though
not all, have joined in the game, as they have seen
small company versions triumph over .theirs and
disc issues by the minor groups make the charts
in increasing proportion.
G.T.O. is a small company, and we made enquiries there because of their triumph with the
Walker Brothers version over the WEA issue of
Tom Rush's "No Regrets". Rush was on the
all-influential Radio One playlist; the Walkers, at
first, were not.
So is this sufficient reason for wondering
whether hanky panky happened in this instance?

BOOT IN MOUTH
SECTION
AN INCIDENT involving former Kokomo guitarist Jim Mullen and Bobby The Z may go some
way to explaining just why Kokomo fail to appear'on Dylan's current and very excellent "Desire" album.
We hear that mid-way through a session,
proceedings were called to a halt because Bob's
voice was on the blink. At which point Glaswegian
Mullen, ever tactful, declared that he never considered Dylan to possess A Voice in the first
place. Thereupon the guitarist was asked to take
his services elsewhere.

D STEVE CLARKE

Ian Gurnie at G.T.O.'s rival in this instance.
Elektra, was careful about what he would and
would not say. He pointed out there was
considerable upheaval in the
Elektra-Asylum
company over various distribution questions quite
unrelated to the freebie business. He thought the
the Radio One exposure fro Tom Rush helped the
Walker Brothers.
Such an idea did not impress Jan Leary,
"bloody cheek" was her response.
She pointed out that the Walker Brothers version was issued before the WEA release and that
the disc took three months in breaking. "People
who talk of hype and it being wangled in have
nothing but sour grapes. I've seen our sales figures and the disc slowly picked it. It's been hard
work by our sales force."
Still the freebies policy has been a boon for
some, but what is particularly amusing is that the
Pye release of "Baby Face" was completely annihilated by the Atlantic version by Wing & A
Prayer Fife & Drum Corps — for the latter
offered the disc on sale or return!

and more from
the biz
YET ANOTHER tax exile joining the rout of
penniless rock and rollers running for offshore
islands with their cheque books between their legs
is Robert Stigwood, him of the mighty Stigwood
Organisation.
He recently moved his personal base of operations to Bermuda and said, in a statement to
Variety: "Taxes are the total reason I've moved. I
object violently to them."
CURRENTLY ROOTING for the title of most
successful record company of the year is Arista,
the high class outfit formed 14 months ago by
Clive Davis and Columbia Pictures. Recent figures announced show a 600-700 per cent profit
increase for the six months ending December 31,
1975 and Davis reckons that 90 per cent of the
records issued that year made the charts.
His attitude towards protege Patti Smith says a
lot about why he is so successful. He realised that
Patti was enough of an original to stand on her
own and that interest would be dampened if the
label was too prominent in pushing her. SpringSteen execs take note.
FOR ALL CONFUSED record dealers, in the
UK, last week's Shares Bono piece on John
Denver referred to American sales figures. Already we have received one phone call from an
astonished retailer who described Denver's
Christmas album as "an absolute dog" and said
he had been pestering his wholesaler for months
to take his unsold stock of 200 or so copies off his
hands.

Who?

ART
FOR
NEIL'S
SAKE

lie?

IT'S A WIDELY held belief that pets
often reflect the appearance and characteristics of their owners. In the case of
Neil Young and his dog Art, it seems
that not only is Young's canine pet his
replica down to the last whine, but also
apes his owner's prevailing mood ...
whatever it may be.
Young. Art and a journalist were travelling
around Los Angeles. the singer reminiscing about
what had happened in such and such a place in
years gone by, stuff like that first kiss with La
Belle Joni and where the Buffalo Springfield used
to rehearse.
All this nostalgia caused Young to become
somewhat excited — Art likewise becoming
animated too.
•
Later on in the day when Neil returned home
and began to mellow out a little. Art's mood
would change too and get kind of laid back like
Neil's.
On the American leg of that last CSN&Y
tour, Young would shun the bright lights and
exotic cuisine of top line hotel suites. prefering to
drive off into the night with only Art for companionship.
Aficionados of Young's music will recall that
one of Young's unreleased songs is called "Love
Art Blues".
111 BOB MARTIN.

LOWRY
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"Run for your lives. It's King Kong, the giant ordinary man in the street!!"

THAT
GLITTERS
LAST TUESDAY week, Gary Glitter
announced his decision to retire from the
music

business,

which

left

those with

sceptical minds wondering if it was all a
clever publicity stunt.
After all Bowie said he was quitting, so did
Jethro Tull and even The Groundhogs and
they've all come back. And somehow one can't
quite picture the sequinned singer retiring whatev
er those "personal reasons" might be.
"It's been aheart breaking decision," said Glit
ter last week — and depending on which paper
you read he is quitting for the love of his children
(Evening News) or because of a cancer scare
which made him take stock of his lifestyle
(Sunday People).
Not surprisingly, before he finally bows out.
Bell are to release a new single and album and
Glitter himself will undertake a British farewell
tour.
All very shrewd tactics. Glitter may have come
to prominence in '72 with "Rock And Roll Part
I" and followed with numerous chart singles and
elpees but his last album "GG" (a brave try at a
quality product, recorded mainly in New York)
failed to show in the NME charts, ditto the last
single "Papa Oo Mow Mow" from which one
might deduce his career in Britain is on the decline. Doubtless the new single and elpee will sell
well with that added sense of urgency due to the
"I Quit" story.
Can we expect in six months/one year aheart
rending exclusi\ e story in which the recluse. Gary
Glitter pours his heart out and announces "I can't
quit after all ---my fans have sent in so many
letters/petitions" followed rapidly by another sin
gle, album and British tour?
Glitter says no, well that's what he said in the
Sunday People: "I have no intention of doing à
Frank Sinatra and making a comeback in a feu
months time."
But what about the fan club?
"It's being kept on" the Glitter publicist informed.
Or of his recording contract with Bell Arista?
If you look through March 29 NME last year
there's aTeazer to the effect that Gary Glitter has
just re-signed a contract with Bell/Arista for five
years.
So with four years still to go, what happens?
Back to the Sunday People: "He's made
enough recording 1
01 u egular release 01 new
Glitter discs for at least two years."
Aren't Bell just alittle bit peeved?
"We are," says Glitter manager Mike Leander,
"having fruitful talks at the moment."
DJULIE WEBB
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may have worked for the Solomons, but I'd hesitate recommending such adrastic course of ac
tiun to those caught in asimilar situation.
Dorothy Solomon. you may recall, is famous
as manager of child prodigy Lena Zavaroni. Little Lena, who it is said will be amillionairess
before long, spends much of her time with Phil
and Dorothy but was not present on this occasion.
Have you noticed how Lynsey De Paul just
can't stay out of the news, poor thing? Last week
she too was at the Midem Festival where, on the
very last night she accompanied Don Arden,
proprietor of Jet Records and also her manager,
to aCannes casino.
Evidently Mr. Arden got involved in an argument with an Italian promoter (they can be so
hot-blooded these continentals) - and a fight
apparently ensued. Arden escaped with two black
ey es, his daughter Sharon with one, and although
I'm informed Lynsey was unhurt she was in an
"hysterical" state.
Have you been following the Household Cavalry vice story in the News Of The World? Have
you been wondering too about the famous pop
star' anonymously and allegedly involved in the
scandal? The only clue we're offered is that 'the
star' has aluxurious mansion in Surrey. Guesses
on apostcard to...
Iwonder if Ms Lena Skoog, former Sex Queen
of Sweden (in 1970 actually), is short of the old
readies?
How sad to think the former escort of aprince
who was once photographed outside Tramps
night club with Alan Osmond may have fallen on

ARCHIVE FUN

LIMEY
THREE YEARS AGO Englander Ian
Matthews dispensed with the mantle of
Matthews Southern Comfort for the
pleasures of the American West and the
Sensitive Solo Album. It was a move
that seemed to bode well, and under the
aegis of Hollywood boy-wonder David
(
-We're all family") Geffen. Matthews
was able to produce four attractively
moody tableaux — the last two being
lone efforts — culminating with the arrival in 1974 of "Some Days You Eat The
Bear And Some Days The Bear Eats
You".
All appeared set fair until, with blurring speed.
Geffen's passions took an altogether different
turn and Matthews was left dutifully holding his
own.
Then, with comparable haste, axed CBS chairperson, Clive Davies. arrived on the scene and.

Remember Flower Power in all its blazing glory? How could you forget such colourful limes?
This pretty paisley crew are (in no particular order)The Herd, The Who, The Tremeloes and
Traffic. Sort it out for yourself.

ROCK

SHARK
FIGHTING
MAN!

it's legal

BILL SARGENT, currently grabbing
newspaper headlines all over the world
with his scheme to reunite the Fab
Four, has recently spoken out about his
other main event, the great shark fight.
The scam involves a 36-year-old Australian,
Ben Cropp, who lays claim to being the world's
greatest shark hunter. On March 9, in alagoon in
Western Samoa, Cropp will be lowered down inside awire mesh cage, 80 ft. by 60 ft., to fight a
15 foot great white shark with only a4foot spear.
IAN MAÉTHEWS: Cold Comfort.
flushed with the promise of his new Arista label.
dangled ahalf million dollar five-year deal under
Matthew's hooter. Matthews, being no dummy.
said I'm no dummy, where do Istart?
First there was the outstanding pact with Elektra due to expire August 1975 to contend with,
and for which Geffen was reportedly asking
$90,000 as alet-out. Davies, of Dylan, Joplin and
Laura Nyro contract-signing fame, agreed and
Matthews got down to the business of making up
tunes and words to go with them, upon which the
daffy rock 'n' roll wheel of fortune revolves.
But as fast as Matthews produced said songs.
Davies and his A&R man rejected them.
"They were", Matthews explained in London
last week, "looking for singles. But the songs I
was giving them could have been singles."
So, um
9
"I think they listened to alot of Southern Comfort and there was talk of doing it as Matthews
Southern Comfort."
A dozen rejects later Matthews concluded he
was on alosing ticket. End of contract.
Next move was astop-over at Emmit Rhodes'
studio in Hawthorne. Calif. where a sampler of
three tracks was produced and subsequently dispersed about the business. Among the recipients
were the Burritos Bros. who too were negatively
inclined. But not so their producer, he being former Elvis and Area Code 615 bass player Norbert
Putnam.
Putnam said, hell yes, he'll produce Matthews
and a deal was put together with axed person
Davies' old label. ..CBS.
With a band comprising three veterans of
Honk — Tris Imobden, drums; Don Whaley,
bass; Steve Wood, keyboards — plus Joel Tepp
on slide guitar and harp, and the Muscle Shoals
horns, Matthews and Putnam repaired to Nashville's Quadrophonic studios last November
where, in the space of 2+ weeks, an album was
produced and no contracts were cancelled.
"It's afruitier blacker sound." says Matthews.
"and easily the best production I've ever had."
He now favours the mighty wattage of the elec
trie axe which he turns loose on standards like the
Rascals' "Groovin', Van Morrison's "Brown
Eyed Girl" plus four of his own compositions.
CBS have given him budget-enough to take an
eight or nine piece on the road for a late spring
tour. And now he's beginning to feel feisty.
The album itself is due late March and carries
a typically loony title that might be seen as a
rebuttal to all those West Coast business pranksters ... it's called "A Legend In His Own
Mind."

D

ANDREW TYLER

Undersea cameras will film the whole event
and Sargent plans to screen it live through close
circuit cinemas around the world to an estimated
viewing audience of 5 million people. Cropp is
guaranteed £500,000 for his performance, which
will go to his family in the event that he gets
minced.

FOR MONTHS the county ordnance of Las Vegas have been trying to control rock concerts, but
the problem was there was no legal definition of
exactly what constituted rock and roll.
The elders of the tribe put their heads together,
however, so now, for all of you who have been
labouring under misapprehensions all these years,
here is the word.
Rock and roll is: "A public rendition of music
in a permanent building or permanent installation, consisting of several compositions performed by a musician or group of musicians utilizing
electronically amplified instruments which music
is characterized by apersistent, heavily accented
beat and a great degree of repetition of simple
musical phrases."
El DICK TRACY

Sargent, aHollywood promoter, has arefreshing philosophical rap on the whole affair. "It's the
lions and gladiators all over again. Ithink he's
crazy but he's confident he can pull it off." A few
weeks later he added: "Anybody's an idiot who
would go to see it", and labelled the whole show
as "sick and immoral.
"The sickest thing is my justification for doing
it. Iknow it will be done, Iknow people will pay
millions to see it, and I'm adamned good promoter who can get the top dollar from the maximum
amount of people." Just giving them what they
want is atired old rap.

D DICK TRACY
TWO 'AMERICAN ROCKERS in •
mustard, button back. modern. As
new £25 pair. 44 Wigan Road.
Ormskirk.
from the Ormskirk Advertiser sent by John
(Lynyrd) Orion, Ormskirk

IHAVE avery frustrated friend. No that's not a
confession, just a statement of fact, dear. This
friend went to Midem Music Festival with 18 rolls
of film last week and is absolutely furious he
missed snapping pics of a certain middle-aged
music biz couple naine of Phil and Dorothy Solomon.
On arrival at their hotel in Cannes, the Solomons were informed there were no reservations in
their name. Somewhat annoyed, they registered
their protest by peeling off their clothing right
there in the lobby. Although a couple of gendarmes appeared on the spot, no one was arrested
and the couple were promptly given a room. It

LYNSEY: "Hysterical"
hard times.
Ms Skoog you ma.) recall married drummer
Alan Whitehead of l'he Marmalade in a hot
pants, much publicised wedding — the couple
separated in August, '74, and divorced in April,
'75.
Now almost ayear later, Ms Skoog is claiming
half the value of the couple's £21,000 house in
Finchampstead.
"I just want what is legally mine," she is quoted as saying.
Indeed!
My heart bleeds this week for Dowager Lady
Birdwood, someone who is obviously a pillar of
society and of the highest moral standing, albeit
rather naive, who stated in The Daily Express re
Linda Lovelace case: "I feel that the majority of
the public having heard about this book will boycott it."
Nearer the truth I'd guess is Malcolm Muggeridge's view, expressed in the Daily Mail:
"There is absolutely nothing to be said for the
book except that it is so much filth. So Ihave no
doubt whatever that people will queue to buy it."
•
Igather from the Daily Mail that 'The Bishop',
Mr. Jess Yates may soon be gigging at Pontin
holiday camps.
Mr. Yates you will doubtless recall used to
front the Stars On Sunday programme but was
finally ousted after that affair with blonde Anita
Kay (who was some 30 years his junior) became
known.
I understand Pontin's have been approached
on behalf of 'The Bishop' with aview to his touring their holiday camps in the south of England
and his act will incorporate Mr Yates at the organ, ayoung soprano and agirls' choir.
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"That's not possible." he mutters. "What's her
band like?"
Ummm. sort of agreat garage band. they started out knowing three chords, they've been growing with her, agreat rock and roll band..."
"Sounds like my band ... yeah. Itold Keith
about her, he tried ta act like he hadn't heard
about her.,
(Fashion note here: Mick is wearing a thin
piece of ribbon around his wrist..."It's from
Brazil. - he says. "On Nev. Year's Day you make
awish and you tie this ribbon and then when it
eventually comes off you get your wish." When
does it come off? "I don't know
Isuppose
whenever it comes off ... when you're washing
yourself or something...)
"Y'know Idefend you all the time," Mick sud-

THE RED AND WHITE striped shoes scurry
ing across the Plaza Hotel lobby looked familiar.
And when ten young boy fans surrounded the
slight figure (who was wearing maroon velour
trousers, a striped shirt, and a lovely fur jacket)
with white pieces of paper to autograph. it didn't
take me long to figure out that it was indeed.
Himself ... (His Nibs, as some affectionatel%
refer to him)... Michael Philip Jagger.
Aha
Igo over with my copy of Rock Scene
that Ijust happen to have brought for Bill Wyman with guess who on the cover. and ... ah.
wouldja sign this. please??? Himself
snarls/laughs (almost by rote having started to
sign it) and we go to his lovely brown. black and
white suite to have a Brief Chat about I) The
New Album and Photo For the Cover. 2) Patti
Smith, and 3) A Mutual Defense.

fRom
itw Y
telling you
all about
the Stones ....

"It's called Black and Blue." Mick said. referring to the new L.P. What? Not "April Fool"?
"How did you hear about that?" he laughs.
"Aaaahhhhhh .. no, that was just ajoke." Same
tapes
in rough
(remixed)
form —we
this
had
summer?
the pleasure of hearing
"Most of them ... can't get them all on.
"We did the album cover with Hiro in Florida
this past week ... the sky is very blue there ...
We had to do one at sunset and one at sunrise."
Is Ronnie in the photo?
"Yes." he grins.
(011ie E. Brown, and Billy Preston, however,

denly

"This is dedicated to my dog"
are not. Surmise from that what you will.)
Listen Mick. I say. you must go hear Patti
Smith sometime...
"Yeah. Ikeep seem' her pictures in the magazines ... she's becoming a really big star ... I
think Keith is the one that wants to see her actually."
No. she worships both of you.

says.

"1 beg your pardon?"
"Yes. well ... you know all these rock singers
ho think they're so great. and they don't want to
be taken too seriously ... but when they're taken
totally frivolously, they et very upset ..." he
cracks up.
Well, you're the one v. ho said it should all be
about white suits and pink socks ... "Well, not all
about, it definitely does need that ... to sort of
balance out. And it's not really a personal thing
with you, it's that level that I'm always defending."
That's okay. Idefend you all the time as well.
He looks suspiciously at me ... "From what?"

THE CHANGING FACE OF JAMES BROWN

1958 Rugged young man from
the country seeks credibility
and abetter hair style

1962

Finds both as
Brother No. 1"

"Soul

1963 Polished young star sees"
wider audience and an even better hair style

¡964 finds both as "Mr.
Dynamite"

1966 1had so mans' waves in
my hair, peopled get sea-sick,"
Outrageous rebel. ..

1968 Becomes conservative pillar of establishment. Process
out; Afro in. lunch with 1,BJ

Footloose and fancy free.
Isn't exactly how you foci when you've got the
Saturday night blues. And sometimes it doesn't take
much to get you down. Afew spots are enough.
Spots aren't easy to deal with. But by taking abit
of extra care now, you can be
well on the way to aclear and
healthy skin.
The first step is deanliness.
Keep your skin clean using
Valderma's specially medicated Tthh:rnedirer° to gets deep into
soap.Valderma Soap contains argacteria Z rg to the slcin:
acombination of two specially formulated ingredients
and gets deep into the pores helping to remove the
dirt and bacteria that cling to the skin.
Then there's improved formula Valderma Creamit's specially designed to work at your skin's natural
acid level (called the pH factor).
- That's the stuff to fight any spots that appear. And
it'll stop the bacteria spreading
and check infection before it
can cause any more trouble.
With Valderma helping,
those double-crossing spots
will soon be athing of
the past. And you'll be
singing adifferent tune.
res

P

r

e

Valderma is aspot's worst friend.
Keep medicines safely

the di t
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From all the people who say you were better ten
years ago. you're definitely much better now.

plays electric guitar, acoustic guitar, piano, bass,
and percussion.

UPSTAIRS IN BILL WYMAN'S lovely green
suite he was playing his new LP, "Stone Alone". I
couldn't believe it, it didn't sound at all like Bill.

"I dabbled in everything," he smiled, including
a Louis Armstrong impersonation for the entire
song "No More Foolin". It's hilarious: "I
couldn't sing for aday afterwards," he admitted.

"Well. Igot so pissed off trying to get singles
off my last solo album that didn't have any on it,
that Itried to make this as commercial is possible." said Wyman, who was wearing pale blue
denim trousers and a salmon coloured pullover.
His hair seemed freshly trimmed, he looked hap
py and rested despite his protestations that he
hadn't rested at all since the tour.
"Any album you play there are always some
cuts that you don't like, that you wish were over
to get on to the next," Bill said, "but with this one.
Ireally like all of them."
Some of the oustanding ones: "Apache
Woman" — great rhythm section, sounds a bit
like Booker T. & The.M.G.'s, could easily be a
disco hit; "Get It On" ("This is dedicated to my
dog," Wyman said, attempting a straight face,
"he's never been mated, and he's always trying.")
is an extremely raunchy number, and will no
doubt have much trouble acquiring airplay here,
as will "Peanut Butter Time" which has the
Pointer Sisters outdoing Donna Summer.
Van Morrison, Nicky Hopkins, The Pointers,
Joe Walsh, Al Kooper, and the incredible Tower
of Power horn section are all on Bill's LP, and he

p.m. Thursday. and were actually met by abunch
of fans and some CBS people at the airport. The
went directly (do not pass go) to the Continental
Hyatt House where some fell asleep. Lee and
Sparky went to see Patti Smith's opening at the
Roxy. The next day they went to the Westwood
Music Shop to buy a guitar for Lee, then drove
leisurely to San Diego (about athree hour drive)
where they were to perform for the CBS Convention the following night for forty-five minutes. It
was not decided whether or not they would then
return to LA to "acclimiatise themselves" to
America. They'll be here February 19th for a
tour, in New York probably in March for a
Beacon Theatre concert and Ipersonally cannot
wait.

Mainly. Bill Wyman's voice on this entire album, is the real surprise. The singing is strong,
he's much more confident than on "Monkey
Grip", and the songs are all uptempo and very
catchy. Bill himself can hardly stop smiling
whenever he listens to the album (he even refers
to "his" album and "theirs" — talking about the
forthcoming Stones' 1p
hmmmmm), and when
Jerry Wexler came to visit, Bill played the disc all
over again for him.
About that Rolling Thunder Revue/Hurricane
Carter benefit in Houston, Texas: Those who
were there say that it was a great show for the
front 20.000 people out of the 47,000 people who
came to the Astrodome. Stevie Wonder and his
band were great, Isaac Hayes, Shawn Phillips
were also on the bill. Carlos Santana, Stephen
Stills, Dr. John and Kinky Friedman all sat in
with the RTRs ... no Joan Baez or Ronnee
Blakely this time.
The RTR crew had an impromptu guest spot a
few nights earlier at The Troubador. when Roger
Miller and Kris Kristofferson (who was jamming
with Miller, it was Miller's show) invited those
who were in the audience — Dylan. Stoner, Neu-

lb

SAT. & SUN., FEB. 21
at 7.30
M A M.

"So this is Hollywood" Pic: JOE STEVENS
wirth. Metal — onstage.
Following the Houston concert. Bob Dylan
drove to Dallas to catch one of Joni Mitchell's
shows. It is expected that there will be no RTR
action during February or March, but they might
re-group in April ... Of course that, as is every
thing with this bunch, is subject to change.
DR. FEELGOOD arrived in Los Angeles at 4

& 22

present

STEVE HARLEY and
COCKKEY REBEL
on a Tuneless Flight over
Britain
£2.50, £2. £1.50, £1

From Bristol Evening Post sent by Bill the Lizard.
Je thought it was a Timeless Flight, but you
never can tell

Number Five

1970 ROOTS. Blood brother in
Africa is ...

1970 Street brother at home.
Superbad

1973 Afro out; Process not in
properly. Hide under ...

1973 .4 big new hat for The
Godfather of Soul

1974 "Those younger guys are
ripping me off"

1975 Old man from the city
seeks credibility and a better
hairstyle.

Cardiff, formerly *ell lnwn for ugby 2in4WeJshrnen, •
now proudly
boasts the multifarious musical talents of Mobb, a;ifewlive utpiece band,
already becoming &cognised for their tiglit hardOhic work''
11
.• •isITEDAH tab

Rana:is

Their debtit album on the new United Artists/ Rockfi4
eld label tJAS'29909 %MELD
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February 7,

For the 1st time at
£149 Tres

1st Peter Sarstedt
album
1st Man album
istidleRace album
[featuring Jeff Lynne]

IDLE RACE
The BirthdayParty

PETER SARSTEDT
MAN
Where DoYou GoTo My Lovely Man 1970
This album is acompilation of
Sarstedt's finest material. From the title
track, through "Frozen Orange Juice"
to "I am aCathedral", this album is truly
a"very best of".
ALBUM SLS 50381
CASSETTE TCT 50381

Man have long been established as one of
Britains premier bands. This, their debut
album for UA, has been repackaged in a
new sleeve (with notes by the infamous
Deke Leonard), and features "Romain"
still ahighlight of the band's 'live' set.
ALBUM SLS 50380
CASSFTIT TCT 50380

Originally issued in 1968, this must rate
as one ot the most significant rock
albums to have ever been released. The
imagery of the lyrics, sometimes stark,
and sometimes surreal, meets exceptional
melodies to produce an album that bears
testament to Jeff Lynne's enormous
talents -talents which are only now being
fully appreciated via ELO.
ALBUM SLS 50382
CASSETTE TCT 50382

...And, just in case you've missed them,
these are some of our other most recent
Sunset releases.

BONZO DOG BANI)
Keynsham
SLS 50375
TCT 50375

GROUNDHOGS
Thank Christ for
the Bomb
SLS 50376
TCT S(117f,

Sunset is aproduct of
United Artists Records.

CANNED HEAT
Cookbook
SLS 50377
TCT 50377

ROY HARPER
Folkjokeipus
SLS 50373
TO 50373

1976

3r let
muds:
February 7, 1976

:
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SI
by Woody right out of charact
er in its Claptonesque spirallion
design. Woody's an erratic guitarist to be sure, but v.hen he's
good, it's his slide playing that
he's noted for. Here however,
his non-slide lead break is quite
stunning. His last single. "If
You Don't Want My Love"
was also rather good. but
wasn't a hit despite getting on
the playlist. This probably even
won't get that far.

SINGLE
OF
THE
WEEK
PROCOL HARUM: "As
Strong As Samson (When
You're Being Held To
Ransom)" (Chrysalis).
Coming across this am
idst the overwhelming pile
of dreck is a lot like discovering
someone you
know in a roomful of
strangers.

You know, it brings you to
life again after being bored sol
id. Oddly enough. "As Strong
As Samson" isn't from Procol's
last album, "Procol's Ninth".
but from the one before that.
"Exotic Birds And Friends -.
and what's more it's been re
mixed so you hear a lot of things previously out of aural
range — like the pedal steel
half-way through which con
trasts well against the stately
keyboards of Gary •Brooker
(piano) and Chris Copping (organ). And then there's the acoustic guitar finger picking
which appears with a marked
clarity seconds into the record.
Snuggled in between the rest of
the album, -As Strong As Sam
son" sounded great. but now it
sounds even better and the
song's lilting quality becomes
more apparent each time you
hear it. Keith Reid's lyrics are
fortunately less obscure than
usual, witness the words in
brackets after the title — which
didn't appear after the song's
listing on the album. The group,
thought it wise to include them
because at this stage in the record Brooker's diction becomes
alittle muffled. Or to put it another way, no-one could understand what the hell he was singing about ... A fine, fine record.
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS
BAND: "Jessica" (Capricorn).
More remixin t;. but this time I
can't
notice
it.
Originally
released 18 months or so ago to
coincide with the Allmans'
"Brothers And Sisters" album..
"Jessica" was a turntable hit,
but failed to make the charts.
Today it sounds as good as ever
and stands as one of the finest
things the Allmans have ever
done. Written by Dicky-MyName-Is-Richard-Betts. it's his
show all the way, and unlike
some of his other more bluesorientated guitar showpieces.
on this he doesn't sound like
Eric. but like Dicky Betts and
no other. His playing is just
sweet enough and flows effortlessly, with the rest of the band
gliding along with him. Two
thirds of the way through. Betts
retires to see if Gregg has
nodded out over his organ and
Chuck Leavell takes the lead, to
play some beautifully cascading
piano. You know, this could be
the best rock instrumental since
the Shadows' "Apache".
DIONNE WARWICKE:
"Once You Hit The Road"

COMMANDER CODY AND
1HIS LOST PLANET
AIRMEN:
"Lightnin'
Bar
Blues" (Warners). Don't let the
title fool you. since talking in
purely structurally terms, a
blues this most certainly isn't.
It's a rather undistinguished
country-tinged strum-along. wit
the Commander singing about
the simple pleasures of life, in
particular the demon booze.
which brings us to.
.

PROCOL HA RUM'S Gary Brooker and Keith Reid. Pic: PEN.VIE SMITH

REVIEWED THIS WEEK BY SIEVE CLARKE
(Warners). I'd have made this
Single Of The Week, but for its
resemblance to "Then Came
You", the song Ms Warwicke
recorded with the Detroit Spinners in '74. That wasn't a hit
in this country and "Once You
Hit The Road" probably won't
be either. Actually, with all due
respect to the lady singer herself, this record's excellence is
all down to the genius of Thom
Bell who produced and arranged. She is very much his tool, as
she was Burt Bacharach's before. But she sings it well.
OLIVER
SAIN:
"Apricot
Splash" (Contempo). If Ms
Warwicke is discreetly funky,
then this instrumental is overtly
funky. You disco-goers will go
a bundle on it. Plenty of bass.
clavinets et al over which
someone blows the usual derivative alto sax licks. The only
radio play Oliver will get will be
link music and he might not
even get that.
TRAMMPS: "That's Where
The Happy People Go" (Atlantic). Another one aimed at the
disco-market, but a deal more
distinguished than the above -mainly because of the stringplayed riff. Otherwise it's predictable. the cymbals mixed
right upfront and awad of keyboards to get fonky too.
WILLIAM BELL: "Happy"
(Stax). Could this be Stax's last
release? This one-time prince

among black labels was declared No Longer In Existence
last week because of serious fi
nancial problems. This rereleased William Bell tune — a
brisk, string-laden number —
doesn't show the label at
its finest, despite the late Al
Jackson's peerless drumming.
Far better would have been the
lesser-known Bell record, "Tribute To A King", an elegy to
Otis. Talk about not going out
with abang, but a whimper...
BRIAN PROTHEROE: "The
Good
Brand
Band Song"
(Chrysalis). So Brian Proteheroe does have something going
for him after-all. In '74 he issued "Pinball", a fine record and
a fascinating mixture of Neil
Young minor key chording and
Protheroe's own middle-clas.
urban blues, then followed that
up with a dreadful (yes, it was
that bad) single of the kind that
makes even John Denver look
tough. But here he has it all
back together again. The lyrics
sound interesting and. as with
"Pinball", the record is gimmicky in atasteful way. Protheroe plays piano in a style that
indicates he might have listened
to Gary Brooker at some time,
and the mood is a little like
Macca's "Monkberry Moon
Delight" from his second solo
album. "Ram", though not as
sweet.
Methinks
Protheroe
makes music by numbers, but
isn't that what Queen and 10
CC do?

KOKOMO: "Use Your Imagination" (CBS). Aha, the right
choice for a single from Kokomo's recently released "Rise
And Shine" album — but is it
the right time, as some funky
bearded voodoo piano player
once said? In theory this has
everything going for it. The
song, built around one of Alan
Spenner's bass riffs no doubt. is
compact, has a hook, possibly
two. Trouble is (he said cynically) it comes from the heart, or
at least sounds as if it comes
from the heart. and that's not
always agood thing for asingle
to have going for it. Tell you
what, if this isn't a hit (and I
sincerely hope it is 'cause al
though Kokomo haven't quite
done it tight on record vet
they're one of our fine-st)
wouldn't it be a great idea for
the band to go into the studio
with the right producer and
make a custom-made single.
That could be the only way
they'll get in the charts.
COUNTRY JOE MACDONALD: "Breakfast For Two"
(Fantasy). Country Joe could
have a hit on his hands with
this, seeing as how it puts him
in an MOR rock market. The
accent is on an aural oppulent
lounge with its deluxe arrangement deluding the listener into
thinking it's a better song than
it really is. The lyrics seem to be
about eating rood, but with
Country Joe's oast record in

mind, they're - probably about
sex. Will the BBC realise this?
ELKIE BROOKS: "He's A
Rebel" (A & M). An obvious
case of mis -casting here. Ms
Brooks' abrasive voice isn't cut
out for this Gene Pitney song
which gave The Crystals a hit
in 1962 under the aegis of Phil
Spector. It's ateenage song and
should be sung by someone
who sounds a little younger
than Elkie — who was great at
doing her whole Janis-I'm-ahard-livin'-woman-joplin thing
with Vinegar Joe, but who
seems to have experienced
some difficulty carving out a
new niche for herself since then.
This won't do it.
RONNIE WOOD: "Big
Bayou" (Warners). Ron-I've
Got-To-Make-My-Own -MindUp Wood and his usual backup band of heavies (including
the rhythm section of Weeks
and Newmark) tackle this rock
'n' roll song by Gig Gilbeaus
(now a Flying Burrito Brother
and who in earlier days wrote
and produced Chris Montez's
"Let's Dance") with their usual
shambling aplomb. The mix is
crowded and Woody's voice
is
all
scratched
up,
but
that's part of the charm.
There's the inevitable Keef
rhythm guitar and aguitar solo

Hits Twice Over!

CHIIIIICY
I:HECKEL
AT THE
DISCOTHEQUE

and

SLOW TU1151'111'
HLU 10515 London-American

lateT
SWAY
and

FORGET HIM
HLU 10516 London-American

ANDY FAIRWEATHER
LOW: "Champagne Melody"
(A & M). He would appear to
have afixation for Songs To Do
With Drink. Like his previous
hit, "Wide Eyed And Legless",
"Champagne Melody" is taken
from the same "La Booga
Rooga" album and also like
"W.E.A.L." it's emlodic — but
differs strongly in that the
overall design has a lot to do
with 30s swing and precious
little with rock 'n' roll. The
atmosphere's very late-night
boozy and won't harm Andy's
regenerated reputation at all,
even if it would have been nice
to show Low's funky/rocker
side to the singles buying public
because that's where his musical heart seems to be. A minor
hit and one that will probably
chase Amen Corner's re-release
"If Paradise Is Half As Nice"
up the charts.
THE PRETTY THINGS: "Sad
Eye" (Swan Song). Lovely label
design, but a disappointing re
cord. Phil May's vocals are
treated with mucho echo and
are tastefully backed by acoustic finger-picking and discreet
keyboards„ so that you expect
one helluva heavy metal riff to
enter at any moment and kiss
your skull away. It doesn't appear, though. Merely a token
release to promote the band's
new album "Savage Eye".
GALLAGHER AND LYLE:
"Stay Young" (A and M). Not
the Scottish song-writina duo at
their best — "Stay Young" is
one of the less compelling cuts
from their very good "Breaka
way" album. Somehow the
number comes over as slight.
These two deserve a hit, but a
far better choice would have
been
the
very
memorable
"Heart On My Sleeve" from the
same album ,which vile rumour
has it Bryan Ferry is going to
release as a single. Okay. so
they get the royalties. but it's
not the same.
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LANE
ANDA
BETTER
THAN
EVEN
CHANCE
RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE: One For The
Road (Island)
WITHIN THE FACES,
Ronnie Lane's songs were
usually characterised by
Lane's ear for melody and
his altogether down-home
approach.

MUSICAL

February

EXPRESS

LfITTUS
JOAN BAEZ:
From Every Stage
(A & M double)
LAST AUTUMN, in a
move that marked a
complete departure from
previous practice, Joan
Baez went out on the road
in the States with a
backing band.

She'd formerly eschewed any
form of accompaniment but.
inspired by the success — in
America at least — of her
album "Diamonds And Rust"
she took this decision. The
members of the band were,
naturally, all hand-picked, and
were mostly the people she'd
used on that album. It all
seemed to pay off. Everything
was felt to be hanky dory,and
she was reported to be imbibing
freely.
Alter all, Joan might have
made some public miscidc ula dons in her career, but none of
them have been occasioned by
her music.
"From Every Stage" is both
a recreation of one of those
concerts and asort of retrospective of her I5-year showbusiness career. It works on
both levels, and on others
besides,
and
confirms
the
depths of Joan's musical resources and her resilience as a
recording artist.
The fact that it is in the form
of aconcert means firstly that it
is very lengthy, almost 90
minutes. On the first album —
i.e. the first half of the concert
— she accompanies herself; the
band join her on album II.
Side one opens with "Ain't
Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me
Round", a calculated demonstration
that
her
concerts,
though now more musically
complicated, have not conespondingla become more shallow
politically. She enters the lists
against her current political
betes noires, Indira Gandhi and
"Killer" Kissinger.
She continues with one of her
own songs, "Blessed Are" and
then Leonard Cohen's "Suzanne", which Ibelieve is one of
the eight here she has not
previou sly recorded.
Bob Dylan inevitably comes

Since quitting The Faces
these traits in Lane's work have
naturally been more accentuated; although Lane is still writing
for aband, it's his band, whereas before he was writing for a
band which had two other writers in its midst.
In other words, Lane can be
alittle more self-indulgent now.
He doesn't have anyone around
who's going to turn around and
say, "Well wouldn't it be better
if it went more like this?"
And therein lies the rub, for
although "One For The Road"
is rr .r.joyable album, there are
more than a few signs that a
little self-discipline is called for
if he's going to continue making
good albums — something he
has so far done since quitting
the Faces.
As you'd expect with aRonnie Lane album, "One For The
Road" is avery friendly record
indeed. It sounds as if the whole
thing was put together with a
lot of love, affection and the
odd tipples in between.
Side one is really all plainsailing, the album's best song.
which has rightly been chosen
as the single, coming right at
the beginning. "Don't Try 'N'
Change My Mind", a song
which stands head and shoulders above the rest.
It's well-constructed, well
played (but then so is everything else on the album) and
very memorable in its perfect
simplicity. Lane's clearly in love
and, like the majority of cuts cn
"One For The Road, "Don't
Try 'N' Change My Mind"is a
song about his old lady Kate
with lines like, "She comes like
like sunshine/She goes like
snow". That might look trite
when written out in black and
white, but in the context of the
song it sounds just right.
"One For The Road" is essentially an acoustic album, the
predominant instruments being
acoustic guitars (nice studio
sound, Ron), mandolins, fiddle
and piano accordion. Hardly
the stuff that rock 'n' roll is
made of, but that's surely why
he left The Faces in the first
place. His vision is afairly restricted one, but it's all his, and
one that is saturated with good
vibes.
The rest of side one is split
into three songs ("32nd Street",
"Snake", and "Bumin' Summer") which might not be
models of construction, but are
there, like, say a Van Morrison
song or John Martyn song, to
evoke amood.
Structurally they're sketchy,
but each one works and "Butni' Summer" genuinely conjures up images of a hot summer, Lane's bottom end acoustic pickin' sounding sultry.
The title cut closes side one
and is another well constructed
song, although not as memorable as the opening number.
Side two is where Lane's
dilemma becomes apparent.
Only one cut works totally, the
instrumental "Harvest Home".
Co-written by band member
Charlie Hart, the song has a
melody played by Hart's piano
accordion which creates an autumnal atmosphere.
There's nothing disastrous on

away with the lion's share of the
composing credits. It's strange
to hear Joan doing "Blowin' In
The Wind", but it does take you
right back across those 15
years, as does "Stewbalr,
which she has reinterpreted to
fit the death recently of a
racehorse in America.
These sides also contain "I
Shall Be Released" and yet
another recording of one of the
songs most associated with her,
"The Ballad 0f Joe Hill".
Although her introductions
are noteworthy for their comparative brevity (on her 1971
tour of this country, Iremember
that her introductions were
merely excuses for diatribe, and
often lasted longer than the song)
she still explains the premise of
each song, and endorses so
many disparate causes, she still
seems to be a one-woman
Amnesia International.
If you're prepared to be cynical

most baezed
connection and think it's also
because of people like Joan
Baez that you and Iare etc. At
other times, Iwonder about her
snarling asides, and the vehemence of her hatred.
ON TO THE second album,
where she describes the decision
to work with a band — "I've
not had avacation in ten years,
so I've decided to do it musically."
On side three, the use of a
band seems rather arbitrary, as
the players keep their respectful
distance, and hardly kick out
the jams. The use of backing
vocals on Err mylou Harris'
"Boulder
To
Birmingham"
seem
particularly
pointless.
Joan's aocals seem to need little
support.
With "Rambling Boy", the
opening number on side four,
everything
comes
together,
though; the band seem more
relaxed, and they contribute
more positively.
There are three tracks here
that are quite superb: "Rambling Boy" itself, "The Night
They Drove Old Dixie Down",
where the band and Joan have
evolved a perfect understanding, and "Lily Rosemary And
The Jack Of Hearts" which
was, you remember, quite mesmeric on "B ood On The
Tracks", and the best tribute
you can pay Joan is to say it is
equally so here.
Her inclusion of "L.R. And J.
of H." and "Boulder To Birmingham" shows she always has
an ear for a remarkable song;
her whole approach to musk
shows the su reness of her
judgement. Her vocals are
peerless as ever — though some
people, I know, are quite
unmoved by her vocal tours de
force (like the accapella "Swing
Low Sweet Chariot" or -Amazing Grace", with which she
closes the concert). That I'll
leave you to decide for your
selves.
"Diamonds And Rust" could
and should have appealed to
anyone interested in rock music: "From Every Stage" is
strictly for devotees, because it
is Baez at her most baezed.
But that does not invalidate
the fact that this is an exception
ally well conceived album (and
the sound throughout is quite
superb); how many successful
double live albums can you
name? The Allman Brothers'
"Live At Fillmore East", Van
Morrison's "It's Too Late To
Stop Now," Bill Withers'"Live
At Carnegie Hall", Bob Dylan's
"aeforc The Flood". And here's
another to add to that list.
Bob Woffinden

And here's Joanie looking rd:
jèctionately at some heavy duty
colleagues —
(above) with
Robby lee in 7!" and (left) with
young :Vick If harsishame in
'65

the album, since the sheer goodnatured ambience of the music
will get you through; but the
other three numbers on side two
lack ideas and the constant
repetition of one idea could get
alittle tedious. Next time he should get some
more of the band to write, or do
some other people's songs, as
he did on his previous Island
album. His interpretation of
"Buddy Loan Me A Dime" was
particularly good.
But if you're at all interested
in Lane's music, you'll dig this.
I'll play it regularly.
Steve Clarke

THE FLYING
BURRITO BROTHERS:
Flying Again (CBS)
APART FROM being afinishing school for some of California's best musicians. the Flying
Burrito Brothers also made
some great music in the past.
bringing together country, rock
and R and B styles to create
something that was very worthwhile indeed.
Bernie Leadon aside (recently departed Eagle), none of the
players who've been through

the Burritos bands have ever
met with much commercial success, Gram Parsons and Chris
Hillman coming closest, although the former tragically
died before notching up that
many record sales and Hillman
has often ended up playing second fiddle behind the likes of
Stephen
Stills
or
Roger
McGuinn.
None of that's going to
change with this new Burritos
line-up, a collection of musicians who should never be calling themselves the Flying Burrito Brothers.
The band reformed last year

1976

ELVIS PRESLEY: A
Legendary Performer
(Vol. II) (R.C.A.)

Joan at her
about all this, remember that
what she was saving in the later
'60's about, for example, the
global activities of the CIA have
since been entirely prov en: what
I resist is the certainty of her
convictions. Little devil doubt
seems to have been expunged
from her life. When she say s,
"It is because of people like
Natalia Gorbanevskaya you and
1are alive and walking the face
of the earth". I make the

7,

with original members bassist
Chris Ethridge and steel player
'Sneaky' Pete Kleinow (the two
of them were never major conttributors to the band). and the
line-up is completed by former
Byrds drummer. Gene Parsons,
fiddle player Floyd 'Gib' Guilbeau and Joe Scott Hill.
Live. it's Hill who is the
band's front-man. And on record it's the same story with
this former Canned Heat member doing the majority of the
singing. with a crooning, un
exceptional voice. Oh for the
lilting purity of Parsons or Hillman.

IT'S ALMOST like Elvis Presley was dead. Imean, they do
this kind of thing with people
like Buddy Holly and Eddie
Cochran when they've totally
used up all of the commercial
tapes in the vaults.
As will probably be gathered
by now. what we're dealing
with here is adermite collectors
item. It's agrab-bag of bits and
pieces spanning Elvis's career
from 1954 to 1958.
An added purchasing incentive for the faithful is the glossy
12 in. x 12 in. booklet of rare
Presley ephemera
The tracks are programmed
in chronological order and side
one opens with apreviously unrecorded Sun tape called "Harbour Lights".
It's basically an inferior ballad that tries out alot of ideas.
later employed awhole lot more
successfully on "Blue Moon".
Next comes an interview
with a good-ol'-boy. hillbilly
DJ. Jay Thompson, He elicits
very little new information.
The interview is followed by
aduff out-take of "I Want You,
INeed You, ILove You". distinguished by little else but Elvis
muffing the words.
The live cut of "Blue Suede
Shoes" is marginally interesting. It's hardly one of the great
live recordings of all time, but
despite the tinny instrumental
sound and the overbearing
screams, it does manage to get
over some of the unrestrained
energy of those '50's concerts.
The side winds up with "Blue
Christmas", "Jailhouse Rock"
and "It's Now Or Never" all of
which have been anthologised
before and seem to be pretty
much make-weight.
Side two opens with a collectors' gem.
It's "Cane And A High Starched Collar", not exactly the
greatest Presley tune, but seeing
how it came from the magnificent absurdist western "Flaming Star" and has never been
released before, Iguess it more
than earns its place on the album.
The merit of the second cut is
a whole It more doubtful. I
think you have to be of the par
ticularly devoted elite who are
willing to listen to Presley doing
tust about anything on record
to really get off behind fragments of old press conferences.
Next comes "Blue Hawaii".
It's a dramatic, unreleased live
version. but, aby ays having had
a particular dislike of both the
song, and indeed this kind of
Presley grand manner, it rather
passed me by.
Far more
acceptable
is
"Such A Night". The Johnny
Ray epic sounded great when
Presley first did it on "Elvis Is
Back.
''' the magnificent album
he made immediately after his
release from the army.
In this collection it sthe same
cut, except three fluffed open
ings have been left on to give it
aunique folksy charm.
Just to prove that you can
neser win them all "Such A
Night" is straight away fol
lowed by a really dire live recording of "Baby What You
Want Me To Do" on which
Presley plays some ultimately
mindless guitar.
The album goes for an ultraspiritual finale with "How
Great Thou Art" and the reflective "If ICan Dream".
And there you have it.
A lovingly indulgent Presley
documentary. If you view the
dear boy with the same kind of
indulgence, nothing should stop
you racing to your record store
to get.
Mick Farren

Guilbeau sings three songs in
a very down-home voice and
Parsons' voice is the most impressive of this trio. It's a drag
he only gets to sing the one
song, his own "Desert Childhood", a low key strum-along
with Sneaky's pedal steel lines
whining off somewhere in the
distance.
But Isuppose this band's real
problem is their lack of distinctly ematerial. There isn't one genuinely inspired song on this album. The Parsons/Guilbeau
song "Wind And Rain" has a
pretty guitar and "Bon Soir
Blues" features a memorable
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Lofgren
murmurs
now
big noise
"Boy And Girl", the next
track, is less substantial however.
The
lyrics
opine
that
"There's nothing better in the
world/Than a go-together boy
and girl", the melody-line is
slight and aside from
the
occasional gilded couplet — ( I
learned that old game fast —
cat and mouse '/But hit or miss
I'm in the same dog house") has
little to offer in the light of
previous Lofgren rockhymns to
teen -los econgress.
"What About Me" is spry
but as a song it's pretty much
threadbare
and
ultimately
stands out only for the kid's
gorgeous guitar playing.

Pic: STEVE EMBER TON

With public approbation of the NILS
LOFGREN oeuvre accelerating rapidly,
A & M have dipped into his first folio to
activate further interest; NICK KENT
compares, contrasts, evaluates, etc.

NILS
LOFGREN
&
GRIN:
Gone
Crazy
(A&M)
O.K., O.K., Iknow what
you're all thinking — the
old fool's been drooling
on about this Lofgren
cove these last months,
everytime the rag lets him
near a typewriter, but this
time I've got a couple or
more excuses.
Finally, y'see the world at
large (or at least an impressive
splattering of the British rock
consumer
populus)
appears
ready to let a little Lofgren into
their lives.
Back last winter, you'll surely remember, the young maestro stepped out on a limb and
conducted a brief reconnaisance of his 'cult figure' status
on this side of . the Big Pool
holding down strict outsider's
odds and a blind prayer in the
shadows of a spotlight specially
dusted down for the omni
touted
Bruce
Springsteen
whose flash-hang live reputa
tion was haring its grand unveiling in exactly the same precincts at more or less exactly

piano phrase. but these things
do not agood song make.
The overall impression is one
of listlessness and a lack of ge
flume inspiration. If only they
had a Hillman or a Leadon to
feed off . ..
The majority of the material
falls in the cOntry-rock genre
(three parts country, one rock)
but there are exceptions like the
single "Building Fires -,a soph •
isticated piece of studio work.
and side one's closing "You
Left The Water Running" has
more to do with cajun rock 'n
roll than anything else and isn't
bad at all.

the same time.
Well, Springsteen came, we
saw and he left, the great British
cognoscenti divided even further in their estimation of 'his true
worth'; while Nils by simply
utilising the fullest resources of
a comparatively, modest campaign, shook the walls of every
venue he hit and split, having
literally quadrupled sales of his
solo album here, his name
dancing on many a tongue and
true fame just a kiss and one
more big-scale publicity campaign, away.
So we're now locomoting
into the second month of 1976
and all the omens are pointing
to the year elevating the Lof
gren "so tough he doesn't even
have to prove it" technique into
the realms of the kind of grand
public acceptance the kid's been
hurting for ever since the whole
decade was ushered in.
The big news for the immediate future is that Nils' second
solo album is now finished and
is set for definite release sometime next month.
Recorded
in
Washington
with James Jamerson and Jim
Gordon frequenting the rhythm
section slot in place of the Dun
bar/Wornell Jones pairing of

If you really want to listen to
some hip country music, then
EmmyLou Harris is for you.
Otherwise try the Burrito's
"Close Up The Honk v Tonks -,
an excellent compilation. There
you can hear Parsons and Hill
man doing it like it should he
done.
Steve Clarke

GLENN
MILLER:
A
Legendary Performer
(RCA)
A MILD CASE of Millermania
seems to be going around: The

the first chapter, plus David
Briggs and Al Kooper together
producing, the opus already has
a title — "Cry Tough" and
looks set to be hot, hot, hot
property if specific preview
shots from those live gigs —
principally the wonderful rocker "Crime" that was unveiled at
the New Victoria last November — were anything to go by.
Meantimes,
the
Lofgren
legend continues being fed with
first, A&M releasing the very
last Lofgren/Grin album —
"Gone Crazy" this very week
— some two years after it saw
the light of day in the Americas.
Having been acquainted with
the record over the two-yearstretch, I find it fits into Lofgren's musical story-so-far as
easily the sloppiest, most frustratingly uneven effort he's yet
put his name to.
Initially recorded and
released at a point when Grin's
three year run as full-time Lofgren vehicle for total creatise
commitment had become
strafed by excessive road fatigue, slight identity loss and the
ever-dimming light of success at
the end of the tunnel, it still
finds Lofgren pretty much on
his feet punching it out with
much the same elan that made
him every U.S. rock critic's
next "mu sician -most-likely -to .
..." for two years running.
Basically it's a half and-half
situation.
Half of "Gone Crazy" is
Grade-A Lofgren, the other half
acquaints us with the vision of
this exhausted, drunken punk
stuck in a studio with few ideas
and even less time to deliver.
There are four hot tracks
here, starting with "You're The

kids at Canve Island were the
first to come down with it, striking poses as jitterbugs; now
Deodata and the Manhattan
Transfer have ty.c) terrific covers of Miller numbers out and
the original of his signature
tune, "Moonlight Serenade" is
in the charts.
While all this may he passing
by ageing acid heads and baby
boogie freaks. RCA have been
quick to spot a market in the
mood
hence the re-release of
this double set. initially produced in 1974.
Now, that Hollywood hooey
about Miller's search for "The

Weight", wiih Lofgren using his
heaviest punk-passion-at-pointblank riffs — a dramatic strutting canter underpinning the
verses — "You're the kiss that
can touch my heart/I get cra;y
from the very start/I've been asleep for a hundred years ...
You're the set thing that Iadore", straight into the one slick
catch-phrase —
"You're the
weight that I've been waiting
for."
"You're the Weight" 's success lays largely in Lofgren's
ability to successfully fuse Hendrix's diamond centre hard rock
swagger with its composer's
penchant for moody teenage
utterances.

Sound". as depicted in "The
Glen Miller Story", is naturally
corny and means little in 1976.
But this chronological package is very interesting, at least
to nostalgia buffs and students
of popular music history, for
the dynamic way in which it
shows Miller's tremendous impact.
Miller was as progressive in
1938 as Pink Floyd were in
1968, turning on an entire
generation to swing fever.
The 24 tracks with chat between them are performances
recorded live over a three-year
period of Miller's popular radio
broadcasts from
such evocative-sounding venues as the
Cafe Rouge of the Hotel Pennsylvania.
In addition to fine renderings
of most of the Miller classics,
there are some fascinating moments recorded here
historical, musical and emotional:
Miller being presented with the
first-ever
gold
record
(for
"Chattanooga Choo Choo").
trumpeter/band leader Harry
James (Betty Grable's old man)
sitting in on "Juke Box Satur
day Night", some splendid cornet solos from Bobby Hackett
and amusing but flawless vocal
performances bx Marion Hutton,
Tex
Beneke
and
the
Modernaires.
There are also some previously unreleased numbers, in
eluding a real curiositx in "Jack
and fill -. which was quickly
banned from radio for suggestive lyrics — la plus ca meme.
eh toots?
My favourite track captures
Miller and his orchestra being

The first side closes on the
dreary dirge-like wing of a slow
blues — "One More Time" —
with Lofgren obviously soused
to the gills and falling flat on his
face in an attempt to be 'soulful'. A tedious exercise in drunken blues.
Side 2 picks up with "True
Thrill", a decent-enough minor
league
Lofgren
composition
with a catchy chorus that
would have fitted nicely in with
the less-exciting moments of the
later A&M solo album and
strikes up to 4-wheel drive on a
new rendering of "Beggar's
Day", Lofgren's Crazy Horse
masterpiece, this time round recorded half as an official eulogy
for a deceased Danny Whitten
and half probably because Lofgren didn't have any new songs
to flesh out the album further.
Whatever, it matches
"Weight" as the album's twin

peak, actually managing to get
a rough studio equisalent of
Grin's lise potency, Lofgren
driving the song on with some
truly fevered guitar work and
reshaping the rather bizarre
lyrics to fit the suitably dark
and desperate circumstances of
Whitten's capitulation.
After "Beggar's Day" has
come and gone, the remainder
of "Gone Crazy" has to rely on
"Believe", a suitably charmed
exposition of Nils' "Dreams
Side" for a final passion-shot.
Shimmering solo piano and a
broken-hearted Lofgren crooning out sentiments which remind one of Danny Whitten's
"I Don't Want To Talk About
It."
The rest of "Gone Crazy" is
composed of insubstantial slop
which Lofgren in retrospect
probably feels pretty sick about
having his name attached to.
Even so, four hits out of nine
tracks isn't a bad score and
"Gone Crazy", while hardly
Grin and/or Lofgren's finest
hour, is worth investigation.
Meanwhile, the Import stores
are apparently marking up healthy sales figures on Grin's prior
Spindizzy/C.B.S. releases principally the first two albums
"Grin" and the supreme "I +
1".
I've already dwelt on the
manifold virtues of at least the
latter Nils episode ayear ago in
a "Deja Va" ... and I can
only confirm my previous comments. As to the first Grin album, it is an exceptional first
offering from any rock artist
and should be purchased.

%o, this-gentleman is not one of Gerry Fords chalFtrgers for the
Republican Parts' 's Presidential nominption -- though had he lived,
)eho knows? .4lier all. Glenn Miller (For it is he) was a big star
when Ronald Reagan was ab-movie actor.
announced the landslide win
ners of a national poll for
"America's No. 1 Band" to
thrilled screams from the youthful audience.
As the jubilant band swings
through "Tuxedo Junction - the
crowd joins in and guys cry out
"Hey, hey" and "Yeah! Oh.
yeah!" until suddenk you can
picture your father, maybe, acting like a kid at a Rory Gallagher gig.
The set ends on Miller's sad
in retrospect farewell
speech

and a fers ent response from the
audience as he leads the band
into "Moonlight Serenade" for
the last time before joining the
troops in Europe. Two years
later he was dead.
30 years later he's a legend
brought to life on this lovinglycompiled release, a good buy
with plenty of gems for the interested.
Mind sou, Idid feel the need
to put on Lou Reed straight
after.
Angie Errigo
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triTHPS
IMPORTS
AS I'VE OFTEN mentioned, obtaining imports
need not mean some costly trip to adistant specialist shop.
It's possible to lay your
hands on awhole heap of goodies merely by placing an order
with your actual just-aroundthe-corner, top-twenty orienated
record dealer.
F'instance, if you want to
add the first Z.Z. Top elpee to
your collection, all you have to
do is walk into any record store,
quote the catalogue number
IPS 584 and tell whoever is behind the counter to order the
disc through Selecta. They
should know what you're talking about because just about
every shop in the country deals
with Selecta, which is the import and distribution side of
Decca and kinda King Kong
sized.
You'll find that the record
will be delivered in just acouple
of days and all you've then gotta do is find £3.50 to settle the
bill.
What else can you obtain
through Selecta you ask? Fair
question.
Which is why I recently
snooped around the company's
warehouse to find out exactly
what they had in stock.
My first discovery was that
they're now bringing in abatch
of Hi issues that include Al
Green's "Green
Is
Blues"
(SHL32055), a 1972 set that
features the Arkansas soulman's versions of "My Girl",
"Get Back", "The Letter" and
"I
Stand
Accused";
Ann
Peebles' "Part Time Love"
iSHL32059) with its chartbusting title track and gritty renditions of "Steal Away" and "It's
Your Thing"; plus a couple of
Ace Cannon's country-funk sax
offerings in "Country Comfort"
(SHL32080) and "Ace Of Sax"
(SHL3205 I).
Also available is a huge
range of Teldec/Nova stuff
from Germany, items like Michael Chapman's "Pleasures Of
The Street" (AS6.22321,
£2.99), a recent issue recorded
live at Hamburg's Onkel Po
Club; "The Rolling Stones'
Greatest Hits" (AG6.216I4,
£1.99), the cheapest Stones album on the market, now decked
out in anew sleeve (nice shot of
Brian Jones) and selling well despite the success of the homegrown "Rolled Gold" compilation.
There's also "The Golden
Era Of Hits —
Vol. 2"
(DP.28 126, £3.75), a double
that includes Brian Poole's
"Twist And Shout", Heinz's
-Just Like Eddie", The Applejacks' "Tell Me When", Jimmy
Powell's "Sugar Babe", The
Move's "Night Of Fear", Dave
Berry's "Memphis Tennessee"
and the Moody Blues' "Go
Now"; plus "Kings Of Skiffle"
(DS 3212/1-2, £3.75), adoublehelping
of
nostalgia
that
remembers the days when the
inhabitants of these isles first
latched on to guitars in a big
way and young Alexis Korner
trotted out his versions of

"Ain't
Gonna
Worry
No
More" and Leadbelly's "Sail
On" in competition with the of
ferings of Lonnie Donegan, Bob
Cort, Alan Lomax's Ramblers
and the Avon City Skifflers.
Another line marketed by
Selecta is a range of BASF
titles, one of the healthiest sellers in this category being
"George
Duke And
Feel"
(BASF 21.223 12, £2.99) with
its star-studded line-up comprising
Duke, Airto, Flora
Purim, John Heard, Ndugu and
Frank Zappa.
Also worth checking out
though is Peter Herbolzheim er's "Wide Open" (21.21948,
£2.99) which contains solo contributions from altoist Herb
Geller and Philip Catherine the
Belgian guitarist who gave a
pretty impressive display of
technique on "OGWT" just a
few weeks ago.
Geller has an album of his
own on Teldec CX6.28332, a
£3.75 double that has both vocal and instrumental versions of
four original numbers. Jazz
pollwinner Mark Murphy and
Earl Jordan provide the tonsil
power on the first part of the set
while Catherine turns up once
more to handle the guitar pyrotechnics.
Jazz-wise Selecta have one of
the strongest catalogues in the
country, being able to draw on
French
RCA's
Black
and
White and Kings Of Jazz series,
over 200 titles in all, ranging
from the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band's 1917 cuts — the
first jazz ever committed to wax
— through to albums by Charlie Parker, Billie Holiday and
Miles Davis. C&W represented
through such elpees as "Country Music Hall Of Fame Vol. 5"
(Starday DP6.28314, £3.75) a
collection of tracks by such as
Del Reeves, Bill Clifton, T. Texas Tyler (no relation), Red Sovine, Moon Mullican and Buck
Owens.
But it's possible that much of
the future success of Selecta lies
with the African music to be
found on their Fiesta releases.
Rock and soul orientated, yet
retaining an identity of its own,
Fiesta's brand of Black Music
could easily be the next step on
from Marley and Co.
Already Manu Dibango, who
has two Fiesta albums in "Mak
ossa
Man" (360.048) and
"Manu
Dibango" (360.045.
both £2.50), has made afair im
pact on the disco scene, while
Rochereau's "Mana Mana"
(360.008) has attracted a lot of
attention via airplay of various
radio soul shows.
However, the man Selecta
name as the guy most likely to
tip the scales is one Emkambi
Brilliant
(think
about
that
name!), an erratic performer
whose "Africa Oumbi (360.054) has moved more than
afew copies on the other side of
the Channel.
Will down-home Dahomey
be the next Big Thing? Who
knows? ...with everyone get
ting back to the roots, it could
easily happen.
Fred Dellar

King unbridled

Rock's Arkle
lacks sparkle
CAROLE KING: Thoroughbred (A & M/Ode)
I DON'T understand it.
Carole has gone back to
recording
demo
discs
again.

I have always loved her
voice, particularly on the early
records where she was always
so out of tune. She's flat here as
well, but now it doesn't gell so
well with the L.A. professionalism of her smoothie backing
group.
Can't blame her for them.
she put them together five years
back for her "Tapestry" album.
Russ Kunkel on drums, Danny
Kootch on guitar and even old
James Taylor back again on
background vocals.
They all do such agood job,
they're all such good friends.
Ho-Hum.
Actually
some
are
new
friends. She has been singing
"High Out of Time" and "I'd
Like To Know You Better" on
stage with David Crosby and
Graham Nash. joining them on
their Wind On The Water tour
when it reached Miami. They
back her. with James. on these
two numbers on the album.
Dare Isay she sounds a bit
like Carly Simon on "Daughter
Of Lehi", a number recently
written with ex-hubby Jerry
Goffin?
There are four Goffin-King
comps here and they all sound
like demos. Ican hear them all
sung by Carole's usual artists:
Roberta Flack, Aretha Frank
lin. Anne Murray, Linda Ronstadt and even Labelle.
It would be interesting to
know who "There's A Space
Between Us" is addressed to.
It's one of the numbers that

James Taylor sings on. It's a
great number. God, she's fabulous when she writes like this.
So melodic and with intelligent.
sensitive lyrics. Iprefer her own
lyrics on this album to those
written with other people.
Usually when she co-writes
she writes music to their words.
It was always true with Jerry
Goffin and again, on this album, she seems to be fitting
music round the words on those
four tracks. Too many words.
Same thing on "Ambrosia"
written with David Palmer.
There are no surprises here.
no outstanding tracks, just an
album by someone living a
reasonably happy life in Los
Angeles. No breakdowns or
great personal losses. I'm glad
to say.
One thing people tend to
overlook is Carole's keyboard
playing. Here it is really good
throughout and sometimes it's
brilliant. Just listen to "We All
Have To Be Alone".
This week "Tapestry" moves
into its 250th week in the Bill
board charts.
Idon't think that this album
will join it for very long.
"Tapestry" caught the mood of
record buyers just right but sen
sitive happy albums aren't too
commercial this year. But Car
ole should care.. .
Mile',

ANNE
MURRAY:
Together (EMI)
ANNE MURRAY has deve
loped really nicely as asinger of
art and warmth since her initial
Canadian folk ie emergence.
Throughout this set she de
monstrates a rich, pretty voice
Ms. Murray
very good, but
she should still let it all hang
out
Pic: 14% DICK SO1

and an easy. mellow, feeling
way with asong.
And
on
other
counts,
"Together" has plenty of class.
Produced by Tom Catalano.
the album has a lush, sensuous
effect with a massive but sensitively arranged horde of good
musicians and no less than the
wonderful Dusty Springfield
doing stylish but subtle back-up
vocals.
Of the better numbers, "Sunday Sunrise" is beats' and melodic,
with
zingy
strings
wrapped
around
Murray's
powerful alto undulations.
"Out On The Road Again -,
yet another travelling artist's
complaint of the 'boy is this
rough, wish Iwas home where I
belong' ilk, is even nice, with a
sweet, lyrical wistfulness and a
twist to the effect that she loves
it all, really.
Her treatment of the David
Gates song "Part-Time Love"
is beautiful — slow, fluid and
full of impressive strength.
The big fault of the album is
that it is quickly rather monotonous. With so much going for
her, Murray's just missed on
this one by failing to inject
more surprises and sturdier
material.
"Lady Bug", for example, is
rescued by the affecting dynamics of her voice, but is a tiresome — if uncharacteristic for
Murray — touch of the cosmies: 4Alo one sees like you can
see/when you let your mindflow
free."
"Everything Old Is New
Again", asatirical swipe at nostalgia delivered with silky gusto.
and the honky -tonic} "Blue
Finger Lou" are quite show-biz
jazzy. but lack real bite, and the
title track "Together" closes
side two in disappointing, old
fashioned tv -star style. despite
her fresh, sincere singing.
First-rate, heavyweight
material for women singers always seems to be a bit thin on
the ground unless they write
well themselves, but a little
more imagination and punch
would have made this album
just about perfect.
If Anne Murray could let
herself rock out abit more. she
could have as much impact as
she has talent.
Angie Errigo

American concert.
While it might be argued that
such selectivity presents the
group in a flattering light, it
does at least ensure good listening.
Most of the songs have appeared on their previous albums, but without exception
these versions are superior to
the studio recordings.
On songs like "Yearnin'
Learnin' ", "Africano",
and
"Shining Star", their rhythms
are stronger than before without becoming boring; their
playing is more stretched out,
allowing room for imaginative
solos to change the moods; and
above all, there's so much more
vitality than in their studio
work.
Contrasting with the funk,
there's the Curtis Mayfield influenced "Devotion", astraightforward soul ballad "Reasons",
the latin hit they had with Ramsey Lewis' "Sun Goddess", and
a lengthy montage of different
textures which they call "New
World Symphony", all of which
successfully convey their stage
impact, as witnessed in Britain
last Autumn.
Only their vocals let them
down, for while high, light harmonies can be effective in the
right context, they begin to irritate when every song is treated
the same way.
The five studio tracks are a
development of their previous
work, providing an excellent
postscript to the concert recordings.
Particularly good is a hybrid
from Curtis Mayfield's Impressions
and The
Blackbyrds
called "Sing A Song" (already
ahit in The States) and the title
track of the album, which is a
really fine offshoot from the
Stevie Wonder branch of Funkology .
Probably
by
coincidence,
and becaqse of Stevie's influence on both acts, it's very similar to Johnny "Guitar" Wat son's recent American hits.
If you haven't bothered to investigate EWF before, start
right here.
Cliff White

EARTH, WIND &
FIRE: Gratitude (CBS)

THIS IS easily the most
infuriating record I've forced
myself to ,,o-exist with for any
length of time over and above
the call of rock reviewer's duty.
On the one hand I'm openly
contemptuous of what might
be diagnosed as
the
motif
behind this piece of product —
that of the "new depression"
being orchestrated and simultanteously lavishly capitalised
on by Ahmet Ertegun and all
those cats
who
populate
Atlantic
Records
inner
sanctum, fronted for this little
outing by their own favourite
hula gr.'chanteuse.
This is such a damnably
"slick" piece of product. starting with ....well let's start
w th the cover then. That's what
first got me interested in the
whole thing anyway.
A grainy black and white
shot of our Bette. bedraggled
like some unholy kid sister of
Phyllis Diller. swathed in bulbous white chiffon rags and red
ballet slippers walking away
from haying just defiled astreét
pcster of some elegantly air
hrusheJ lovely with big tits.
Of ;ourse. you soon recall
that the poster- (upon which a
bright red moustache and goatee have been scrawled) was the
same one that graced the hack
sleeve of the "Divine Ms. M"
album -- that our Bette therefore is publicly desecrating her
former glittering persona in the
face of hard times.
An impressive display, I
thought, worthy of further inestiga:ion.

PROOF AT last that EWE deserve all the acclaim that's been
heaped on them in the last
couple of years.
Their previous albums were
impressive,
scoring
massive
sales in the States, but never
quite capturing the full spirit of
the group as envisaged by leader Maurice White. A little too
much technique perhaps, and
not quite enough soul.
Now we get to hear them at
their very best and it's suddenly
apparent that they knock most
other
"progressive"
black
groups into acocked hat.
This double L.P. runs for just
over an hour, three quarters of
which is made up of eight live
tracks, each from a different

BETTE MIDLER:
Songs For The New
Depression (Atlantic)

Gest ures. schestures!
The new Bette Midler, vinyl
model, is really nothing more or
less than the same big bazoomed high-camp warbler of yore
('}ore' being three years back
when Ms. Midler was the
honafide 'next big thing'. having
paid her dues crooning at a
Manhattan dive called the Continental Baths) in so far as all
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ALLMAN BROTHERS:
The Road Goes On
Forever (Capricorn)
LISTENING
TO
this
double
album
compilation, sub-titled "A collection of their e
recordings", which encompasses the Allmans' career
from their debut album in
1969
through
to their
penultimate
"Brothers
And Sisters" elpee, one is
struck by the paradoxes
that
exist
around
the
band.

reatest

Although a highly respected
band in their formative years,
they didn't really become America's most successful band until
1974, a good 18 months after
the death of Duane Allman.
Their time at the top was
brief and soon The Eagles took
over as America's premier rock
act, their more commercial
music eventually penetrating
into the heads of British recordbuyers; the Allmans never did
to any really large extent.
While playing with the group,
Duane was their biggest asset,
being one of the few white
guitarists with an unquestionable feel for the blues. I can
only think of Eric Clapton and
Peter Green who fall into the
same peer group.
And yet, record-wise at least,
the band oddly enough reached
new heights after this brilliant
guitarist's untimely death.
The Dicky Betts instrumental
"Jessica" (the full unabridged
version is rightly included here
on side four) is arguably the
finest thing the band ever
recorded. As with the two other
cuts
included
here
from

Duane's slide playing always
shines in its exemplary way.

Moanin'
Macon
style
"Brothers And Sisters" ("Ram blin'
Man"
and
"Wasted
Words"), the Allmans play
better as a band that they ever
did in their days with Duane.
On each cut one is struck by
the ease at which they flow
through the material, Betts and
pianist Chuck Leavell, who was
brought in after the fourth
album "Eat A Peach", standing
out as strictly first class rock
musicians. Leavell has a wonderful feel for the piano and
constructs his solos in a way
which seems totally original.
Through-out the Allmans'
career (because of their recent
lack of activity, one is forced to
speak of the band in the past
tense; but they never were a
prolific recording band), Betts
playing has always been more
than competent, but it wasn't
until "Brothers And Sisters"
that he really came out of the
shade and shone as atruly great
guitarist.
Before,his playing was essentially rock-blues based, and
beside Duane's masterly guitar
work, seemed stilted. Check out
the live cuts here (from the
band's third "Live At The
Filmore East" album and one
cut from "Eat A Peach") where

There are exceptions, however, as on Betts' song "Blue
Sky" from "Eat A Peach".
Without this cut, this album
would have no right to its title;
includes a stunning guitar duet
for Duane and Betts. Here,
Betts is anything but stilted,
sounding lyrical and inspired so
that I'm not sure which guitarist
is playing what. No matter, the
lengthy solo is amasterpiece.
The weak link in the band
has
always
been
Gregg
Allman's singing, especially his
blues singing which sounds
uncommitted, as on the live cut
"Stormy Monday". His voice
lacks any feel for the blues. As a
songwriter he's erratic, coming
up with gems 18te "Midnight
Rider" and "Melissa" while his
blues based songs like "Black
Hearted Woman" (all three
included here) are ordinary.
All this brings me to the
conclusion that the Allman
Brothers are an erratic band,
capable of some truly inspired
moments, and some lamer ones
too. This album succeeds in
representing that.
Retailing at just £3.25, "The
Road Goes On Forever" is
nevertheless very good value,
despite the cover design, seem ingiy hurried liner notes and
thoughtless title, the road goes on
forever indeed. That sounds like
one of Gregg's ideas.

TOSTAT

V

'How Dare You'
by 10cc
L.P.

Rec. Price £3.25

BOOTS OFFER
PRICE£2 65

If you haven't got any of the
Allman's other albums then this
is for you. And if you really
want to hear the genius of
Duane Allman, get your hands
an Capricorn's anthology, volume one and you'll see that oddly
enough much of his best work
was outside of the band.

.

Cassette

Rec. Price £3.50

BOOTS OFFER
PRICE , 315*

Steve Clarke

'Station to Station'
by David Bowie LP.
Rec. Price £3 25
BOOTS OFFER

"icES,2 65*

Cassette

Rec. Price £2 99

BOOTS OFFER

PR'cE.,f2 64*

'Limey by Limey L.P.
Rec. Price £2 79
BOOTS OFFER
PRICE£219.
Cassette

Not currently available

BURNING UP THE CHARTS!
"Say. did Iever tell you 'bout mah weddin' night?"

the formulas are still stolidly
being adhered to.
Let's see now .... ah yes.
the disco revamp of an oldie but
goldie. this time a sure-fire hit
version of Frankie-bake Sinatra's "Strangers In The Night"
(it was "Do You Wanna
Dance?" before, remember?) a
splattering of earnest 'intimate'
renditions of toons penned by
exciting 'relevant' new composers — before it was the likes
of John Prine. this time round
it's the similarly dehilitated/
inebriated likes of Tom Wakes.
with Phoebe Snow for snow
driven seconds.
The 'chic' factor is heavily
leant on by the time one reaches
side two and receives an earful of cookeen light bossa nova
called "Samedi Et Venclrendi,"
wherein our Bette runs off alist
of the `chic-er than her' — De
Niro. Dylan, Marcello Mastrionni. Ursula Andress, etc.,
embellishing the whole produc-

tion by vamping it up in French.
The final track "Let Me Just
Follow Behind", a Moogv
Klingman (he produced the
whole thing) composition which
sounds like adirect sequel to the
"Jesus Christ, Superstar's" "I
Don't Know How to Love
Him." Bah! and Eat your heart
out. Yvonne Elliman.
Wierdest of all however is
Bette's attempt at "Buckets Of
Rain" the "Life is sad-life-is-abust-all-you-can-do-is do-whatyou-must" exit from Dylan's
"Blood on the Tracks."
You may recall Ms. Midler
holds the record for complete
desecration of a Dylan song
when she ritually slaughtered "I
Shall Be Released" on her
second album.
This time round though, it's
just plain bizarre. Dylan's in
tow here, actively aiding and
abetting Midler in her dilution
pf the song's sentiments into
just another good-time vaudeville romp.

Pic: BRAD ELTERMAN

Dylan sings out of tune and
even cracks at the end "Paul
Simon should have done this,"
proving he still possesses a
sense of humour somewhere.
Iwon't dare go into further
analysis as to the exact nature
of this self-desecration, seeing
as it sounds like ole' Bob was
blind drunk for the duration of
this time in the studio.
So there you have it.
The arrangements are all
exquisitely slick and Mr. Midler
stays admirably, intimately in
tune throughout. I even like
parts of it despite my better

judgement.

Oh and that cover shot again.
Check the "new" Ms. Mid ers profile and you'll probably

1Occ. Bowie. Limey.
Their latest albums.
Just three of many top
LPs all at 60p off
(35p off equivalent
cassettes).
From Boots, where record prices
won't burn a hole in your pocket.
* At these special prices until February 14th
From Boots Record Departments
subject to stock availability.

.54e Sp 04/80075
Me« AWE

be able to discern the less
jagged projectile twixt upper hp

and forehead.
That is. Ms. Midler has
indulged herself in a costly
nose-job for her new persona.
Some depression.
Nick Kent

We'll make your pound go further.
Record Departments
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WTOIllaCk
takes a
Sam Cooke sawhim&signed him
immediately. He wrote & recorded
"It's All Over Now,"
The Rolling Stones
covered it and had their
first American hit.
Over the years he's
written for and played
with everyone from
Ray Charles to
Rod Stewart to
Janis Joplin .
Now he has
delivered an album that
demands everyone's
attention.
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EW
ARTISTS
are
even in output. Some
hit their peak in a
brief outburst, and then level
out. Others tire of the diet of
integrity 'n grits, and sign on
the dotted. The economics of
the jazz world — nightclubs.
the road. poverty, the fads and
pressures of record companies
— hacks at creativity, makes a
miracle of the artistic survival

of even the most average performer.

Sometimes, as in the '40s and '60s, a
musical revolution in methods will
overtake a player and shunt his work
up the siding of public indifference.
Climb on. keep clear: either defence
can produce good jazz. Like any healthy organism, jazz is not exclu-sively
concerned with the latest and greatest.
No waves without sea. baby. It is about the continuation of traditions.
Improvisers have good nights and
IIIContinues over page

...Well, not exactly, but you gotta begin
somewhere for aspeedy, analytical run-down of
where all the cats are at. Part 1gets you
through The Old Thing and The New Thing, as
we jazzers say, and next week there's the rest of
The New Thing and The Very New Thing ...
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THELOVIOI'S MONK

nightmares. Records put an unreal focus onto one area of the musician's
working life, and any local cat dug
over a year in the neighbourhood
boozer will give you atruer picture of
jazz than a one-off glimpse of an
American giant.
To talk about the vacuum left by the
death of a Parker or a Coltrane is to
miss the point. Great innovators spring
out of the rich soil of yesterdays' tradi
rions which were the day-before's revolutions. The compost is alive and
well ...
Any survey of the current scene
must fali back on the old Fridayafternoon-in the-Art Room gluepot
and scissors. Styles and schools. Easy
to gum up the works. A label that
reads 'New Thing' is asking for fast
redundancy; 'Swing'? — don't everybody? The geneaological tree of jazz is
amonkey puzzle. with clear and direct
descendants as rare as navels in Eden.
Some cats will bristle with little sticks
like the martyrdom of St. Sebastian.
others, influencing no one, will feature
just one disappearing up their own
khyber.
The jazz lineage is more of a gang
bang than amarriage.
WEST COAST

JOHN COLTRANE

JAZZ LOVES to squabble. Get two in
a room and they'll polarise apart; one
cat on his own and he's probably a
schizophrenic. Trad yModern. Acous
tic yElectric. Chords yFree.

The West Coast y East Coast controversy dominated the jazz hustings
in the 50s. West signifying cool, blood
less academicians, East raw vitality.
There's nothing in the ozone. Sure, a
lot of Californians pulled Hollywood
sessions, played contrapuntally, hoed
the I2-tone row: a lot more blew ball
sic jazz.
Shorty Rogers' band hit like abitch,
the Curtis Counce groups hung as
heavy as Horace back East. Drummer
Frank Butler had all the authority of a
Philly Joe; Art Pepper was the finest
alto between Bird and Omette: fact.
The whole dust-up was remaindered
when Contemporary, a West Coast
label, signed Omette Coleman and Cecil Taylor in the late 50s.
"The Fox", Harold Land (Contemporary 7619); "Cool And Crazy," Shorty
Rogers (RCA Victor LPM 3138);
"Landslide", Curtis Counce (Contemporary 7526); "Intensity", Art Pepper
(Contemporary 3607); "Smack Up",
Art Pepper (Contemporary 3602);
"For Real", Hampton Hawes (Contemporary 3589).

COOL
ANOTHER BUM label: the dose is
the same as HOT, except the tension
rests on phrase distribution rather than
that big butter and-eggs sound. The
disciples of pianist Lennie Tristano
mow most of the running.
LEE KONITZ: Long elegant, serpentine alto lines weaving in and out
the trellis of a metronomic beat. Bachlike unisons, low profile emotions. ExMulligan. ex-Kenton. Lee can show
plenty of bottle with the rougher boys
like Elvin Jones.
WARNE MARSH: Considered by
some to be the greatest tenor alive. A
deliberately monochrome, squawky
tone to focus attention away from
cheap excitement and onto the content
which is unique.
"The New Tristano", Lennie Tristano
(Atlantic 1357); "Lee Konitz (Milestone 1217); "Satori", Lee Konitz
(Milestone 9060); "Jazz From The
East Village," Warne Marsh (Wave
LP 10); "Peter Ind Sextet" (Wave LP
13).
STAN GETZ
COOL BEGINNINGS, raunchy midperiod. contemporarily relaxed. Stan is
a descendant of the Lester Young ten
or: sneaky with the beat, pretty eves
for a ballad. He enjoyed a great success with the bossa nova fad in the 60s.
sits well with Chick Corea. A master
craftsman.
"Stan Getz" (Prestige 24019); "At The
Opera House" (Verve 68490); "Getz
Gilberto" (Verve 9065); "Sweet Rain"
(Verve
9178); "Captain
Marvel"
(Verve 23042251.

HARD BOP

HORACE SILVER:

CA

ART BLAKEY

CHARLES MINGUS

THE DOMINANT style in the '50s
was Hard Bop, consolidating the harmonic advances of Bebop, and introducing a greater rhythmic variety and
emphasis. The drummer pushed up
front to parallel the soloist: Art
Blakey, Max Roach, Philly Joe Jones.
Hard Bop used sketchy arrangements,
felt like a blowing session, laid a blatant emphasis on punch.
Typical units were Art Blakey's
Jazz Messengers and the Horace Silver
Quintet. Between them they 've fielded
a rare gang of talent: Hank Mobley,
Kenny Dorham, Lou Donaldson, Clif
ford Brown. Freddie Hubbard, Lee
Morgan, Junior Cook, Joe Henderson,
Jackie McLean, Bill Hardman, Johnnie
Griffin and Wayne Shorter.
In either band, they had to be plenty
buoyant to ride the relentless prodding
of the Silver piano or Blakey drums.
Griffin is probably the ideal Hard
Bopper, fast, bristlingly combative,
with a short fuse that flared into hysterical excitement once the ankle-snapping started.
The "soul" formula crept in by the
mid-'50s and restricted the sensurround drumming to abaptist backbeat.

Less
marriagi
of ago
Silver who started it all with "The
Preacher", and Blakey with "Moanin' ", usually rose above the general
predictability to deliver the goods;
Blakey still does, but Silver seems to
have opted for a&r direction.
The soul movement led on to Cannonball Adderley, Les McCann and
the tenor and organ combos of Jimmy
Smith. Meanwhile, the below-stairs revolt of the drummers led to more peripheral time-keeping, to Elvin Jones, Ed
Blackwell. Billy Higgins and the soft
watch boys, Sunny Murray and Milford Graves: goodbye ching-a-ching.
Horace Silver: "Horace Silver & The
Jazz Messengers" (Blue Note 81518),
"A Night At Birdland, Vol. I & II"
(Blue Note 81521/2), "Finger Poppin'" (Blue Note 84008), "Stylings Of
Silver" (Blue Note 81562), "Song For
My Father" (Blue Note 84185).
Art Blakey: "Jazz Messengers At The
Calk Bohemia" Vol I& 11 (Blue Note
1507/8), "Moanin' "(Blue Note 4003),
"Bultaina's Delight" (Blue Note 4104),
"Free For All" (Blue Note 84170).
Johnny Griffin: "The Man I Love"
(Polydor 583 734), "Blues For Harlin" (Steeplechase SCS 1004).
Wank Mobley: "All Stars" (Blue Note
81544), "Roll Call" (Blue Note
84058).
Jackie McLean: "Bluesnik" (Blue Note
84067).
Dexter Gordon: "Doin' All Right"
(Blue Note 84077), "Go" (Blue Note
84112),

SIGNPOSTS
SONNY ROLLINS
THE BOSS tenor in the '50s. Laid a
classic set of albums that contain all
that is best in Hard Bop, and plenty
that pointed
ahead. Thematically
structured solos, an increased range of
tonal effects and agrandeur that looms
from the first note. Thrown off-stride
by the radical changes of the New Thing, Sonny has finally resolved himself
in a lot of the old and bits of the new.
Probably past his peak, but remains
the Master.
Sonny Rollins: "Saxophone Colossus
And More" (Prestige PR 24050),
"Sonny Rollins At The Village Vanguard" (Blue Note 1581), "Newks
Time" (Blue Note 4001), "The Freedom Suite Plus" (Milestone 47007),
"Our Man In Jazz" (RCA Victor
7546),
"Horn Culture" (Milestone
9051), "The Cutting Edge" (Milestone
9059).
JOHN COLTFtANE
WHERE ROLLINS was terse and
sardonic, at a distance from his
material, Coltrane's tenor was headlong, smack up. Only by running permutations into wailing legato screes
could he cover the vast harmonic implications of his early style. Following
stints with Miles and Monk, he
achieved a balance — and then discarded it.
The switch to modal improvisation
led to the formation of his classic quartet. centring on a musical dialogue between Trane and Elvin Jones. Paradoxically, all this boiling intensity works
to liberate trance, a primitive, pre-
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European state of ecstasy.
In the '60s, he introduced many of
the New Wave players - Shepp,
Pharoah Sanders, Rashied Ali, Marion
Brown - to a wider public through
collective ventures like "Ascension".
Since Parker, the patron saint of
modern jazz. Still, eight years after his
death, the most influential sound around.
"Giant Steps" (Atlantic 1311), "A
Love Supreme" (Impulse A77), "Transition" (Impulse A9195), "Ascension"
(Impulse A95), "Meditations" (Impulse A9110).
MILES DAVIS
AFTER A promising start with Charlie Parker, Miles formed the influential
"Birth Of The Cool" band. In the mid50s he began to shuck off the Grace
Kelly label and increase the wallop
with PhiIly Joe Jones drumming for the
famous quintet. Miles, like Monk,
leaves out the easy bits, and concentrated on cutting the fat from his trumpet until it spat the hippest morse.
Modal experiments in the late 50s
led to anew quintet, more sinuous and
mobile than the first, but not necessarily better.
What happened to Miles after that is
included under JAZZ ROCK. What
happened to jazz trumpet after The
Great Schism is Don Cherry and Lester Bowie.
"Nines Davis" (Prestige 24001), "Kind
Of Blue" (CBS 62066), "Miles Smiles"
(CBS 62933), "In A Silent Way" (CBS
63630).
CHARLES MINGUS
THE GREkT bassist's wild handclapping overlapping bands focussed on
collective improvisation. Influenced by
Monk, Duke, Bird, gospel, Mingus's
music rages, pleads and moans, proves
conclusively that composition does not
have to be a still-fife of spontaneity.
Volcanic climaxes, shifting textures,
with Mingus urging his sidemen into
'areas that had previously been
cordonned off as noise.
After a doldrum, he's back in business again with a lethal tenorman,
George Adams, and the legendary
piano of Don Pullen.
"Pithecanthropus Erectus" (Atlantic
1237), "Tijuana Moods" (RCA Victor
7514), "Blues And Roots" (Atlantic
1305), "Black Saint And Sinner Lady"
(Imrulse A35), "Mingus Mingus Mingus Afingus Mingus" (Impulse A54),
"Mingus Moves" (Atlantic 50 040),
"Mingus At Carnegie Hall" (Atlantic
1667 0698), "Changes Two" (Atlantic
1678 0698).
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"Genius of Modern Music" Vols 1&2
(Blue Note
1510/1), "Thelonious
Monk"
(Prestige
24006),
"Pure
Monk" (Milestone 47004), "The'onions Monk and John Coltrane" (Milestone 47011), "Brilliance" (Milestone
47023), "The Man I Love" (Black
Lion 2460 197), "Pure Monk" (DJM
DISLM 2017).

show clearly that if the mantle of Coltrane fits anywhere in the 70s, it fits
here.
"In Transition" (Blue Note 458 H2),
"Innovations" (Polydor 2383 094),
"Unit Structures" (Blue Note 4237),
"Spring Of Two Blue-i's" (Unit Core
30551), "Silent Tongues" (Arista AL
1005).

GEORGE RUSSELL

ORNETTE COLEMAN

THE COMPOSER's groups, brandishing his formidably abstruse-sounding Lydian Concept of Tonal Organisation, laid some of the most vivid and
varied music of the decade. Modes
were declared the mainstream of jazz
tradition, chord sequences binned. Underrated. Russell's work, like Monk's
before him, took another generation to
assimilate.

THE MOST obviously melodic and infectiously swinging of the New Wave.
altoist Coleman still causes hackles to
rise in Chord City. Instead of shaking
the bars, like Trane or Dolphv. he simply played somewhere else, outside in
jazz's back-country past.
Ornette's patterns follow a mood, a
tonal area, or feed on themselves - a
lot of liberty to handle, but the richest
pasturage in the hands of a lyrical genius.
With Don Cherry, Charlie Haden
and Ed Blackwell, Omette mapped out
most of the alternatives in a series of
classic albums, added asecond quartet
INCLUDING Dolphv - for the
influential "Free Jazz" album of 1960.
Since then, he's added Dewey Redman
on tenor, and a violin and trumpet to
his own armory, but essentially, he is
still working through his original manifesto. That's enough for alifetime.
"The Shape Of Jazz To Come" (Atkinde 1317), "Change Of The Century"
(Atlantic 1327), "This Is Our Music"
(Atlantic 1353), "Ornette" (Atlantic
1378), "Free Jazz" (Atlantic 1364),
"Omette On Tenor" (Atlantic 1394),
"At The Golden Circle" Vols I & 2
(Blue Note 4224/5).

"Outer Thoughts" (Milestone 47027).
SUN RA
FIRST BEAMED at our planet as
Sonny
Blount, straight
Swing-toModern bandleader, he has gradually
sloughed the earthsuit to emerge as the
original but loony vortex, Sun Ra, around whom whole galaxies of sound
undreamed-of whirl. Bizarre pairings,
maverick borrowings, dense collectives, a massive strike-force of percussion, sound-for-sound sake, the great
eccentric in the light up hat is also light
years ahead.
"Magic City" (Impulse AS 9243),
"Angels And Demond At Play"
(Impulse AS 9245), "Fate In A
Pleasant Mood" (Impulse AS 9270),
"The Heliocentric World Of Sun Ra"
(Fontana 858 107 FPY).

ROY ELDRIDGE

Next Week
More New
Wave, and
the
aftermath

Sill RI i.ERS: (flier the New Wave .. see next wee

sinsta ment.

ERIC DOLPHY
THE MULTI-instrumentalist of the
'60s, Dolphy played with Coltrane,
Mingus and Russell and died on the
threshold of new departures. Like Coltrane, blazed the trail for the New
Wave without quite signing up. Extreme vocalisation of tone on alto and
bass clarinet, and an approach so original and convoluted that he was bars
ahead before the listener missed his
watch and braces.
"Eric Dolphy" (Prestige PR 24008),
"At the Five Spot" Vol. I. (Prestige
7611), "Out To Lunch" (Blue Note
BLP 4163).

THE NEW WAVE
JAZZ'S THIRD revolution detonated
around the turn of the '50s and '60s
and down came Europe like the walls
of the Bastille. It seemed ,as if the rule
book of harmony, melody and rhythm
had been ripped apart, and chaos en
throned. The new music was atonal.
jaywalked across bar lines, kept no set
time and operated at alevel of intensity
that suggested the onset of epilepsy.
Its spokesmen, divided between universal
brotherhood
and
getting
whitey's ais in the wringer, declared
emancipation from the strait jacket of
Hard Bop.
In fact. plènty of 50s musicians see Signposts -- had already shucked
a strap or two and got at least an arm
free to point over the wall. The revolution drew from these. from New Or
leans - which was the first revolution
- and from the primitive pre-jazz field
holler.
Thus, a conservative revolution. It
no longer paralleled the development
of European classical music, and
sought a running mate elsewhere either to the East, or in its own archetypes.

THELONIOUS MONK

CECIL TAYLOR

PIONEER OF Bebop with Bird, Dix,
Bud Powell, Charlie Christian and
Kenny Clarke, Monk has been at a
tangent to every school. In the '50s, his
angular, dissonant piano and uniquely
knotted compositions were picked up
on by the Hard Boppers and jazz public at large.
His weirdly off-centre symmetry,
economy and unpredictable rhythmic
sense had a vast influence on Rollins,
Coltrane, Miles, and, later, Cecil Taylor. His work suffered first from under-,
then from over-exposure: he still startles me.

TAYLOR WAS first into the forecourt
with a piano style that sounded closer
to Bartok than Bud Powell. Not so: his
overwhelming creations jostle with the
entire jazz tradition, but are so radically transformed by atonality, clusters.
discordancy and sheer fingerpopping
speed of execution, that surrender is
plumb inevitable. Ex-alumni include
Lacy. Shepp. Murray and Rivers.
Like Mingus. Taylor goads his
ensembles into restless«textures, boiling
confrontations, and the results vary between muddle and masterpiece. Trio.
and particularly solo performances.

SONNY ROÍLINS

Main pix: VALERIE WILMER
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CITY
EDITED BY FRED DELLAR

Rie Lee,
several years
after...
WHArS
HAPPENED
to Ric Lee, who used to
be drummer with Ten
Years After? — WATT
UNDEAD, Cricklewood
Green, Stonehenge
e Ric has formed a production company, in partnership
with
guitarist

John Jones (ex -Jonesy),
called Fast Western Ltd.
He says that six LeeJones produced records
will
be
coming
out
through M.A.M. during
the next few months, one
of them being "Man On
The Run", Ric's own solo

gereee
RIC LEE: solo album soon

single, scheduled for February. (See News pages)
I HAVE two 78 rpm singles
made by the late Josh White.
One is "The House Of The Rising Sun"/"Strange Fruit"

'impulse!
A GREAT NEW DOUBLE ALBUM FROM
JOHN COLTRANE

(Brunswick), the other being
"Hard Times Blues"/"I'm Gonna Move To The Outskirts Of
Town" (London). Both are in
good condition and what Iwant
to know is — how old are they
and are they worth anything?
— W. BENNETT, Bishopston,
Bristol
e Dating them is the easy part
— "Rising Sun" was cut in
November '44, "Fruit" stems
from a session that took place
in 1946, while the two titles on
the London disc were recorded
in a British studio during July
1950. Placing a valuation on
them is harder — obviously
such discs are now hard to
come by but, on the other hand,
neither figure among the really
sought-after White items. "Ike
stuff Josh did during the 20s
and 30s (some under the pseudonym of Pinewood Tom) is
more likely to make a collector's hair turn on end.
Anyway, your letter provides
me with an opportunity to air
my view that Josh, who died in
1969, was a much more important figure than many people
realise. Bob Groom, in his book
The Blues Revival, lists Josh as
being, along with Leadbelly,
one of the first black folk performers to play for New York
audiences, while he and Bill
Broonzy were certainly responsible for sparking off the
post-war British blues boom
during the early 50s.

JOHN COLTRANE
The Gentle Side Of John Coltrane IMPD-901

IMPULSE FOR THE GREAT NAMES OF JAZZ

However, Josh was much
maligned because he had a
sophisticated style that allowed
him to earn bread in nightclubs,
variety halls and other places
considered unworthy of a true
bluesman and (cries of "shame"
from the purists) he even had a
huge hit with a song called
"One Meat Ball", which was
kinda the "One Mint Julep" of
the 40s.
PLEASE COULD you tell me
if Thin Lizzy had any singles
released prior to "Whiskey In
The Jar"? Also, is Eric Bell do
ing anything (musically) since
he left the band? — DAVID
BUDGEN, Basildon, Essex.

e Phil Lynott claims that
"Whiskey" was his first "real"
single though Lizzy did hase
maxi-single titled "New Day"
released on an Irish label before
their Decca debut. Eric Bell is
now working with the Noel
Redding Band, who recently
did a new album, "Clonakihy
Cowboys", for RCA.

PHAROAH SANDERS Wisdom Through Music
THE GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA into The Hot
THE JOHN COLTRANE QUARTET Africa/Brass
OLIVER NELSON The Blues And The Abstract Truth
ALBERT AYLER New Grass
DUKE ELLINGTON fel ,ets Coleman Hawkins
JOHNNY HODGES Everybody Knows
COUNT BASIE AND THE KANSAS CITY 7
MINGUS The Black Saint And The Sinner Lady
SONNY ROLLINS On Impulse
MARKETED BY ANCHOR RECORDS

AMONG THE imports adver
tised in NME I have seen a
Small Faces album titled "The
Autumn Stone". Could you tell
me which songs are featured on
this album? — L. G. GRAY,
Reading, Berks.
"Autumn Stone" is adouble
album containing the following
tracks: "Here
Comes The
Nice"; "The Autumn Stone";
"Collibosher"; "All Or Nothing"; "Red Balloon"; "Lazy
Sunday"; "Call It Something
Nice"; "I Can't Make It"; "Afterglow Of Your Love"; "Sha
La La La Lee"; "The Universal"; "Rollin' Over"; "If IWere
e

A Carpenter"; "Every Little Bit
Hurts"; "My Mind's Eye";
"Tin Soldier"; "Just Passing";
"Itehycoo Park"; "Hey Girl";
"Wide Eyed Girl On The
Wall"; "Whatcha Gonna Do
About It" and "Wham Barn
Thank You Mam".
IS IT possible to get hold of an
early Tamla-Motown single —
"Function At The Junction" by
the late. great Shorty Long? It
came out just prior to "Chantilly Lace" (TMG600) in 1967. if
that's any help. —
RAY
BROWN, Horbury, Nr Wakefield, Yorks.
e "Function" was released on
British
Tamla-Motown
TMG573 but has been deleted
for some considerable time
now. I can only suggest that
you contact Record Corner,
Selecta Disc or one of the other
golden oldie dealers who regularly advertise in NME — I'm
sure they'll be able to help you.
However, your letter brought to
light one interesting fact about
the doings of the late Frederic

PHIL LYN° TT: pre-' Whiskey'
recording

Long. According to Jazz Records, he used Marvin Gaye as
drummer on his 1961 "I'll Be
There"
single
for
Tri -Phi.
Seems sou never stop learning
things in this business!
IAM achart freak. I've already
bought the first three volumes
in Charlie Gillett's Rock File
series and I'm anxious to know
when we can expect Vol.4 — if
there is to be one. — DAVE
RUST, Clapham, Beds.
e
Fear not, my corroding
friend, for Rock Ilk 4 has been
completed, though it's unlikely
to be in the shops much before
early summer. This volume,
which will have nearly 400
pages, will not only list every
Top 20 single in the British
charts between 1955 and the
end of '74 but also those ap
pearing in the U.S. Top 20 during the same period.
Charlie Gillett hopes that the
book, which will be published
by Panther, will retail for around 90p and adds the information that Stephen Nugent, the
chart freak who actually compiled all the Rock File listings,
has been living somewhere up
the 4mazon since he completed
this latest project.
I DON T know whether this
one should go to Information
City or your Lonely Hearts
page but what Iwant to know is
— who's the cute thing pictured
on the inner-sleeve of Edgar
Froese's "Epsilon in Malasian
Pale" album? Is it Edgar's kid?
Is it ahe or ashe? Please don't
fail to answer else I'll stop buy
ing you - literature which I'm
compelled to buy at import
price! —
DANIEL MES NA RD, Somewhere in France.
e Mon Dieu! Not another
threatening letter? Well the lad
in the pic is Edgar's son, though
his dad reckons he won't be available to applicants of afemale
nature for a few years yet.
That's my bit towards the old
entente cordiale for this year.
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Surely This Band Is
Too Young To Die?

Not that the KURSAAL
FLYERS are worrying,
mind you. CHAS DE
WHALLEY is, though.
But then again, the band
aren't taking much
notice of him
A UL SHUTTLEWORTH'S
Secret
Ambition is to become a member of
Equity, the Actors' Union.
"Trouble is though," he told
me, "You can't just pay your
money
and
take your
place ...you have to be invited".
But then, should you have
seen the Kursaal Flyers live,
you'll doubtless agree with me
that if anybody currently working in Rock is heading towards
that sort of recognition, Paul
Shuttleworth is the man.

He has awarm but sleazily theatrical smile and a penchant for adopting
bizarre personae both on and off' the
stage. But more than anything his outstanding ability to interpret a song in
terms of body language, while simultaneously poking fun at every melodramatic vocalist there's ever been.marks
Shuttleworth as aborn performer.
And as a band, the Kursaal Flyers
are one of the most electric and dynamic in the business.
Much has been said of their Image
— Shuttleworth the eau de cologned
dancehall wideboy, with asuitcase full
of silk stockings and cigarettes, drum mer Will Birch in his Tour de France
togs and banjo and bassman Ritchie
Bull's Rhinestone Cowboy outfit and
Natty Dread hat.
The fanzines will have told you too
about songwriters Will Birch and
Graeme Douglas' musical roots, their
warm but never blinkered affection for
the Golden Age Of Rock 'n' Roll and
the way they restructure the country
music cliches and r'n'b riffs into fresh
new songs with a native Southend wit
and aggression. Country rock perhaps.
but country rock with adifference.
Just let it suffice to say that with
their lightshow to add an unreal Candy
gloss to the visual aspects of the act
and a hard sharp almost crystaline
sound, the Kursaal Flyers are one of
the most cinematically exciting live
bands working in Britain.
Their off-stage lives too share the
same intensity. The five Flyers possess
a highly developed sense of the incongruous that thrives on the bad taste
and predictable behaviour of Joe Public. They also have the imagination and
the spontaneity to take advantage of
the merest hint of humour in any situation.

At a Cambridge May Ball, for example, they filched champagne using a
stage-prop dinner jacket, and in
Aberystwith once, Ritchie Bull found
himself in his underwear in the Irish
Sea at four o'clock in the morning, all
for a bet he was too drunk to remember. At Reading University a backstage shoot-out with starting pistols
and Mafioso shades had passing
students fleeing in fear of their lives.
While afrequent delight is spinning local newspaper journalists the most fantastic yarns with the straightest of
faces.
Sometimes the stunts backfire. In between sets at the Marquee, Paul Shuttleworth shaved off his moustache in
order to confuse the BBC TV crew
who had been filming the band for a
documentary scheduled for screening
at the end of February. That night,
though, the cameras weren't rolling
and one joke and one moustache later
Shuttleworth was still laughing.
Another time the Flyers were on the
boat back from Sweden after the Flying Burritto Brothers tour, and guitarist Graeme Douglas suggested they
consult the IChing, just for fun.
"It was really wierd," remembers
Ritchie Bull. "The first thing it said
was that we were due for two days on
water, and then after that everything it
said came true. That really shut us up,
you know. We were terrified."
Being on the road for the Kursaal
Flyers means nonstop travelling since
they still return home to Southend after every gig to cut hotel expenses. But
rough with the smooth, they find it all
incredibly exhilarating.
"We'll call it a day when we stop
enjoying what we're doing," says Will
Birch. "That may sound simplistic, I
know. but it's true. If you don't enjoy
do:ng something then there's no point
to it, is there?"
Will Birch is arock 'n' roll connoisseur with a mind of matrix numbers.
He writes the lyrics to the Kursaal Flyers humorously nostalgic songs and
also takes it onto himself to be one of
the band's spokesman. In fact, it's very
hard to stop him talking once he has
begun; but Ihad shaken him alittle by
suggesting that 1could see the writing
on the wall for the Southend Express.
"Last year," he said, "was incredibly eventful for us five blokes, and when
you're put through that kind of thing,
in that short space of time, you become very, very confident. This is the
first time I've been talking as if the
tombstones are on the horizon for us.

I've never thought about it before. In
fact the idea freaks me out alittle."
But it's all on the cards. isn't it?
Consider their career so far: The
Kursaal Flyers have been in existence
for barely eighteen months, and ever
since their professional debut in the
London pubs at the tail end of 1974,
they have been universally touted as a
band Destined For The Bigtime. Some
of the claims made for them were just
too heavy for an outfit in their position.
"Look," says Birch. "We burst onto
the scene, so to speak, in London and
because we entertained a lot more
people than alot of other acts, everybody said we were the greatest thing
since sliced bread, right? And everybody expected our debut album to be
double dynamite, including, I might
add, us".
Ah, yes. "Chocs Away" on Jonathan King's UK label. That elpee
marks the first point on the road to
stardom where the breakes were applied to our Up And Coming Wonderband's hurtling career. "Chocs Away"
was disappointing, as the band now
admit. The material was fine, but the
presentation was nowhere. The Kursaals themselves played dispiritedly on
many of the cuts, and as a producer
Hugh Murphy was unadventurous.
The live magic of the Kursaal Flyers
never made it onto plastic.
Hard on the heels of that came a
blown set at the Reading Festival and
an unimpressive broadcasting debut on
Radio One's "In Concert" show.
When it came to bigger leagues than
the pubs, and less sympathetic audiences — less sympathetic than the
country fans who gave the band a
good reception when they opened up
the Burritos tour this time last year —
it began to look as if the Kursaal Flyers really couldn't get it together.
Right now, of course, that's all water under the bridge. The stains largely
erased by two nation-wide tours, supported by the late Duke Duke and the
Dukes and latterly by fellow Southenders Eddie and the Hot Roads.
But Isay 'largely' because, while the
Kursaals pack 'em in down South and
in University towns everywhere, they
are still finding it heavy going in the
more remote country areas.
In Malvern, for instance, the one
and a half thousand capacity Winter
Gardens was barely one third full
when the Kursaals came to town the
other weekend. Those who were there
didn't sound over-struck with the
band's distinctive concoction of rockabilly and humour. And when Paul
Shuttleworth did his Arthur Conley
bit, calling out "Do You Like Soul
Music?" at the beginning of "Just Like
The Rain", a good proportion of the
audience answered in the negative.
The Winter Gardens normally book
acts like Thin Lizzy and Heavy Metal
Kids, which might explain it all.
But could it be that the Kursaals'
strangely anachronistic image and unfashionably esoteric approach to music
doesn't quite make the connection with
kids who can't remember the Hollies
at their peak, let alone recognise the
name of Billy Stewart or the face of
George Cole?
Will Birch doesn't think so.
"I reckon, in the main, we're being
successful with the crowds. Even Malvern was a good gig really. At least
they all got up and danced, which, so
they tell me, created quite a good
precedent down there. But I'm getting
to think more and more that it's a
gradual process. The audience we're
picking up is agenuine one. If we had
a hit record tomorrow and went out
and did some dates, those halls would
be full, but Iwould imagine that alot
of the audience wouldn't come back if
we stopped having those hits. The
loyal audience we're building up is
there for the music not for the pop
group playing. There's a couple of
guys from Birmingham who travel all
over to see us and they're very critical,
they tell us when it was bad and when
it was good, but they still come.
"It's a hard slog though, it's not
overnight. Idon't think you can go out
playing stuff that alot of people aren't
used to and go ...WHAM, Stardom!
"Since 'Chocs Away' was released.
though, we've been playing to bigger
and bigger crowds, and alot of people
seem to have heard the record. We're
becoming quite well-known really, and
the TV documentary is going to help

too.
"But our second album, 'The Great
Artiste'. is coming out anytime now.
and although we like it very much, I
think people are expecting that one to
be dynamite too, aren't they?".
It's got to be really, if the Kursaal
Flyers hope to retain their credibility
and stay in the running. A few mistakes, a few errors of judgement here
and there are always allowable, but in a
business that ultimately respects sales
figures and little else, the Kursaal Flyers cannot stay the Young Hopefuls all
their lives. As excellent outfits like
Patto or Brinsley Schwarz discovered
long ago. the point comes when all
Young Hopefuls turn into Young
Losers and nod out.
"I suppose you're right really," said
Will. "Critical acclaim and audience
reactions don't pay record companies,
do they? But in our case Ithink it's
slightly unfair to look at it like that. I
think it's going to take about three albums at least to discover fully the sort
of music, the sort of dream or vision
— if that doesn't sound too pretentious — that we've all got in our heads.
Some people take a lifetime. We
haven't got heavy recording careers
behind us. Although we're not teenagers we were an incredibly young band,
only afew months old, when we signed
with UK. It was like a dream come
true, getting a record contract, and
musically we were very naive, you
know? It's just going to take time to
get it all on tape, that's what Iwould
say."
But nevertheless, should "The Great
Artiste" not be a significant improvement, upon "Chocs Away", the Kursaal Flyers will be forced to level off
for atime and the question to be asked
is whether aband as mentally energetic

"Me? .4 Young Hop/'u1?
Gerraway!"

as the Flyers could take asitbacilike
that in their stride?
"I can't answer that, Ireally don't
know. But we always said we'd never
go down. Maybe we'll level out for a
bit, talking in terms of months that is,
but we'd never go down.
"Let me give you an example. We
backed up the Sutherland Brothers and
Quiver last year when they were still
with Island Records, and they had a
big PA, lights, a five man roadcrew,
the lot. A little while ago they played
behind us and they had just the bare
minimum. Now I guess perhaps the
band isn't the biggest thing in their
lives, Imean lain and Gavin have their
songs and Tim (Renwick) could earn a
good living doing sessions.
"But the Kursaal Flyers is the only,
well the biggem thing in our lives and I
don't think we'd allow it to slide like
that. There's no way that Iwould play
the Hope and Anchor again," says
Graeme Douglas, "except perhaps for
fun. But as 'the Kursaal Flyers on the
way down' how could we lift our heads
up down there? It would be impossible."
So there we have it. With the Kursaals luck. They have the talent and
the imagination, and indeed the drive,
to fulfill every potential. But their music has evolved in such away, and such
is the psyche of the band itself, that
they could neither settle into arut with
nothing to strive for, nor deflate the
Kursaal Flying machine in any way at
all and still retain their essential magic.
Which means, ultimately, Stardom
or ahuge explosion over Southend for
one of the most innovative bands ever
to emerge from the London pubcircuit.
Either could come alot sooner than
you might think.
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in association with RCA Records
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at the koyal filbert Haft Wednesday llth Feb 730 pm.
Vangelis in concert with
the English Chamber Choir
Conductor Guy Protheroe
David Bedford
the Girls of Queen's College London
Afro Drummers and guests
Tickets obtainable from
Box Office 01-589 3203
and Virgin Record Shops
Prices £2.00, £1.75, £1.50, £1.25
£1.00, 75p, 50p

Heaven and Hell — the ultimate
journey on record RS 1025
Also available on Cassette

RCA
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Try Gallagher
TWO NUMBERS into
Gallagher and Lyle's set
at
Glasgow's
Apollo
theartre: Benny Gallagher, bearded and dimmunitive, gets up from his electric keyboards and smiling, announces to the full
house,
"That
was
a
couple of wee folk songs
we wrote."

With a five-piece band behind them and for amajority of
the time Benny and Graham
playing
electric
instruments
themselves, Gallagher and Lyle
can no longer be seen as an acoustic duo. Moreover their
whole stage show is geared
more towards presentation than
before.
At one point in their set they
resort to that old rock biz
cliche, dry ice, definitely out-of
place when you consider their
low-key stage persona, but the
pre-recorded tapes introduced a
couple of times during their
show, particularly the aircraft
noise at the end of "Breakaway", work well.
And more importantly their
band is potentially excellent. A
few rough edges have to be
smoothed, but there's nothing
remotely unprofessional about
this band which includes the excellent Jimmy Jewell, late of the
Keef Hartley band, on saxes, a
player who can knock spots off
the ubiquitous Tom Scott even
if he does go out with Joni Mitchell.
The other horn player, John
Munford contributes a charming English sound to the music,
playing euphonium and trombone.
It's Jewell and Munford who
introduce Gallagher and Lyle's
set, playing a series of ascending phrases as by way of an
improvised
introduction
to
"Sign Of The Times", side two,
track one of "Breakaway".
But good musicianship aside
(and the rest of this band are no
turkeys, drummer Ray Duffy
gets a very tough sound from
his instrument, and the bass
lines of Alan Hornell are always well defined). Gallagher
and Lyle are essentially all about songs. They've been writing
together for something like 15
years, although apart from a
couple of hit singles wih the
long-defunct McGuiness Flint,
with whom the two played with
for a time, they haven't themselves experienced the chart
success they deserve.
Last
year Art Garfunkel gave the
duo a boost they badly needed
by. under the direction of producer Richard Perry, recording
"Breakaway", a well-crafted
song, high in melodic flair, that
the two wrote last year as one
of abatch of 30 to take into the
studio to record their fifth
album from.

and Lyle
they're
blended better
STEVE CLARKE travels North to
sample achoice, hand-selected mixture
of mature Scottish tonsils.

So impressed were Garfunkel
and Perry that they made it the
album's title track to boot.
To date that album has sold
in the region of two million copies, and the single version of
"Breakaway", recently released
by Garfunkel in the States, is
likely to meet with more success.
All this has enabled Gallagher and Lyle to finance the current road band, something
which will be as permanent as
money allows. Still, royalties
from that song alone should
flow in for the next couple of
years at least.
THE GLASGOW audience (a
home-crowd for the duo) respond enthusiastically as Benny
plays the mellow electric piano
intro to "Breakaway" — and
the song is certainly a stand
out, although there are others
within the extensive Gallagher
and Lyle catalogue just as
good.
Two in particular come to
mind. The first is a short but
very
melodic
song
called
"Green Fingers" that Graham
sings solo backed by just his
own acoustic guitar; it dates
from the McGuiness Flint days
when the band used to rehearse
in a shed on a cricket ground,
was inspired by the ground's
caretaker, and wouldn't sound
out of place on Simon and Garfunkel's
best
album,
"Bookends".
The other is "Work Song",
every bit as good, which harks
back to the days when Benny
worked as an electrician on the
Clyde.
Despite its extensive radio
exposure,the penultimate "I Believe In You' — executed onstage with asound and arrangement that verges on Spector
proportions — failed to make it
as ahit single. Lord only knows
why, it's so damn catchy.
"Rock Writer" relies more

on rhythm than melody, the
syllables of the title neatly
breaking down into a cohesive
riff, and is an indictment of the
rock press — the two of them
feeling that these days musicians are experiencing unnecessary hang-ups, because they're
worrying all the time what will
be written about them.
Inevitably, "When I'm Dead
And Gone' (the number one
McGuiness Flint hit they wrote
in the 60s) is the encore, and it
sounds a lot better than it used
to, with Benny playing mandolin.
The Glasgow crowd roar appreciatively.
Like Gallagher
says later on, Glasgow auddiences are the best in the
world.
ONSTAGE Gallagher and Lyle
aren't exactly full of personality. They seem shy and selfeffacing — principally. I'm later told, because they were atraid of letting the home ground
down.
But it's hard to imagine them
ever coming across as strong
personalities onstage. In many
ways it's part of their charm.
The vibe you receive from
watching them is like no other
rock show I can think of —
there are none of the same old
cliched techniques that rock
bands far too often resort to.
BACK AT Glasgow's Albany
hotel it's yer typical apres-gig
situation. The couple hail from
Largs, a coastal town in Ayr
shire, north-west of Glasgow
and friends and family are here
tonight.
The only other celebrity ar
ound is Lynsey De Paul, who
chats to Benny.
The duo stay up and get
smashed and next morning it's
Graham who's feeling worse for
wear.
Breakfast in the form of bacon, egg, coffee and a shot of

Glenfidich is served and we talk
a little about their past. Both
are from working class families.
Benny Gallagher is the son of a
labourer and one of 11 children.
Graham's an only child.
Their accents are much softer than the Glasweigan. Benny's in particular having a soft
lilting quality whcih reflects his
singing style. Graham's voice is
a shade more abrasive, on the
previous evening occasionally
sounding a little like John
Lennon's nasal drawl.
As singers their voices aren't
over distinctive, but they sing
well whether alone or in tandem.
Although brought up in the
same town, they didn't meet until their teens in a rock 'n' roll
band.
If their music today has little

to do with rock, then their past
has — in the early days they
played rock 'n' roll and Tamla.
Chuck Berry is one of Benny's
favourite writers ...as is Cole
Porter, and naturally Dylan.
"I've always thought of Dylan as a shrewd poet who's
sussed out the fact that his
books wouldn't sell, "Benny
says quite seriously. "I really
do, because if you listen to Dylan he doesn't present any really strong melodies himself. It's
when other people do his songs
that the melody comes out.
When Ihead Dylan's version of
'Mr. Tambourine Man' Ididn't
realise it was the same song,
apart from the words."
When the two of them made
the inevitable journey to London, it was at the time when
Apple were looking for new

talent. An introduction to Paul
McCartney led to a three year
stint as songwriters for The
Beatles' company, but we all
know what happened to that.
and Gallagher and Lyle, like
everybody else, got caught up
in the chaos.
Says Graham: "It was a
good atmosphere but it was just
chaos. Iremember we went into
the Apple offices and one of the
guys there said, 'I really feel
guilty about you boys. The best
thing you can do is just leave!"
While at Apple only two artists got to record their songs
— McCartney's protegee Mary
Hopkin and Rex Harrison's
son, Noel.
To this day, they feel that not
enough artists have covered
II Continues over page
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GALLAGHER
AND LYLE
their songs, and Benny blames
British music publishers. "I
don't think the contact between
the songwriter, the publisher
and the artist is very good in
this country. You'd think in a
business sense there'd be so
much economic value in having
the best contacts possible."
While at Apple, they were
asked — on McCartney's recommendation — to write for a
projected musical about the
Profumo affair, the early 60s
scandal in which ex-Tory miniser John Profumo was involved with prostitute Christine
Keeler.
Journalist Quentin Crewe
was involved in the script writing, but like so many other Apple projects the idea never
reached fruition. It did, however, train Benny and Graham to
write in a workman-like fashion, and so today they can
work for two or three months
and write somewhere in the region of 30 songs, as they did
immediately before going into
the studio to
record the
"Breakaway" album (which, incidentally, they would have
preferred to have, titled something else to avoid confusion
with Garfunkel's elpee).
Gallagher and Lyle are fairly
critical of their own song-writing, Lyle even going as far to
say that he considers some of
the lyrics they've written in the
past to be on the trite side.
Also they appear to realise
their own limitations. They do.
however, think that their songwriting is getting better all the
time. "I think fairly recently
we've made a big jump," says
Graham. "Our approach to it
hasn't been, we'll just write a
song about the first thing that
comes into our mind and once
it gets to a presentable stage
we'll leave it at that. That's a
natural attitude to have, but
now we write with something
more specific in mind."
Benny: "It's like an apprenticeship. You go on learning all
the time because if you didn't
we'd have died long ago as writers."
To write a song one of them
must first get an idea about
something outside of themselves. For instance, "Breakaway" was inspired by Graham's
sister-in-law
moving
away to France. "King Of the
Silence", a song about a silent
movie actor who's convinced
that the talkies are just a passing phase, was inspired by avisit to Charlie Chaplin's old studios which are now part of A
and M's lot in Hollywood.
"Willie" — the title track of
"Willie And The Lap Dog",
their third album — takes its
title from the old man who used
to work in a graveyard where
Graham was employed for a
Very rarely will they write
songs about their own personal
problems, "There's no joy in
listtening to other people's
problems," says Benny — a
point which is often true.
One gets the feeling that Gallagher and Lyle will be writing
songs for a long time to come
and surely somewhere along the
line they'll have the hit records
due to them. After all at one
time they were receiving more
radio-play through-out Bntain
than the Carpenters.
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From the Dread Depths of Despair
JUNIOR BYLES emerged as the supreme talent
of the year. if not of the
decade. His moving "Bur
0 Boy" was without peer.
In a previous incarnation.
manifest as adread, dread oneeye man. Junior Byles urged all
sufferers,
youth and
rasta
bretheren to overwhelm Babylon the wicked and slaughter its
iniquitous
disciples.
More
recently, his resentment has
been self-directed; his music.
drained of vanity, an anguish;
his personal life, a bleak confusion.
Last spring. rumour established Junior in an institution
for the mentally afflicted, and
further embellished itself with
stories of racist catharsis, paranoia and artistic withdrawal.
One account described a man
confounded by an inability to
reconcile creation in spirit with
actual
creation.
Tormented
bettween impulsion and corn pulion.
His first success came with
Lee Perry and the tune "Beat
Down Babylon", back in 1972.
It was ahuge JA hit, and by a
curious irony won the Song of
the Year award. Subsequent efforts such as "Pharoah Hiding", "Place Called Africa",
"Chubby", and later - Rasta No
Pick Pocket", all Upsetter productions. established him in the
front line of rebel-dread artists.
In 1974 he recorded the
perennial "Curly Locks" —
"Curly locks, now that I'm a
dreadlocks, your daddy says
sou shouldn't play with me/curly locks two roads before you,
which one will be your choice?
— a stunning single that encouraged awhole spate of verRIGHT NOW mi 'ave a
turn-on I'er, rhythm rocker, as Ipresent this musical
version
called
Ital
Shank with a flick of my
wrist.
1 Bur 0 Boy
2 Step Forward Youth

The anguished career
of JUNIOR BYLES
traced by PENNY REEL
sions, and even had the distinc
tion of topping the Time Out
other singles charts in this
country, some nine months after its original release. It also
displayed Junior Byles' new
direction:
salvation
through
personal choice.
"The Long Way". a snarl
from the abyss, was his followup to "Curly Locks". and also
his last record for Lee Perry.
Carl Gayle, reviewing the disc
in Black Music, recommended
it, but said that Junior sounded
stoned and confused. But there
was more to "The Long Way"
than ahovering on the brink of
insanity; between the lines there
was an optimistic strength, a
light at the end of the dark, contorted tunnel.
A part of the answer was
contained in his next British
release. "Fade Away", produced by the Mighty Diamonds' engineer Joe Joe Hookin.
"The man who's always acting
smart, and don't carry no love
in his heart, shall fade away."
One of the first releases on
the lama subsidiary. Eagle. it
sank virtually without trace. An
indifferent rhythm could not
have exactly endeared the disc
to the youth hanging out for
bass and percussive ecstasy.
Byles' message of Franciscan
moderation fell on deaf ears.
It was about this time, last
summer, that the rumours began. People on the reggae scene
talked of Junior's complete nervous
breakdown;
although
Scratch, during his stay over
In tune to many readers' requests for the 1975 sounds that
lead the way, as Iand Ispoken
unto you would play them, I
give you the top twenty-five
musical discs of the year. Come
let Itell you the truth:
Junior Byles (Thing)

Prince Jazzbo (Count Shelly)
Jah Jah Children
Howard Isaac (H. Shot)*
Another Moses
The Ethiopians (Tropical)
IMan A Grasshopper .... Pablo Moses (Treble C)
Babylon Wrong
Jah Ted (Living Music Inc)
Beggar Round Town
Gladstone & Duncanes (Dip)
8 Slavery Days
Burning Spear (Fox)*
9 Bring The Chochie Come
Reggae Crusaders (Ethnic/Fight)
10 Legalize It
Peter Tosh (Intel Diplo)*
11 Come Mi Bredda
Levi Williams (Locks)
12 House Of Dreadlocks
Big Youth (Attack)
13 Dreader Locks
Lee & Junior (Dip)
14 Back Weh (You No Mafia)
The Mighty Diamonds (Locks)
15 Commercial Locks
Dellinger (Justice)''
16 The Long Way
Junior Byles (Dip)
17 Wolf In Sheep's Clothing
Big Youth (Trojan)
18 Young Love
Lloyd Sparrow Clarke (Super Starr
19 Welding
IRoy (Love/Phillips)
20 Blood Dunzer
Pablo Moses (Treble C)
21
Burn Babylon
Silford Walker (Locks)
22 Remember Me
Junior Byles (Ja Man)
23 Jah Jah Jehovah .Ronnie Davis (Live And Love)
24 Rasta Shall Overcome Basil Miller (Heavy Duty)
25 Woman A Follow Man
Sang Hugh (Thing)
3
4
5
6
7

The discs marked with an asterisk denote JA release only;
although in the case of "Slavery

Days", a slightly remixed ver
sion is available on the Island
LP "Marcus Garvey".

here, said that they were all lies.
Then - Bur 0 Boy" was
released in Jamaica on Lloyd
Campbell's Ting label, with
spiritual advice from Jah Printer. The nearest equations are
Dylan of "Blonde On Blonde";
Lennon at the time of his primal
therapy; John Clare penning
despair- from the confines of the
Bethlehem — Bedlam — hospi
tal. ..
"One more life has gone, so
uselessly. Poor people in the
ghetto still fighting to be free.
Tell me one more thing, aren't
we all God's children, «veeaah?
What is your meaning of equal
uy when you're giving guns to
mi breddas? When will this
violence ever cease?"
In naked print the impact is
lost. It was the singer's sustained despair that carried the
song into the realms of — dare
Isay it? — genius.
Of late, we have witnessed
the long road to recovery. Two
releases from top import specialist Lasco's Music Den, selling
at
pre-release
prices.
"Remember Me" and "Chant
Down Dabylon", illustrate this
succintly. On the former he
sings, "remember me when you
reach Mount Zion I. Remember
me when you get to the other
side." "Chant Down Babylon"
contained the lyric: "We have
come along way, still got along
.
way to go."
Both Swaby/Hollett productions, released at the tail end of
1975, they indicate that however far Junior Byles does in fact
have left to go, he indeed already has come along way.
On
availability:
"Curly
Locks" and "The Long Way"
were both issued in this country
on the Dip label, and you may
be lucky enough to find them in
your local reggae dealers, although the lady at Dip tells me
that both tunes have been deleted from their catalogue.
Likewise with "Fade Away";
either your man's got afew odd
copies left, or it's down to the
second-hand bins. Ibought my
pre copy of "Bur 0 Boy" from
Ethnic's Larry Lawrence, and a
friend got his from the same
source a week later. Ihaven't
seen it other than that, and confess that you'll be very fortu-

JUNIOR BYLES: thelbsta talent qf last year?
nate to find it anywhere. Perhaps some record company will
get their finger out and release it
here in the near future. The two
Lasco sides are available from
the Music Den direct (01-986
9441). or from any shop that
deals in pre-releases. Daddy
Kool of Hanway Street, WC!;
Lozells in Brum; Intone in
Peckham. Although officially
released, they won't come any
cheaper than £1.15 apiece.
One odd note. Another
recent Junior Byles tune has
been the old Barbara George
clssic "I Know", on the prerelease label Top Secret, produced by "King" Watty Burnett. My advice is forget it and
look for his Little Joe sides on
the Zima Saw label instead.
Finally Junior's first album

REGGAEMATIC
CHARTS
1 None A Jah Jah Children
Ras Michael and the Sons of Negus (Grounation)
2 Wolf In Sheep's Clothing
Big Youth (Trojan)
3 Jah Live ..... Bob Marley and the Wailers (Island)
4 Whip Them No Skip Them Sir Lee (Grounation)
5 Dat
Pluto (Opal)
6 Baby Hang Up The Phone
Lloyd Parkes (Trojan)
7 Peace And Love
The Royals (Mango)
8 INeed A Roof
The Mighty Diamonds (Black Wax)
9 Give Rasta Praise
Uy P (Grounation)
10 Rock Children
Rad Bryan (Love)
Chart compiled by "Pressure Drop"

are
Pete McDonald

"Beat Down Babylon", an excellent early rebel-dread set, is
still available on Trojan.
SHORT CUT fe draw blood:
Ethnic/Fight are back in business once again, and have just
released Leo Graham's "Big
Tongue
Buster",
Scratch's
"Black Candle" rhythm for the
nth time: adefinite must.
Winston Jarrett and the
Flames seem stuck in a Bob
Marley rut; their latest Grounation
waxing
"Slaving
In"
sounds like a mixture of about
half-a-dozen Wailers' tunes. If
you like that kind of sound, it is
worth getting. Ifind it immense
ly pleasant. Also Marley's own
"Jah Live" (Island) of course:
the record hasn't got quite the
saine amount of airplay as "No
Woman No Cry", although it is
streets ahead. Stick with Upsetter. Bob.
"Whip
Them,
No
Skip
Them" by one Sir Lee is one of
the most exciting, and popular.
DJ tunes currently doing the
rounds and is wholehearted!
recommended. Also available
on the Grounation label. Idon't
usually go overboard for Ja
ma's British-produced (B. B.
Seaton) efforts. but Ido confess
a weakness for Claudette Miller's rendition of Betty Wright's
-Tonight
Is The Night"; although some will find the dub a
pretty
messy
affair.
Also,
"Laugh It Off" from Phil Francis, out of the same stable. A
worthwhile, if not too gutsy.
tune.
Pre-release picks: "Young
Love" from Lloyd Sparrow.
Clarke is one of my favourite
records at the monent, and it
still quite easily available. I
can't be too sure, but it sounds
like the Lloyd Clarke of Blucheat fame: "You're A Cheat"
et al. Fans of Rupie Edwards
will like his Paul Kelly produc
tion "Politics And Babylon", although it is not quite to mv personal taste. I prefer Linval
Thompson's "Help Us Father -.
another song from the produc
tion booth of Topper Zukie. I
wish Topper himself would get
back in the studio though. Finally, excellent Max Romeo's
"Sipple Out Deh", vet another
production from the ubiquitous
Upsetter. A little too frantic for
ablues it nevertheless compensates with lyrics that I still
haven't stopped singing.
I'm gonna whip you with the
Rod of Correction, showing
you the right direction, but you
won't take direction y'all!

MARCH
2nd/3rd
5th
7th
8th/9th
10th/llth/12th

LIVERPOOL, Empire
BRIDLINGTON, Spa Pavilion
STAFFORD, Bingley Hall
NEWCASTLE, Cuy Hall
GLASGOW, Apollo
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Cmdr Cody:
Good timin'
in the
Ozone zone
Commander Cody

ling mutation of mainstream
country that was produced by
Gene Vincent, Buddy Holly
HAMMERSMITH ODEON
and Jerry Lee Lewis.
This is the rock section of the
IGUESS, way down on
show, that seems to be inserted
the most basic level, you
every time the energy level
could say that the whole
starts to flag. Billy C's specialities are tunes like "Too Much
show on this particular
Fun" "Midnight Shift" and
freezing night in glorious
"Good Rockin' Tonight", but
Hammersmith was rooted
he can also slow it down for the
in drinking, smoking and
Cody school of truck driving
cussing.
parodies like "Truck Drivin'
Man".
If that's not a splendid
Only after the first couple of
basis for a rock and roll
rockers do you notice that the
show, Idon't know what
big sunburst semi-acoustic Gibis.
son that Billy C. flourishes
while he's singing isn't actually
I went to the Doctor Feelgood concert a couple of days
plugged into anyting. It's a
touch of punk pretension that
before and the first thing that
struck me as I came into the
seems just right.
Mainstream country, albeit
Cody show, from out of the
blizzard, was the contrast betongue-in-cheek mainstream
tween the audience for Cody
country, reasserts itself when
tenor player Andy Stein puts
and the audience for Feelgood.
down his horn and picks up a
The crowd that showed up
fiddle, and lead guitarist Bill
for the Canvey boys was
Kirchen takes the centre stage.
young, stumbling, rowdy and
Kirchen gouges the Merle
anxious to get down with some
Haggard vein of country singultra-violent rocking. The auing with precise but loving satdience for Cody was old (if
ire. This is the second face of
25-30 is old), mellowed out, and
the Ozone review. Straight
content to lay back in their
country tack, dope fiend counseats, snap their feet and stomp
try tack like "Down To Seeds
their fingers.
And Stems", trucker tack
If nobody's noticed before,
("Looking
At
The
World
the rock and roll scene seems to
Through a Windshield") or
be sub-dividing faster than aleven a nod towards Cajun
gae in astagnant pond.
stomping: These are his forte.
The second thing that struck
It's only the immaculate
me after Icame in out of the
playing of the entire band and
snow was Barry Melton. He
the obvious energy that they
was down in the midaie of the
put into even the slowest counaudience cussing out the theatre
try weepy that stops the humanagement for not turning on
mour becoming so heavy-handthe house lights so he could see
ed that it swamps the music.
who he was playing to.
Glimpses of how Bill Kirchen
When he got no change out
must have spent his youth worof that game he turned on the
shipping Elvis Preslly also help
crowd, and started haranging
to keep things rolling in alight,
them on how come they didn't
jovial manner. The Presley intear down the theatre.
fluence
shows
itself most
The crowd seemed to love
strongly during "Milk Cow Bluevery minute of it. There's nothes". Although they do the tune
ing the rock 'n' roll oldsters like
in amuch more laid-back manbetter than a flash of cozy,
ner than the Elvis version, Kircrazy revolutionary nostalgia.
chen easily falls into Presley's
After a bit more cussing an'
phrasing and even the odd disclowning, Melton decided to get
creet leg movement once the
back on the stage, and play
tempo begins to cook.
some rock and roll. It was
The third face of the show is,
good, tight, very San Francisco,
of course. the Commander's. It
and totally adequate — for a becomes very plain that Cody's
support band.
first love is western swing when
Unfortunately it was hardly
he gets up from the piano to
Barry Melton.
lead the band in up-tempo numbers like "Smoke That CiSure, there were some tasty
garette",
"Beat Me Daddy
guitar licks, but it was hard to
Eight To The Bar" or "It
reconcile the figure on the stage
Should've Been Me".
with the man behind the beautiTo many people, western swful work on Fishy things like
"Eastern Jam".
ing is acountry music offshoot
of the late forties and early fifAfter an inter% al when the
ties. and if served cold can be a
entire audience tried to cram
taste that is hard to acquire.
themselves into the bar, the
Once again, however, it is put
Commander took the stage.
across with such good huThe Cody show breaks down
moured energy that nobody in
in virtually three separate parts.
the crowd has any difficulty
They represent the three main
dealing with it.
branches of country music.
As well as these three main
The changeover of style deprongs of the Ozone attack
pends totally on the change of
there is also Norbern Buffalo.
front man. The first facet is
Norbern Buffalo is anewcomer
good solid country rock, and
to the Lost Planet Airmen. He
the signal for the Lost Planet
is ashort, weird looking figure,
Airmen to start rocking is when
like a cross between Alfred E.
Billy C. Farlow, the punk of the
Neuman and a rodeo rider
band, moves up to take control.
who's been dropped on his head
Billy C is short, energetic and
afew times too many.
looks for all the world like Bob
Apart form being a bizarre
Tyner of the late lamented
stage presence, Norbern is also
M.C.5. He personifies the rola virtuoso multi-instrumentalist
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both the
highlights
and the
low points of the set. It's anumber on which Halsall. Newman
and Ellis do their solo bits, and
the guitar and drum solos were
excellent, Halsall's predictably
so.
On the other hand, Ellis
proved little during his bass
solo, although perhaps Ishould
be charitable and blame the
sound equipment for the holocaust that occurred when his
turn came. Even so, using a
mike stand as an enormous bottleneck and finally throwing it
to the floor is something Icould
have well done without.
With that one exception, the
standard of playing was high.
Both Patto and Halsall played
some keyboards, Patto played
some guitar on a couple of
numbers, and there is no question of the group's potential.
They were called back for an
encore of "I Don't Know Why"
(Stevie Wonder) and "Jumping
Jack Flash", and despite the
volume problems, were well
received by an audience who I
imagine considered themselves
lucky to get such a fine band,
even allowing for the fact that
the band considered the gig as a
preliminary to the main part of
their tour.
I'm looking forward to seeing
them again, but in a place
equipped for this band. Now I
must try and turn my ears off.
John Tobler

"Beat Me Daddy Eight Pints To The Bar"... COMMANDER CODY. Pic: JOE STEVENS
who excels at the trombone, the
full chromatic harmonica, and a
mutant, semi-yodelling vocal
style.
His big moment came when
the rest of the band went off
stage claiming that they needed
to take a piss and left Norbern
and pedal steel player Bobby
Black to give atear-jerking rendition of "Danny Boy".

As
Norbern's
harmonica
swamped the melody in a cascade of twirls and vibrato, you
realised that you were watching
an exercise in maudlin pathos
that couldn't be equalled in an
Irish pub act closing time on
Saturday night.
At face value, the overwhelming success of Cody on
stage is something of a minor

JAZZ DIARY
THE STAN TRACEY Quartet played a
gig at the 100 Club recently to launch
the new album, "Captain Adventure",
on the Steam label. Well, there's launchings and launchings, and alot Iget to go
off like Lourdes. Stan's was amoonshot.
I'm playing the record at this minute,
and the group is unbeatable.
Let's start up the end that doesn't get talked
about. Bassists share monitors' reports: dependable. Well, dependable is what Dave Green is
about in Stan's band, and just as well with everybody else standing things on their heads.
Here, he's among guvnors and it's down to
simultaneous translation in three dimensions,
pontoons and stepping stones levered out of that
bass like the levee broke. Dependable? Try glamorous for achange.
Bryan Spring began with all the right excesses
for his craft: over-inventiveness, overwhelming
energy. Sassy. You get the feeling that if drums
hadn't channelled him, he'd be kicking old ladies
up the bum. Quite right, too. The proper instinct
THURSDAY

BARNES Bulls Head: ALAN STUART OCTET
BIRMINGHAM Repertory Theatre: RED BRASS
LONDON SWI ¡CA. The Mall: BOB DOWNES.
LINDSEY COOPER, MARK MEGIDDO .
STRUCTURE THEATRF
LONDON W.I Ronnie Scott Club: Until Feb. 7. ELKIE BROOKS AND HER BAND.
GLASGOW Charing Cross Hotel: JOE TEMPERLEY + EDDIE RICHMOND TRIO

miracle. The band walk anumber of simultaneous knife edges.
The three distinct styles of playing could easily lead to an unhappy fragmentation. The obsession of what are obviously a
bunch of city boys for the
obscure backroads of C&W.
and the country ethic of truck
driving, hog-slopping and selfpitying drunks could produce

in a drummer. Somebody Up There Liked Him.
Watch the way he turns his face away from the
beat, sticks blurring on his
left Inte its ahead
of the moment, planning. One of the strongest
drummers anywhere. Less than your tiptoe best,
and Bryan'll eat ya.
Art Themen, along with Evan Parker and
Warne Marsh, is the most sheerly interesting tenor on the globe. His imagination is 12th Dan at
least, can prop your understanding on its last
beleagured corner, and ankletap it out from under. He can take the straight left and unfancy
footwork of the 12 bar blues, find the fulcrum
beneath the bearhug, tug here, chop there, twist,
reduce the skeletal remains to a malleable putty
and play pat-a-cake with it.
Phrases emerge by breech presentation so that
his line — and he does suture up a line — is as
convoluted as astar's signature. From mellifluous
to hoarse and often both chafing within the bar.
And Stan. Nothing to say about Stan Tracey
except he's The Master. If you missed the launching, get the album. If you caught the launching,
get the album.
Also at the 100 club, Mongesi's Tribute. Just
about everybody is playing which gives you some
idea of the little trumpeter's stature.
SUNDAY

BARNES Bulls Head Lunchtime and Evening —
DICK MORRISSEY/LOUIS STEWART/TONY
LEE TRIO
NEWCASTLE YMCA: DICK WELLSTOOD
WOKINGHAM California Jazz Club: ALAN LEISH
MAN AND FRIENDS
WALTHAMSTOW Brewery Tap: JOHN WILLIAMS
ORCHESTRA
MONDAY

FRIDAY

BARNES Bulls Head: BILL LE SAGE/DON WELLER/TONY LEE TRIO
BISHOPSGATE Kings Arms: PEANUTS CLUB —
MIKE OSBORNE AND FRIENDS
BIRMINGHAM Rep. Theatre Studio: RED BRASS
KEELE Staffs University: INTERMODULATION
LONDON W.I 100 Club: ORIGINAL CRANE RIVER JAZZ BAND + MONTY SUNSHINE/KEN
COLYER
STOCKWELL The Plough: DICK
MORRISSEY/TERRY SMITH QUARTET
SATURDAY

BARNES Bulls Head: TOMMY WHITTLE + TONY
LEE TRIO
BIRMINGHAM Repertory Studio Theatre: RED
BRASS
CHALK FARM The Roundhouse: RON RUBIN
QUINTET
lunchtime (RES)
ILFORD Barons Club: EDDIE THOMPSON TRIO
(RES)
LONDON W.I Soho Poly: DEREK BAILEY +
TRISTAN HONSINGER
LONDON W.1 100 Club: ROY KIRBYS PARAGON
JAZZ
BAND/STEVE
LANES SOUTHERN
STOMPERS
MIDDLESBROUGH Town Hall: EDDIE BURNS
SHEFFIELD Hurlfield Campus: DICK WELLSTOOD
STOCKWELL
The
Plough:
MAX
COLLIE
RHYTHM ACES

'BARNES Bulls Head: KATHY STOBART QUIN
TUT with HARRY BECKETT
LONDON W.I Crackers — Wardour St.: EDDIE
THOMPSON DUO (RES)
LONDON W.1 Ronnie Scott: WOODY HERMAN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA — 2shows nightly — till
Feb. 14
LONDON W.1 100 Club: TRIBUTE TO MONGEZI
FEZA: ISIPINGO. STAN TRACEY TRIO +
MALCOLM
GRIFFITHS,
ART THEMEN,
ALAN SKIDMORE. EVAN PARKER
TUESDAY

BARNES Bulls Head: HUMPHREY LYTTLETON
BRIGHTON Sussex University. Gardner Arts Centre:
JOHN STEVENS. TREVOR WATTS, etc.
BIRMINGHAM Opposite Lock Club: KATHY STO
BART
BRISTOL Sailand Hall: DICK WELLSTOOD
LONDON S.W.I ICA, The Mall: FILM
BLUES
ACCORDIN TO LIGHTNING HOPKINS
JAZZ CENTRE SOCIETY
WE DNESDAY

BIRMINGHAM Arts Lab: SME
BARNES Bulls Head: BRIAN SMITH/LOUIS
STEWART
BASILDON Sweenevs: JOHN PICARD BAND
BETHNAL
GREEN
Rochelle School: JOHN
STEVENS JAZZ WORKSHOP
LONDON W.I The Phoenix. Cavendish Square:
JAZZ CENTRE SOCIETY — JOHN WARREN
BAND
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an
overbearing
tediousness.
Even their visual presentation is
a grab-bag of every possible
cowboy imate. There's bass
player Bruce Barlow in chaps,
huge bandana and ten gallon
hat,
looking
like
twenties
western star William S. Hart.
There's Billy C.. the archetypal
urban rocker in a nudie shirt,
Bill Kirchen done up like one of
Dolly Parton's back-up band,
or Cody himself, the traditional
burly freak in second-hand
store clothes.
Despite all these potential
problems, they pull it off. Their
blind enthusiasm steam-rollers
the audience into atotal suspension of either criticism or belief
until they're rocking along with
Cody's Ozone ethic.
At the end they're on their
feet and yelling for more. The
band come out and do aslightly
predictable medley of rockers.
Still the crowd want more. The
band come out again and, after
demanding did we really want
another encore, went into an
accapella version of "Diddley
Daddy".
That was it. We went out
into the cold happy, and, much
more important, completely entertained.
Mick Farren

Boxer
COLLEGE OF
FOOD TECHNOLOGY,
WEYBRIDGE
BOXER'S WARM-up gig, one
of a few, prior to their major
tour which starts shortly ..
and the hall was about a third
of the size which would have
been appropriate for their P.A.
The result was a volume sufficient to stun elephants. Of

course, you get used to it after a
few numbers, but the ringing in
my ears was loud enough to
wake my wife when Igot home.
Inevitably, the set was composed mainly of the songs from
Boxer's just released album the one with the controversial
sleeve, as you'll no doubt be
aware. But since the sleeve has
very little to do with the music,
Ishall forget it forthwith.
All of the first side of the new
LP was played, including the
single, "All The Time In The
World", which was slightly reminiscent of The Who.
One was also left with a
slight feeling of deja vu because
this group is not really so different from Patto, in which Patto
himself and 011ie Halsall were
the leading lights. Admittedly, a
different rhythm section of
Tony Newman on drums and
Keith Ellis on bass is used in
Boxer, but several of the familiar, and I might say pleasing,
facets of Mike Patto's previous
group were still visible.
Of the material played which
was not self composed, "Hey
Bulldog" from the "Yellow Submarine" album, which Iconfess
I didn't recognise, came off
very well, as did apair of songs
by the urban guerilla songwriting team of Terry Stamp and
Jim
Pitman-Avery,
"Dinah
Low" and "Town Drunk", the
latter of which is on Boxer's album.
The connection here is presumably that Halsall and Newman played on Stamp's recent
neglected LP "Fatsticks". At
any rate, their violence quotient
fits in well with the kind of frantic image which Patto and Halsall put over so well.
There was one original, "The
Teacher", which is not on the
album, and
which
provided
-

Blackbyrds
HAMMERSMITH
ODEON
BETCHA
DIDN'T
know
there's such a thing as Blackbyrdomania. Neither did Iuntil
this concert, when a quietly
slumbering stalls suddenly became a heaving sea of bumpin'
and jumpin' bedlam. And that
was before the group were even
halfway into their first number.
By the end of the show it was
every man for himself and
watch out for flying whistles,
tambourines, and overbalancing dancers. In other
words, get off' your butt and
parrrty or be killed in the confusion.
If nothing else, the evening
demonstrated why EMI/Fantasy have recently been lavishing so much attention on the
group. There's now absolutely
no doubt that in The Blackbyrds they have acquired an extremely valuable commodity
(for such is the way that companies usually judge their acts),
although Istill can't fully appreciate what it is about the group
that generates such excitement.
Unquestionably, they're all
extremely proficient, and likewise their act is very slick — by
which I mean that they bash
out every song without hesitation, deviation, or imagination
— but as far as I'm concerned
the whole affair gradually slid
from very exciting to numbing
to mildly irritating to "If Ileave
now I'll miss the mass exodus".
And Idid. Leave before the
end I mean. In the middle of
their encore as amatter of fact.
To put it in a nutshell, The
Blackbyrds are a great backing
B Continues over page
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HELEN REDDY THE BEST OF HELEN REDDY
All of Helen's American Hits and her British Top 10 single
Angie Baby on one album. Full of great songs sung by Helen Reddy
at her superlative best.

group in need of a dynamic
leader. They've got a wealth of
talent and a lot of power (far
more oomph than on record),
but all they do with it is churn
out riff after riff, most of which
are very derivative and all of
which go nowhere but on and
on and on.
Acting as token frontmancum-mumbling M.C. was Donald Byrd, who I'm assured
used to be a much respected
jazz trumpeter. All Ican say is
that if any jazz buffs attended
this concert they probably
threw themselves in the river
straight afterwards.
Acting more like a disinterested imitation of Barry
White than amusician, he wandered around the stage alot, occasionally tried to sing, picked
up his horn about four times,
blew afew bars that couldn't be
heard above the pulsing rhythm
of the group, then abandoned
the instrument in favour of bags
of the aforementioned whistles
and tambourines which, with
the help of two embarrassingminions, he directed onto the
heads of the seething masses.
In short, on stage he was irrelevant.
Having lost my scribbled
notes in the melee, Ican't recount the whole set, but I do
remember that they played for
about three quarters of an hour
and performed all of their few
hits, from "Do It Fluid" to
"Rock Creek Park", plus several of their popular album
tracks, including one number
that had a guitar, bass & drum
figure that was lifted straight
out of James Brown's "Give It
Up Or Tumit A Loose".
Contrasting sharply with The
Blackbyrds' professional but
sterile performance was a far
looser yet somehow more acceptable set from Ghanaian
group Boombaya.
Perhaps because I'd never
heard of them and therefore
had no great expectations, I
quickly warmed to their irreverent mishmash of various styles.
From their own ethnic, and
largely rhythmic chants, to enthusiastic versions of "Don't
Let Me Be Misunderstood" and
Jimi's arrangement of "All Along The Watchtower", they
were fun to watch and interesting to listen too.
Unfortunately, a lot of the
audience weren't there to enjoy
them with me. Iguess they were
still in the bar or the bogs, tanking or toting up in readiness for
The Blackbyrds.
Cliff White

Ace
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
‘CE ARE quite simply avery.
cry good band.
They are not an outfit who
have had one huge hit single
and are just working themselves frantic trying to follow it
up.

I figure we ought to view
Long" in the same way
that "Albatross" or "Oh Well"
fitted into the Fleetwood Mac
scheme of existence — as mere
ly strengtheners to a reputation
founded primarily on supremely
adept and distinctive musician;hip in both live work and on
albums.
This is the last night of their
tour — and just listen to Phil
Harris pick that Gibson. Look:
no plectrum. For about the first
ten minutes of the set Ijust sit
there and try and work out how
the hell that high, rich-tasting
waterfall of licks is being guided
by his right hand. Give up. Just
hear it happen.
Then there's Paul Carrack's
acoustic gran—"Last tuned in
the Second World War" he
mumbled, though it wasn't really noticeable — shifting netween alternate lead work with
Harris and gliding along as a
lazy, floating rhythm machine
complementing the liquid si
nuosity of his vocals.
And the rhythm section
proper — Tex Corner's bass.
the new cropped-locked Fran
Byrne's muscular drumming
- How

tal

ANNE MURRAY TOGETHER
Listen to this album or Anne's single "Sunday Sunrise" CL 15843
and you will agree that the change of style makes 'Together" her
best album ever.

Marketed byEMI Records LdnIted. 20. Manchester Square. London VV1A 1ES

and Barn King's fluid rhythm
guitar — floats in a way
that let these boys s-t-r-e-t-cc
out just a little in the kind of
way that has you slurping your
head and your face muscles ar
ound with its tasty laziness.
Listen, there is most certainly
an Ace sound and, perhaps
more important. an Ace feel.
Even if not all the numbers
on their two albums have integral strength as songs they all
have that feel and that flavour.
Sterile this band is not.
Chris Salewic

Henry Cow
LSE
SOMEHOW HENRY Cow all
seem slightly amused to be on
stage. This is one of the many
communications going on between them, but mostly they are
busy remembering what comes
next because Henry Cow play
numbers which are usually
scored out for musicians.
Xylophone and bass figures,
drum and guitar figures, woodwind tootles and honks from
Linsay Cooper on bassoon and
aboe, both double-reed instruments with round warm hollow
tones. Tim Hodgekinson, the
single-reed shrillness of the
zlarinet. Mouse squeaks from
Dagmar.
Each
sound
the
group
makes is compartmentalised,
highly organised. Explosive rat
ding percussion. Chris Cutler
seems to almost play alot more
notes than he actually hits. As if
he's exploring the possibilities
all the time. Or maybe it's restraint. He looks like he's got a
big gob-stopper in his mouth.
He ruminates. reflects, does a
muffled roll or a depth charge
dump on bass drum and sides.
Then comes afamiliar Henry
Cow sound, as if a swarm of
bats were about to descend on
your head. They are playing
"Beautiful As The Moon —
Terrible As An Army With
Banners" — an endless tune, all
the time suggesting new possibi
lities.
Dagmar stands in silence a
lot of the time, just listening.
She shakes her head at a Zap
paesque riff, eyes closed, nose
in the air.
They must be the most introverted group since French
groupies ran screaming after
penetrating backstage at the 01
ympia only to find The San
Machine reading Proust and
drinking tea.
During intermission someone
climbs on stage and has aswig
of Dagmar's cider.
Second half and they all re
tun- all smiles. Lots of cymbal
tapping, snare drum rattling
and magnificent echo effects on
organ. They are playing "Lis
ing In The Heart Of The
Beast".
Dagmar sighs and cries, in
outrage more than sexuality.
she uses her voice as an instru.
ment. She stands, the focus of
attention in her blue velvet
pants and henna hair, stock still
in tie spotlight, eyes closed as
the musk swirls around her.
The music throws you in on
yourself. Is it really i
nteresting
to you, the reader, tor me to tell
you that Fred Frith played a
good guitar solo? There's a
good church organ passage
which is like the Victorian so
cial order cracking apart at the
seams. Lindsay plans abassoon
solo which just sort of peters
out ... the silence is dramatic.
then it melts into smiles and applause.
As an encore, an alto solo by
Tim, bringing to mind passages
of Sonny Rollins, Coltrane and
an Albert Ayler ending. Then
they were gone.
To their critics who feel that
a left -%.%ing group should sing
good solid working class folk
music: "Works of art which
lack artistic quality have no
force however progressive they
are politically." Mao Tse Tung.
Henry Cow are both artistic
and they make ya think.
Miles
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FEBRUARY
6th
Edinburgh University
7th
Queen Margar•et's Union —
Glasgow University
13th
Brunel University —Uxbridge
15th
Guildford—Civic Hall
16th
High Wycombe—Town Hall
17th
BarbarellaS —Birmingham

19th
20th
21st
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th

Mai

eBS 692.29
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Oa 10444.

Leeds Polytechnic
Newcastle Polytechnic
Loughborough University
Tunbridge Wells— Assembly Rooms
Swansea University
Bournemouth—Village Bowl
Brighton—University of Sussex
Fox at Skindels —Maidenhead
Hemel Hempstead Pavilion

MARCH
5th
6th
7th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th

Bradford University
Manchester University
Mddlesbrough —Town Hall
Sheffield Polytechnic
don—New Victoria Theatre
ig University
f
Bristol Polytechnic
Swindon —Oasis Leisure Centre

"Kokomo: Rise and Shine is what they de Steve Peacock: Street Life.
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AN EXTREMELY heavy wet* on the gig circuit, which is now virtually at its winter peak.
Last week saw the opening of four new tours, and
during the next seven days no fewer than nine
tours set out on the road. And there are also
several one-off concerts of considerable importance. Now for the details ...
• MUD are playing a string of February gigs,
prior to spending several months touring around
Europe. And for the first time, they are devoting
this new schedule mainly to college venues, although there are also a couple of public halls in
the itinerary. Opening dates are at Bristol (Thursay), Cardiff (Friday), Exeter (Saturday), Oxford
(Monday) and Gilfingliam (Wednesday). The
Bristol gig replaces a projected concert by the
band in December, which had to be postponed.
• MARC BOLAN and T. REX set out on their
first full tour of Britain for two years, when they
open at Chatham on Thursday — followed by St.
Alban's (Friday), Folkestone (Saturday) and
Southend (Sunday). It's a fairly extensive tour,
running through until mid-March, so they should
be coming your way sooner or later. And of
course, they 71be featuring much of the material
from their new album "Futuristic Dragon".
• SLIM WHITMAN has few peers as a country entertainer, even though his own brand of
c-&-w music is heavily commercialised. It's over
20 years since he first appeared in the NME
Chart, but he still has a vast following in this
country, and his 1975 tour here was a complete
sell-out. We can expect a similar situation this
year when he begins his lengthy trek at Croydon

THURSDAY
ABERYSTWYTH University: FRED WEDLOCK
BEDFORD Angel Hotel: MIRIAM BACKHOUSE
BEDWORTH The Furnace: LEFT HAND DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM Railway Hotel: VALHALLA
BLACKBURN Lodestar: GRACE
BRIGHTON Sussex University: THE DRANSFIELDS
BRISTOL Colston Hall: MUDS
BRISTOL Granary: MOTHER SUPERIOR
BURY ST. EDMUNDS R.A.F. Honnington: BETHNAL
CHATHAM Central Hall: MARC BOLAN & T. REX
/LENNIE McDONALD•
CLEVELAND Spa Pavilion: STEVENSON'S ROCKET
COVENTRY Warwick University: MIKE ABSALOM
CROYDON Fairfield Hall: SLIM WHITMAN*
DERBY Cleopatra's: CLANCY
ERDINGTON Queen's Head: HOOKER
FAREHAM H.M.S. Collingwood: LIVERPOOL EXPRESS
FARNHAM Makings Association: STEFAN GROSSMAN
FOLKESTONE Toby's: JIMMY JAMES & THE VAGABONDS
GLASGOW Apollo Centre: 10 c.c.
HIGH WYCOMBE Nags Head: UPP
LEEDS Town Hall: COMMANDER CODY & THE
LOST PLANET AIRMEN /BARRY MELTON
LONDON CAMDEN Dingwalls: MOON
LONDON City Polytechnic: PRIDE OF TEXAS
LONDON ENFIELD Middlesex Polytechnic: EDDIE
'GUITAR' BURNS
LONDON EUSTON RD. Bettina's: STEALER
LONDON FULHAM Golden Lion: SLACK ALICE
LONDON HAMMERSMITH Odeon: TRAMMPS
LONDON HAMMERSMITH Red Cow: RACING
CARS
LONDON ISLINGTON Hope & Anchor: JIVE
BOMBERS
LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: CAFE SOCIETY
LONDON Marquee Club: MICK ABRAHAMS
BAND
LONDON REGENTS PK. Bedford College: CITY
WAITES
LONDON Royal Albert Hall: SUPERTRAMp•
LONDON Speakeasy: RUDI & THE ZIPPS
MONMOUTh White Swan Hotel: NIGHT BIRD
MOTHERWELL Concert Hall: RALPH McTELL
NOTTINGHAM Imperial Hotel: MENSCH
PA1GNTON Festival Theatre: WOODY HERMAN
ORCHESTRA
PENZANCE The Garden: SORAHAN
SHEFFIELD City Hall: BE-BOP DELUXE /DOCTORS OF MADNESS
SWANSEA Llanlan Bay Hotel: DRAGONFLY
SWANSEA Students Association: BRIDGET ST.
JOHN
SWANSEA University: DANA GILLESPIE
WEN'TWORTH Rockingham Arms: DAVE BURLAND
WOLVERHAMPTON Lord Raglan Club: ROBIN
HALL & JIMMIE MacGREGOR
WREXHAM Wasps: LIGHT FANTASTIC

FRIDAY
ABERYSTWYTH University: JACK THE LAD
AYR Pavilion: STEVENSON'S ROCKET
BEDFORD College of Education: SNAFU
BIRMINGHAM (Edgbaston) Bell & Pump: ROBIN
HALL & JIMMIE MacGREGOR
BIRMINGHAM Odeon: COMMANDER CODY &
HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN/BARRY MELTON
BIRMINGHAM Polyannes: LIGHT FANTASTIC
BOURNEMOUTH Winter Gardens: WOODY HERMAN ORCHESTRA
BRADFORD University: ANDY FAIRWEATHER-LOW/JIVE BOMBERS
BRIGHTON Buccaneer: STICKY WICKIT
BRIGHTON Sussex University: IAN CARR'S NUCLEUS
BRIGHTON Union Hall: SO AND SO'S TRAVELLING WHATSITS/PICK UPS
BRISTOL Thornbury Castle School: FRED WEDLOCK
BRITTON FERRY Rugby Club: BRIDGET ST.
.JOHN
CAMBRIDGE Corn Exchange: SASSAFRAS
CARDIFF University: MUD •
CASTLE LEAZES Freeman's Hall: FIVE HAND
REEL
CLEVELAND Lazenby Social Club: ENGLISH
TAPESTRY
COVENTRY La Chaumiere: BAND CALLED
CHARLIE
COVENTRY Liuichester Polytechnic: KURSAAL
FLYERS/EDDIE & THE HOT RODS
CRAWLEY College of Education: FRUUPP
CRAYFORD Technical College: CASINO
DERBY College of Technology: MOON
DUDLEY JB'S Club: NEIL INNES & FATSO
DURHAM St. Chad's College: GENO WASHINGTON BAND
EASTBOURNE Congress Theatre: SLIM WHITMAN •
EDINBURGHJJniversity: KOKOMO •
GLASGOW Apollo Centre: 10c.c.
GREAT YARMOUTH Tiffany's: THIN
LIZZY/WATTROCKY-McCOY
GUILDFORD Civic Hall: SUTHERLAND BROTHERS & QUIVER
HODDESDON The Crown: NIC JONES
KENDAL Brewery Arts Centre: AGNES STRANGE
KNARESBOROUGH Stable Folk Club: MIKE ELLIOTT
LEEDS Trinity College: HELLRAISERS
LEIGHTON BUZZARD Hunt Hotel: LEFT HAND
DRIVE
LIVERPOOL Polytechnic: GAS WORKS
LIVERPOOL St. George's Hall: MIKE HARDING
LIVERPOOL University: SILLY WIZARD
LONDON CAMDEN Dingwalls: RACING CARS/
SALUTATIONS
LONDON CANNING TOWN Bridge House: SLOWBONE
LONDON CHISWICK Polytechhic: STRETCH
LONDON EUSTON RD. Bettina's: THE SQUIRREL
LONDON ISLINGTON Hope & Anchor: PLUMMET AIRLINES '
LONDON ISLINGTON Kings Head: CAMDEN
GOODS

COMPILED BY DEREK JOHNSON

LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: STARRY
EYED & LAUGHING
LONDON KENSINGTON Queen Elizabeth College:
COCKY
LONDON KENSINGTON Commonwealth Institute:
CAJUN MOON/GAY & TERRY WOODS/ANDY
ROBERTS
LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: RUDI &
THE Z1PPS
LONDON Marquee Club: TIM HARDIN
LONDON North Polytechnic: 10I -ers
LONDON STRATFORD Cart & Horses: DOG
WATCH
LONDON University Union: DEAF SCHOOL/ALBION DANCE BAND/ROCKY SHARPE & THE
RAZORS/BOOMBAyA
LONDON Upstairs at Ronnie Scott's: TROPEA
MANCHESTER Free Trade Hall: GALLAGHER &
LYLE
MANCHESTER University: STEFAN GROSSMAN(
MATLOCK Black Rocks: liAATARKA
NEWCASTLE Polytechnic: SHAKIN' STEVENS &
THE SUNSETS/BANDYLEGS
NORWICH East Anglia University: RONNIE LANE
& SLIM CHANCE
NOTTINGHAM Trent Polytechnic: NATIONAL
HEALTH
READING University: JON HISEMAN'S COLOSSEUM II
ROSS-ON-WYE Harvey's: LIVERPOOL EXPRESS
SALFORD University: DANA GILLESPIE
SCARBOROUGH Spa Grand Hall: JULIE FELIX
SOUTHAMPTON University: SCREAMIN' LORD
SUTCH
SPENNYMOOR Top Hat: FATBACK BAND •
STAFFORD North Staffs Polytechnic: JAILBAIT
STALYBRIDGE Indoor Sports Club: MAGNA CARTA/JOHN RENBOURN & JACQUI McSHEE/
TONY CAPST1CK/OLDHAM TINKERS
ST. ALBANS City Hall: MARC BOLAN & T. REX/
LENNIE McDONALD •
STROUD Subscription Rooms: MR. BIG
SUITON-IN-ASHRELD Golden Diamond: NOVA
SWANSEA College of Education: CITY BOY
UXBRIDGE Brunel University: PRETTY THINGS
WALSALL Spiders Web: MAGNUM OPUS II
WOLVERHAMPTON Lafayette: ROCKING PNEUMONIA

ABERDEEN Kintore Town Hall: STEVENSON'S
ROCKET
ASHFORD Wye College: STAN ARNOLD
AYLESBURY - Friars at Vale Hall: JACK THE
LAD/EDDIE & THE HOT RODS
BARROW Civic Hall: STU STEVENS/REDWOOD
BATH Pavilion: STRETCH
BATH Technical College: GAS WORKS
BIRMINGHAM Barbarella's: GONZALEZ
BIRMINGHAM Barrels Folk Club: SILLY WIZARD
BIRMINGHAM Railway Hotel: BEAU FLYER
BIRMINGHAM Town Hall: BE-BOP DELUXE/DOCTORS OF MADNESS
BIRMINGHAM University: STARRY EYED &
LAUGHING
BRIGHTON Polytechnic: F.B.I.
BRIGHTON Sussex University: COMMANDER
CODY & THE LOST PLANET AIRMEN/BARRY MELTON
BRISTOL Granary: KRAZY KAT
BRISTOL Naval Volunteer: JACOB MARLEY

GIG HIGHLIGHTS
(Thursday), Iastbourne (Friday), Southampton
(Saturday) and Norwich (Sunday).
• THE FATBACK BAND undertook a brief
British tour last year, at a time when their appeal
was limited to the soul fraternity. But since then
they've gained greater recognition by way of their
hit single "Do The Bus Stop". So presumably the
Top TUT}, addicts will swell their audiences on
this occasion. They 're playing a mixture of concerts and club dates, and their initial venues are at
Spenny moor (Friday), Chatham (Saturday),
Manclkster (Sunday), Southend (Tuesday) and
Brighton i
Wednesday).
• KOKOMO have now graduated out of the
London pub'n'rock rounds, and have become an
established name on the concert and college
circuit. Their new tour lasts until the middle of
next month and includes a prestige concert at
London New Victoria on March II. First gigs are
in Edinburgh (Friday) and Glasgow (Saturday).
• SAILOR have already proved themselves to be
the first truer success story of 1976, thanks to
their chart-topping bit "Glass Of Champagne",
even though they only stayed at No. 1 for one
week! In mid-March they set out for the United
States, in an attempt to break through over there.
But prior to that, they're playing 26 dates around
Britain, arid are no doubt hoping that this tour
will consolida' their status here at home. First
dates are at Bristol (Saturday), Chatham (Monday) and Guildford (Wednesday).

BRISTOL Polytechnic: SAILOR •
CAMBERLEY Ragamuffins: GENO WASHINGTON BAND
CARLISLE Cosmo's: CHAMPAGNE/DANDY
CARMARTHEN Trinity College: CITY BOY
•
CHATHAM Central Hall: FATBACK BAND •
CHELTENHAM St. Paul's College: THE DRANSFIELDS
CHICHESTER Bishop Otter College: NATIONAL
HEALTH
COLCHESTER Essex University: HENRY COW
COVENTRY Warwisk University: AJ WEBBER
CROMER Links Pavilion: SNAFU
CP.OMER West Runton Pavilion: THIN LIZZY/WA TTROCKY-McCOY
CROYDON Technical College: MEDICINE HEAD
DURHAM Universits :STEFAN GROSSMAN
EDINBURGH Usher Hall: 10 c.c.
EXETER University: MUD •
FALKIRK Large Municipal Hall: RALPH McTELL
FOLKSTONE Leas Cliff Hall: MARC BOLAN & T.
REX/LENNIE McDONALD •
GLASGOW Shuffles: DOWNTOWN FLYERS
GLASGOW Strathcly de University: MOTT
GLASGOW University: KOKOMO •
HAROLOW
Technical
College:
UPP/BASTILLE/NEW DIX' SYNCOPATORS
HASTINGS Pier Pavilion: MR. BIG
HAVERFORDWEST R.A.F. Brawdy: BATON
ROUGE
HENLEY Turville Folk Club: FLAKY PASTRY
HOVE Town Hall: BARRON KNIGHTS
HULL University: NEIL INNES & FATS°
LEEDS University: MIKE HARDING
LEICESTER University: SHAK IN' STEVENS &
THE SUNSETS
LINCOLN Aquarius: JIVE BOMBERS
LIVERPOOL University: CLANCY
LONDON CAMDEN Dingy alls: PRIDE OF TEXAS
LONDON HAMMERSMFTH Red Cow: BRAG
LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: CAROL
GRIMES & THE LONDON BOGIE BAND
LONDON Marcuee Club: YELLOW BIRD/RAZORBACKS
LONDON North-East Polytechnic: SLOWBONE
LONDON PECKHAM Newlands Tavern: 101ers
LONDON SOHO Polytechnic: DEREK BAILEY
LONDON School of Economics: ANGE
LONDON Upstairs at Ronnie Scott's: TROPEA
LONDON WOOLWICH Thames Polytechnic:
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS & QUIVER
LOUGHBOROUGH University: JON HISEMAN'S
COLOSSEUM II
LUTON Cesar's: WOODY HERMAN ORCHESTRA
MANCHESTER U.M.I.S.T.: KURSAAL FLYERS
MANCHESTER University: FRUUPP
MANSFIELD Civic Hall: JULIE FELIX
MATLOCK Black Rocks: JEVUTSHTA
MELTON MOWBRAY Melton W.M.C.: MATCHBOX
MIDDLESBROUGH Town Hall: EDDIE 'GUITAR'
BURNS
MILLOM Cumbria Club: BA NDYLEGS
NELSON Nelson's Column: PRETTY THINGS
NEWCASTLE Guildhall: FIVE HAND REEL
NOTTINGHAM Boat Club: WHEELS
NOTTINGHAM University: RONNIE LANE &
SLIM CHANCE
OXFORD College of Further Education: STRAY
OXFORD Polytechnic: ROCK ISLAND LINE
RIPLEY Cock Hotel: BAND CALLED CHARLIE
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FOR THIS WEEK
• STEVE HARLEY AND COCKNEY REBEL
begin their provincial tour in Scotland on Monday, playing a total of 12 concerts at eight different venues. There will be no support act, and
they'll be playing the entire two-hour show themselves. Rebel have a new album out this week
titled "Tundeas Flight", as well as a single extracted from it "White White Dove", and these
will doubtless be the mainstay of their new act.
They open with two days in Glasgow on Monday
and Tuesday. Their London date at Wembley
doesn't take place until April, after they've undertaken a European tour.
• GRIMMS had to scrap their proposed autumn
tour when two of the members of the cast were
taken il, but they are now about to rectify that.
Their new itinerary takes them all over the country, and they kick off with concerts in Birmingham (Sunday), Portsmouth (Monday) and Sheffield (Wednesday).
• LYNYRD SKYNYRD are the last, but by no
means least, of the acts starting tours this week.
It's a relatively brief schedule, comprising just
five gigs, but the main object of the exercise is to
promote their new album "Give Me Back My
Bullets". First two dates are at Bristol (Tuesday)
and Manchester (Wednesday). Support group is
the promising Steve Gibbons Band, who fared so
well in a similar role on The Who's autumn tour
of Britain.
• SUPERTRAW are playing a one-off date at
London Royal Albert Hai on Thursday, which is
intended as a "thank you" concert for all the

SHEFFIELD University: ANDY FAIRWEATHER LOW
SOUTHEND Pier Bar: CRAZY CAVAN & THE
RHYTHM ROCKERS
STALYBRIDGE Indoor Sports Centre: HEDGEHOG
PIE
SOUTHAMPTON Gaumont: SLIM WHITMAN •
SWINDON
Oasis (doubling BRISTOL
Yate
Entertainment Centre): TRAMMPS
TAUNTON County Ballroom: BETHNAL
TEWKESBURY Roses Theatre: CAJUN MOON/GAY & TERRY WOODS/ANDY ROBERTS
TORKSEY Castle Inn: HELLRAISERS
TORQUAY 400 Club: LIVERPOOL EXPRESS
WALSALL Spiders Web: MAGNUM OPUS II
WATFORD College of Technology: ROSKO ROAD
SHOW
WATFORD New Penny: CASINO
WOKING Centre Halls: WILDER
WOLVERHAMPTON Polytechnic: LIGHT FANTASTIC

SUNDAY

ACCRINGTON Lakeland Lounge: FACTORY
BANFF Fyffe Lodge Hotel: STEVENSON'S ROCKET
BATLEY Variety Club: ALVIN STARDUST
BIRMINGHAM Barbarella's: SUPERCHARGE
BIRMINGHAM Railway Hotel: GRITT
BIRMINGHAM Repertory Theatre: GRIMMS
BIRMINGHAM Town Hall: TRAMMPS
dRIGHTON
Alhambra:
SO
AND
SO's
TRAVELLING WHATSITS
BURNLEY Bankhall Miner,' Welfare: FATGUT &
THE REST OF THE WORLD
CAMBRIDGE Arts Theatre: HARVEY ANDREWS /
PETE SAYERS
CROYDON Fairfield Hall: STEVE MARRIOTT'S
ALL STARS•
CROYDON Greyhound: CURVED AIR
CRUMLIN Viaduct Hotel: DOZY
EDINBURGH Usher Hall: 10 c.c.
EGHAM White Lion: BREEZE BLOCK / TURF
DUST
EPPING Blacksmith's Arms: HEDGEHOG PIE
GLASGOW Shuffles: MOLLS MYRE
GOSPORT John Peel: WILDER
GRAVESEND Woodville Hall: HARRY SECOMBE
GUILDFORD Civic Hall: ANGE
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD Pavilion: ANDY FAIRWEATHER-LOW
HULL Arts Centre: EDDIE "GUITAR" BURNS
ILFORD General Havelock: GORDON GILTRAP
LEEDS Fforde Green Hotel: LIGHT FANTASTIC
LEIGH Pied Bull: NIC JONES
LIVERPOOL Centre Hotel: FIVE HAND REEL
LLANHARRAN Rugby Club: SECOND HAND
BAND
LONDON CHALK FARM Roundhouse: SNAFU/
SHANGHAI
LONDON DRURY LANE Theatre Royal: BE-BOP
DELUXE /DOCTORS OF MADNESS•
LONDON FINCHLEY Torrington: KILBURN &
THE HIGH ROADS
LONDON FULHAM Golden Lion: SHAKIN'
STEVENS & THE SUNSETS
LONDON HACKNEY Adam & Eve: HELLRAISERS
LONDON HAMMERSMITH Red Cow: LITTLE
ACRE
LONDON ISLINGTON Hope & Anchor: PRIDE OF
TEXAS

support they received on their lengthy autumn
tour. Don't go along without tickets, because it's
sold out. And immediately afterwards, the band
are off to the States, and we're unlikely to see
them ki action again over here until the tail end of
the year.
• VANGELIS (as he now chooses to be called,
having dropped his Papathanassiou surname) is
also appearing at the Albert Hall, and his date is
on Wednesday. For the benefit of the uninitiated,
he's the former leader of European band Aphrodite's Child, who was being tipped for Wakeman's job in Yes a couple of years ago. But now
he's emerged as artier solo artist, and in this
concert — timed to promote his "Heaven And
Hell" album — he'll be backed by over 60 musicians and singers.
• JON HISEMAN's Colosseum II begin an
extensive two-month tour next weekend. But prior
to this, they are playing a few warm-up gigs
during the coming weekend. You can catch them
at Reading (Friday), Loughborough (Saturday)
and London Twickenham (Sunday).
• STEVE MARRIOTT'S All Stars have a
solitary concert at Croydon Fairfield Hall on
Sunday, though there's a good chance he'll be
playing more dates in a couple of month's time
. . .and lined up for major London concerts on
Sunday, as the highlight of their respective tours,
are BE-BOP DELUXE and RONNIE LANE
and Slim Chance.
' A hectic week, indeed. But don't forget there's
always the chance of last-minute alterations or
cancellations — so take our advice and check
with venues beforehand, specially if you're having
to travel some distance to a gig.

LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: COMMANDER CODY & THE LOST PLANET AIRMEN (lunchtime) /BRYAN BOWERS (evening)
LONDON Marquee Club: PALM BEACH EXPRESS
LONDON Queen Elizabeth Hall: "THE STORY OF
RAGTIME" with KEITH NICHOLS' RAGTIME
ORCHESTRA
LONDON Shaftesbury Theatre: RONNIE LANE &
SLIM CHANCE•
LONDON TWICKENHAM Winning Post: JON
HISEMAN'S COLOSSEUM II
MANCHESTER ABC Theatre: FATBACK BANDS
MELTON MOWBRAY Melton W.M.C.: MATCHBOX
MIDDLESBROUGH
Town Hall:
KURSAAL
FLYERS/EDDIE & THE HOT RODS
NORWICH Theatre Royal: SLIM WHITMAN •
NOTTINGHAM Boat Club: COLD RIVER LADY
OCKLEY Red Lion: JUICE DOG
PLYMOUTH Drake Club: LIVERPOOL EXPRESS
PORTSMOUTH Guildhall: WOODY HERMAN ORCHESTRA
REDCAR Coatham Bowl: STEFAN GROSSMAN
ROMFORD Albemarle Club: HEAVY WATER /
LIFE STYLE
SALFORD University: BRIDGET ST. JOHN
SOUTHEND Cliffs Pavilion: MARK BOLAN & T.
REX /LENNIE McDONALD•
STRATFORD-ON-AVON Folk Club: SILLY WIZARD
WHITEHAVEN Civic Hall: RALPH McTELL
WOLVERHAMPTON Civic Hall: JACK THE LAD

MONDAY
ABERTILLERY Rose Heyworth Club: SECOND
HAND BAND
BRIGHTON St. Mary's Hall: LUNAHARE
CASTLEFORD Roundhill WM.C.: LIGHT FANTASTIC
CHATHAM Central Hall: SAILORS
1
CHESTER Quaintways: JACK THE LAD
CHIGWELL Camelot: SOUNDS COUNTRY
DARLINGTON Civic Hall: RALPH McTELL
DERBY
Bailey's (doubling STOKE
Bailey's):
TRAMMPS
DONCASTER Outlook Club: ROOGALATOR
DUNDEE Royal Centre Hotel: STEVENSON'S
ROCKET
EXMOUTH Samantha's: MR. BIG
GLASGOW Apollo Centre: STEVE HARLEY AND
COCKNEY REBELO
LONDON CAMDEN Dingwalls: STRANGLERS
LONDON FULHAM Greyhound: BETHNAL
LONDON HAMMERSMITH Red Cow: JIVE BOMBERS
LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: MUNROE
LONDON Marquee Club: HOBO
LONDON OXFORD ST. 100 Club: ISIPINGO
LONDON
PADDINGTON
Western
Counties:
SLOWBONE
LONDON PECKHAM Newlands Tavern: CAFE SOCIETY
NEWCASTLE City Hall: 10c.c.
NOTTINGHAM
The
Test
Match:
GREAT
EASTERN
OXFORD Polytechnic: MUD
PORTSMOIMI Guildhall: GRIMMS•
PORTSMOUTH
Locarno: SHAKIN' STEVENS
AND THE SUNSETS
SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD Golden Diamond:
ANGE

TUESDAY
BIRMINGHAM Barbarella's: EDDIE 'GUITAR'
BURNS
BIRMINGHAM Town Hall: GALLAGHER & LYLE
BLACKPOOL King's Arms Hotel: NIC JONES
BRADFORD University: STRETCH
BRIGHTON Top Rank: RACING CARS
BRISTOL Colston Hall: LYNYRD SKYNYRD
/STEVE GIBBONS BAND •
CARDIFF Top Rank: ASYLUM
CROYDON Red Deer: CADILLAC
DONCASTER Taps Folk Club: HOT VULTURES
GLASGOW Apollo Centre: STEVE HARLEY á
COCKNEY REBEL •
HUDDERSFIELD Ivanhoe's: THIN LIZZY
LANCASTER University: STEFAN GROSSMAN
LEICESTER Bailey's: TRAMMPS
LONDON CAMDEN Dingwalls: SHANGHAI
LONDON CHELSEA The Drug Store: ROSKO
ROAD SHOW
LONDON HAMMERSMITH Red Cow: KRAZY
KAT
LONDON KENSINGTON The Nashville: MICKEY
JUPP BAND
LONDON Marquee Club: MR. BIG
LONDON North Polytechnic: CLANCY
LONDON OXFORD ST. 100 Club: JIVE BOMBERS
/STRUTTERS /THUNDERPUSS
MALVERN Festival Theatre: JULIE FELIX
NETHER HEYFORD Old Sun Folk Club: GARY &
VERA ASPEY
NEWCASTLE City Hall: 10 c.c.
NOTTINGHAM Calverton Springwater Club: MAGNUM OPUS II
NOTTINGHAM Clifton College: ANGE
SOUTHEND Zero Six: FATBACK BAND •

WEDNESDAY
BIRMINGHAM Aston University: NATIONAL
HEALTH
BIRMINGHAM Bogart's: HOT PROPERTY
BIRMINGHAM Elizabethan Rock: HOOKER
BOURNEMOUTH Winter Gardens: ANDY
FAIRWEATHER-LOW
BRIGHTON Dome: GALLAGHER & LYLE
BRIGHTON Top Rank: FATBACK BAND •
CANTERBURY Kent University: BRYAN BOWERS
CARLISLE Coach House: NIC JONES
CROMER West Runton Pavilion: SHOWADDYWADDY
CRUMLIN Viaduct Hotel: SECOND HAND BAND
EPSOM Albion Folk Club: HOWARD HOPE
GUILDFORD Bunters Club: ROCKING PNEUMONIA
GUILDFORD Civic Hall: SAILOR •
GUILDFORD Surrey University: FRED WEDLOCK
GILLINGHAM Classic Cinema: MUDS
LEEDS University: KURSAAL FLYERS/EDDIE &
THE HOT RODS
LEEDS University Little Theatre: BOB PEGO
LEICESTER Freewheelers: STRANGLERS
LIVERPOOL University: HARVEY ANDREWS/
HEDGEHOG PIE
LONDON CAMDEN Dingwalls: SWARBRICK, NICOL, PEGO & MAXINE
LONDON City Polytechnic: MR. BIG
LONDON FULHAM Golden Lion: KRAZY KAT
LONDON HAMMERSMITH Red Cow: CAFE SOCIETY

LONDON ISLINGTON Hope & Anchor: DIVERSIONS
LONDON Marquee Club: ANGE
LONDON Royal Albert Hall: VANGELIS PAPATHANASSIOU•
MANCHESTER
Free
Trade
Hall:
LYNYRD
SKYNYRD/STEVE GIBBONS BAND •
NORTHAMPTON Salon: GENO WASHINGTON
BAND
RETFORD Porterhouse: ALKATRAZ
RHYL Talardy Hotel (doubling COLWYN BAY Dixieland Showbar) TRAMMPS
SHEFFIELD Polytechnic: GRIMMS •
STAFFORD North Staffs Polytechnic: STEFAN
GROSSMAN
UXBRIDGE Brunel University: JACK THE LAD
WIRKSWORTH County Youth Centre: MAGNUM
OPUS II

Gig Guide's
new address
Please note that we have a new address
effective
from
this
week.
It
is
New
Musical Express, Gig Guide, King's Reach
Tower, Stamford Street, London SE I9LS.
From now on, please snake sure that all gig
details are sent to this address. Thank you!

RESIDENCIES
BATLEY Variety Club: ROCKIN' BERRIES
Week from Monday
BEDFORD Nite Spot: ROGER WHITTAKER
Tuesday (10) for five days
BIRMINGHAM La Dolce Vita: GERRY & THE
PACEMAKERS
Week from Sunday
BIRMINGHAM (Moseley) Fighting Cocks: -YESTERDAZE"
New rock musical. Thursday (5) for three days
DERBY Bailey's: MARMALADE
Week from Sunday (except Monday)
GLASGOW King's Theatre: "ROCK NATIVITY"
Monday for two weeks
LIVERPOOL Allinson's: KEN DODD
Week from Sunday
LONDON CAMDEN Nero's: GEORGIE FAME &
THE BLUE FLAMES
Week from Monday
LONDON Ronnie Scott's Club: WOODY HERMAN
ORCHESTRA
Week from Monday
LONDON W.I Penthouse Club: RIVENDELL
Week from Monday
LUTON Cesar',: LENA MARTELL
Week from Monday
MANCHESTER Golden Garter: BLACK ABBOTTS
Week from Mondar
OLDHAM Bailey's: ARROWS
Week from Sunday
SHEFFIELD Bailey's: MUNGO JERRY
Week from Monday
STOKE Bailey's: GUYS & DOLLS
Week from Sunday (except Monday)
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AVAILABLE FOR LONDON CONCERTS

01-580 8810
01-580 7930

01-437 6603

Thurs, 5th Feb. (Adm. 65p)

Mon. 9th Feb. (Adm. 60p)

Plus Support & Ian Fleming

Plus Support & Jerry Floyd

Fri. 6th Feb. (Adm. 70f;)
From the U.S.A. - the mighty

Tues. 10th Feb- (Adm. 7 0P)
The only London date of

MICK ABRAHAM

HOBO

TIM HARDIN

MR. BIG

Plus Friends & Ian Fleming

Plus Support & Jerry Floyd
Wed. 11th Feb. (Adm. 80p)
From France we welcome

ad.

ANGE

YELLOW BIRD

Feb. 5
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 8
Feb. 8
Feb. 8

Plus Guests 8. Jerry Floyd

Sun. 8th Feb. (Adm. 65p)
Free admission with this ad.
before 8 p.m.

Thurs., 12th Feb. (Adm. 65p)
The London debut of the incredible

Feb. 14

Plus Support & Ian Fleming

Feb. 14

STARS

PALMBEACH EXPRESS

Plus Dave Paul & Mark Poppins

Hamburgers and other hot and cold snacks are available

VICTORIA PALACE THEATRE
VICTORIA STREET S.W.I

SUNDAY 22nd FEBRUARY at-7.30 p.m
STRAIGHT MUSIC PRESENTS

PiLSZII1120
AND THE MIDNIGHT BAND

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

25 GOLDEN EARRING
27/28
STATUS QUO
TRAMMPS
28 SLIK
CAJUN MOON
29 KINKS
STEVE MARRIOTT'S
29 ANDY FAIRWEATHER
ALL STARS
LOW
SNAFU & SHANGHAI
Mar. 5 ROBIN TROWER
BE-BOP DELUXE
Mar. 5 CHICK COREA
RONNIE LANE
Mar. 6 BOBBY WOMACK
VANGELIS
Mar. 7 GROUNDHOGS
SAILOR
Mar. 10/11 TOOTS &
FATBACK BAND
THE MAYTALS
LYNYRD SKYNYRD
Mar. 11 KOKOMO

Feb. 5 SLIM WHITMAN

Plus Razorbacks & Ian Fleming

0
.6

48 Margaret Street London W I

OF THE FOLLOWING:

Open every :light from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Reduced admission for Students and Members

Sat. 7th Feb. (Adm. 70p)
Free admission with this
before 8 p.m.

Feb. 11

Feb. 15

Feb. 18 T. REX.

Mar. 14 MAN
Mar. 14 GARY GLITTER

Feb. 22 GIL SCOTT-HERON

Mar. 21 FOCUS

Feb. 22 ANDY FAIRWÉATHER
LOW

Mar. 24 FATS DOMINO

Feb. 22 CATERINA VALENTE

April 12 STEVE HARLEY
& COCKNEY REBEL

Feb. 15 BOXER

Feb. 22 ALBERTO Y LOST
TRIOS PARANOIAS

TICKETS 02.01117511.50.[I ,25 ,
INC VAT ,ADVANCE MAI THEATRE 80X OFFICE 834-1317,
LONDON THEATRE BOOKINGS SHOTS AVE 439 -3371, PREMIER BOX OFFICE 240-2240,
USUAL AGENTS OR ON NIGHT

Mar. 30 JAMES LAST

Feb. 23 EMMY LOU HARRIS

May 3/7 DAVID BOWIE

7th Feb.

Mon.

9th Feb.

Tues.

10th Feb.

SLEEPER
NEWS

RESTAURANT NOW OPEN AT 10 p.m.
EXCELLENT NEW MENU AND SNACKS

Whipsnade Road
Dunstable, Beds.

proudly presents on

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7th
Direct from the USA
They re Hire At Last!
The Soultianatick

Admission f150 incl. VAT. Doors open 8 p.m.

96 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. W.1. Tel. 01-439 3371

CHELSEA COLLEGE, Manresa Road, SW3

presents

IN CONCERT

HENRY COW

MOON
+ SPARROW and Disco
(Buffet. Bar extn. till 1a.m.)

Saturday, Feb. 7th LTB 8.30 pm

Tickets f1 from S U. or at door.

tickets 90pfroin S.U. or
Howard Leach Records
(10p reduction with this ad/

SUNDAY 29th FEBRUARY at-T30 p.m

Portland St Tube)

Thurs. Feb. 5th

STEALER

Fri, Feb, 61b

NO GIG. WE ARE CLOSED

Sal. Feb. 7Ih

R.D.B.

Now open till 12 midnight. Admission 50p

houghton st.wc2.
49Sat.Feb.7th
'TEMPLE

oe•
e
support

AT 7.45 :Mom TRANCE

disco: bar
pay at the
door 90p

NEKTAR

ROBERTO% BROWN
ASSOCIATES LTO PRESENT

CI
ONWEALTH
INSTITUTE THEATRE

KENSINGTON HIGH ST.W8

FRIDAY 6TH FEBRUARYAT 7.45 ER
ALLAN TAYLOR BRIAN GMBEY JON GILLASP1E

KRAAN

TICKETS £2.00 £1.50 £1.00 1INC.VAT.) ADVANCE FROM THEATRE

tj O&M .

BOX OFFICE 834-0671. LONDON THEATRE BOOKINGS SHAFTS.AVE. 439-3371,
PREMIER BOX OFFICE 240 -2245,USUAL AGENTS HON NIGHT

U.M.I.S.T. STUDENTS' UNION

IN CONCERT WITH

Sackville Street, Manchester 1

KURSAAL FLYERS

AND SPECIAL GUEST

Commonwealth Inst.Box Off. 602 3660,or London
Theatre Book ings,Shaft,s.Ave.439 3371

Tickets 70p in advance, NUS 60p, E1.00 on door

SUNDAY 8th FEBRUARY at -7.30 p. m

STEVE
MiliestrS

A puff ROBERT s

Tickets £1.00 in adva nce,e1120 on night, available from

+ DISCO

•

latrow

OAY&TERRY WOODS

Saturday, February 7th 8 pm till late

FAIRFIELD HALLS Pn I
M.-6‘CrU

A

Sat.

NEW VICTORIA.".

383 EUSTON ROAD,

WITH Ve
GUESTS
a

.6th Feb.

President's Ball

70p NUS, El others. Bar, Disco, Lights

OR

Fri.

Not To Ba M sseci
For The People VVhc Know Where Its At

SATURDAY, 14th FEBRUARY

+ HUNGRY HORSE

NOLSORN

Thurs. 5th Feb.

CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD

LONDON THEATRE BOOKINGS

CLANCY

4

DANA GILLESPIE
GONZALES
PRIDE OF TEXAS
RACING CARS

4th Feb.

Essex University Ents.

TUESDAY, 10th FEBRUARY at 8 p.m.

tozn
,i

Wed.

May 2 NEIL SEDAKA

NORTH LONDON POLY

Prince of Wales Road, Kentish Town, NW5

(GREEN MAN, opp Gt

NOTICE TO MEMBERS

CALIFORNIA
BALLROOM

For more information send s.a.e. to:

bettina's

SIPIENKIEAWY

TICKETS ..TICKETS ..TICKETS

90 VVardour St., W.1

1976

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

\N.C.
\N.

ci

•

•
•
• •
•
• •
•
• •
e
• •
•

• •
•
• •

• •
•
Tickets- £200-£175 -£150-E1 25 available from Theatre Box Office 688-9291 e •
London Theatre Bookings shafts av WI 439-3371, usual agents, or on ni.ht
•

e.:\;Gpil
:am c_pq

titxt4

I

e
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cingi
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BRL OCK

BOOKINGS WELCOME

EDucrioNs FOR LARGE PARTIES
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BRUN EL UNIVERSITY S.U.

STUART DINGLEY

Kingston Lane, Uxbridge, Middx.
Tel. Uxbridge (89) 39125

S.D.P. LTD)

I

!4

I

Presents forthcoming Concerts by ..

presents

FATBACK BAND

THE

Friday, February 6th, 8 p.m.

STEVE GIBBONS BAND

BRISTOL

+ Support

Tickets:

Tickets £1 in advance, £1.20 on door

I

+ MUSCLES

COLSTON

HALL, Sunday, Feb. 15, 5.45 p.m. & 8.15 p.m.

£2.50, £2, £1.50,

i9

8

7

£1. Box Office tel. 0272 22957

1; 5

iii

Rio
111

SAILOR ±SUPPORT

Wednesday, February 11th, 8 p.m.

GLASGOW KELVIN HALL,

JACK THE LAD

Tickets . £2. f 1 50, El

041-332

Tickets 75p

1127

STYLISTICS

THE

Next week Feb. 13th KOKOMO

Friday, Feb 20, 8 p.m.

Box Office tel. 041-221 4118

+GUEST STAR BROOK BENTON

Members bar

BOURNEMOUTH

Tube: Uxbridge. Buses: 204, 207, 223, M4 1 mile

a

o

iel

ZS

WINTER GARDENS. Wed. April 7th,

6.1b p.m. & 8.45 p.m.
Tickets: £4, £3.50, £3, £2.50, £1.50. Box Office tel. 0202 26446

BRISTOL.

THE NASHVILLE

Tickets . £4 25

vp

"Fresh from the Ozone"
Some very special Guests
Tickets £1.50 in advance

33

March 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th
Further details to be announced shortly

Presented in association

40c

ENGLAND
Free

with SCOTLAND - Andy Dais/ny;
- Stephan, Bell Entertainments

marts memo S.O.P. LTD., 01-748 0287

FR Mash

6
7
II

MUNROE

(Featuring Mick Molloy and Barry Richardson)

Free

Tues. 10th Feb.

12

MICKY JUPP BAND

VALE HALL

Um.

ROUNDHOUSE
SUNDAY 15th FEBRUARY at-7.00 p.

AYLESBURY

CHANLt FIAR M

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 7th 7.30 p.m.
SNOWING CATS AND DOGS

JACK THE LAD

S14414e.611.15K PRISINTS

BOXER

+ EDDIE AND THE HOT RODS
ALPHA CENTAURI

LIGHTS

GASP SOUNDS

Tickets 110p from Earth Records Aylesbury; Sun Music, High Wycombe;
Hearsay, Hemel: F. L. Moore. Luton; K. & M. Buckingham or 110p
at the door on night. Life Membership 25p. Will they do it again? Find
out in this week's thrilling episode in the swigs
"NEWCASTLE AYLESBURY BROWN — DOES IT EXIST?"

BRAND X

—.UMW.—

—.MUM.'

IDICE
ITÎT,I
T
I
TEII IC
of NTPA 1, LON DON

TRIBUTE TO MOGEZI FEZA
100 Oxford Street, W.1. 01-636 0933

Monday, February 9th 7.30 p.m.

Si: VALENTINE'S DANCE
Friday, February 13th, 9p.m. to 2a.m.

With Malcolm Griffiths, Evan Parker, Alan Skidmore and Art
Themen
Late bar. Admission £1.50. Students £1 on door

THE

Monday, February 16th 7.30

UNK

DISCO AND LATEE B,
1
5 RS
50p NUS advance only.£1 at door

JABULA SPEAR
+ BROTHERHOOD OF BREATH

ZUMinnagengne

door

ROUNDHOUSE
SUNDAY 8th FEBRUARY at-7.00p.m
C"N
LI F
I
"e

STUCK MUSE Plt

41,

SNAFU

are.

CITY OF LONDON POLY
Thursday, Feb. 5th, 7.30 p.m.

milffla
.0.4414

PRIDE OF TEXAS
Admission 40p.

aim\

Bar, Disco, Lights

Wed. Feb. 11th, 7.30 p.m.

mom%
Wm%
101
•Ift
iniftum

SHANGHAI

MR BIG
+ SOHO GENTS
Admission 'OP.

•

Next week

ANI) ON THE STYLUS MARK POPPINS
Aem LEM« 44/111IN ADVANCE RMOUSE HOE OFF 297.2564

.

Bar, Disco, Lights

STEFAN GROSSMAN.

Thurs. Feb. 19th

co LONDON THEATRE 80010NOSsnah mewl 439.337144AT DOOR

KEY LARGO
CART & HORSES,
STRATFORD, E15
Saturday. 7th Feb. 9p.m.
Enquiries: 01-554 6382 (ion)

"LIVE" ADS
Ring

01-261 6122

23
24
25
27

30

31
32

115 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, W1. 636 6271

ISIPINGO + STAN TRACEY TRIO

1 on

15
16
18
19

29

ANOON fil E›
,
.TY LIS N1Alth POPPINS

Late Bar. Admission £1.50. Students£

13

•ffl•aam".

...txust.to(. ,, .611N ADVANCE R HC6ISE 1304 04F 267.2564
4410.100N THEATRE BOOK INGS shaR
4, 439 3371e Al DOOR

100 CLUB

aaa

si

rt.

AND HER FULL AMERICAN SHOW

Lunchtime

Mon. 9th Feb.

1

30 ;

GLORIA GAYNOR

75p

BRIAN BOWERS

as

zi 1

1

"'DISCO QUEEN"

CAROL GRIMES BAND

Evening

rib

ZS.

First British tour by American singing star.

STARRY EYED AND LAUGHING
Sat. 7th Feb.

l

rickets . £3.50, £3. £2.50, £2. Box Office tel. 041-221 4118:
041-332 1127

75c

Fri. 6th Feb.

Sun. 8th Feb.

14th,

PLUS

CAFE SOCIETY

4

4

Box Office -tel. 0272 299444

HALL, Wed., April
6.30 p.m. & 9 p.m.

Fret

Thurs. 5th Feb.

£3.50, £3, £2.50, £2

GLASGOW KELVIN

Corner Cromwell Road/North End Road
(Adj. West Kensington Tube 01-603 6071)

2

HIPPODROME. Sun., April 1Ith, 6 p.m. & 8.30 p.m.

SOUTHPORT THEATRE. LANCS.
presuntb
THE DRIFTERS
March 17th
THE STYLISTICS
April 15th
LEO SAYER
April 16th
Make sure of your overnight
accommodation

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
Prince Consort Road, London, S.W.7.
Saturday, February 14th

BOYS OF THE LOUGH
+ RICHARD DIGANCE

PRINCE OF WALES HOTEL
AND ROYAL HOTEL

80p in advance. E1on door

Offer special reduced rates of £4.00
nett and full English breakfast
Service Charge and V.A.T. will bi•
added.
BOOK NOW! Wide w:
SALES OFFICE
^ERAL HOTEL
NORTH PROMENADE
BLACKPOOL

Saturday, February 21st

KURSAAL FLYERS
1in advance. £1.20 on door

•

Tickets available from I.C. Union Office. Prince Consort Road. S.W.]. S.A.E. or Virgin
Records. OxIord Street and Marble Arch. Enquiries to: 01-589 5111. ext. 1043 or 1042

33

ACROSS
8
Sounds like a Red Indian
folk group!
9
McCartney's song for
Concorde?!
Faceless soloist (3,7)
10
Currently popular among
immigrant New Yorkers,
the word is Spanish for
'sauce'
Pressure cookers don't
come any hotter!
14
"Rich man's Woman" is
her first solo elpee (5,6)
Oh backward one!
Two bin error (5,6)
See 5down
'Eadgear for commoner
15
Maddy?
The oldest punk in rock
(4,6)
See 9down
Featured Rory on guitar,
17
Charlie McCracken bass,
and John Wilson drums
20
First sang with sister
Lucy, was once groomed
by The Zim's manager
Albert Grossman as 'fe21
male Bob Dylan'
Made chart comeback
late '75 with "Jive Talkin' "(3,4)
Moustachioed former
construction worker of
"Bad Bad Leroy Brown"
fame (3,5)
22
Jethro's second (5,2)
Featuring Steve Gadd on
26
vocals, the poor man's
Status Quo!
Socketless music!

DOWN
I Whoever heard ot tishing
out of water? (5,6)
2 Mr. Oldfield's taking the
Latin class this morning!
(2,5,6)
3 Soul group with weight
problem?! (7,4)
4 Group of songs
5 & 18 Last album apparently concerned activities
of cephalopod mollusc
with
subscription
to
Morning Star!

Fraudulent siblings with
no cause for regrets (6,8)
& 24 Had hit single with
remake of old Monkees
smash
Evidence of foul doings
in studio slaughter —
Bob Dylan's Great
Murder Mysteries No. 1
(The engineer did it -Ed)
"M' lud, may Ipresent in
evidence this 1962 instrumental chart-topper
by The Tornadoes" -"The who, sir?" — "No,
The Tornadoes mlud"
"I'm afraid there is no 15
down mlud" — "Look.
can we stop this nonsense
and get on with the crossword. .
Michael Des Barres old
band
Pop Star In Schoolboy
Disgrace Case: Jury Returns
Guilty
Verdict!
(3,6)
"Look, Ithought I'd put
astop to all this? What's
this long playing record
you've brought me?" —
"It's Bob Marley, mlud"
— "Bob Mar ... — my
God, what have you done
to your wig?" (5,5)
Separate
instrumentals
from songs
"M'Iud, if we could move
on and consider case 4
on today's list; white
punks accused of possession of dope. Mr. Bell appears for the defence..."
28 "Guilty, dammit! Sever
days listening to the second long playing record
by Messrs Crosby Stith
Nash and Young (4,2)
Now get them out of here
and let me get on witt
my crossword. When
was I? Yes, 1 across
Sounds like aRed Indiar,
folk group. The Squaws'
No. The Wigwams? ...''
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'MR!,

ULM CISS,1
HAVE YOU GONE
Mge

HLUS

C-3

MISSED THAT HIT SOUND WHILE IT WAS
AROUND? GET IT FROM THE DEALER
WITH ALL THE CLASSICS

911 e

,-111 the singles listed below are ONLY 40p each atad are but a small selection
from over 2000 tides listed at incredible prices. SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST
BOB MARLEY &
No woman no cry

ABBA
Wtlif .1;00
BAD COMPANY
Cia,1
gone had

YET?

PAUL McCARTNEY
My 10‘.,
GEORGE McCRAE
Its lie', so long

CHI -LITES

If you don't mind paying £3.25 for your LP's
FRANTIC is not for you, but FRANTIC customers
save up to £0.85 off the price of top selling LP's
and £1.50 off double albums. Of course, they also
enjoy the FRANTIC 48-hour service given by the
experts of mail order.

DAVE &rpri
ANSIL COLLINS
Double barrel
KIKI DEE
Airroi, reuse
JUDGE DREAD
Flirt Nine
EXCITERS
Rtrochilhf for the best
FIRST CHOICE
Smarty pants
GLORIA GAYNOR
Never can say goodbye
JIM GILSTRAP
Swing your Daddy
ELTON JOHN
Candle in the wind
K.C. & THE SUNSHINE BAND
Queen of clubs
TAMMI LYNN
fin gonna run away from you

Write today for the new FRANTIC catalogue which
contains 1,000 amazing bargains.

WAILERS

MOMENTS &

WHAMIAUTS

Girt,
NAZARETH
Broken down angel
QUEEN
Now I'm here
RUFUS
Tell me something good
SHIRLEY & CO.
Shame. shame. shame

RINGO STARR

You're sixteen

TEN C.0

I'm not in love

WHO

The seeker
R ETTA YOUNG
Sending out WI (S.0.8,1

BETTY WRIGHT
Where is the love

Postage & Packing 25p extra any number of records
ALSO: A GREAT BARGAIN
100 different Reggae Singles:
Trojan. Horse, etc. Send only ("6 (plus f2 if overseas)

MAIL ORDER COMPANY
WARLEY
WEST MIDLANDS B66 4BB
Tel. 021-429 6441

OLDIES UNLIMITED (DEPT. N)
6/8 STAFFORD STREET, ST. GEORGES
TELFORD, SHORPSHIRE TF2 9JQ

SHOPS, RECORD COLLECTORS/
DISC JOCKEYS READ THIS!

For sis years we mye been ine leading mail order >Alm he soul miser:. caches, and disco music
we issue
rrirery fortnight acackler containing thousands of orb« new soul, rock and pop imports and releases special
and review, to get our booklet each fortnight send 55e Ior ore year or 60p for s,, months
wholesels
and overseas order, welcome
BELOW IS A SMALL SAMPLE OF WHAT YOU'LL FIND IN OUR BOOKLET

The

SECTION ONE
week's speed fullers
45 r.p.m. OLDIES 50p each.
Pink Floyd 7 isi Us And (hem
Deep Purple 'Liver Deep Mountain
High
Honey Cones One Monkey Don t
Stop No Shoe)
Yea And You and I
Gary Glitter Rock And Roll
Who Behind Blue Eyes
Steven Stilla Love The One You're
With
Elton John Fnends
Rolling Stones:Tumbling Due
Stevie VVonder/Keeta On Running

£2.50
£2.75
£2.50
£2.50
£2.50
£2.50

COCKNEY REBEL/Imeless Flight
BAND/Northern Lights. Southern Cross
JETHRO TULL/Musicians Union
JONI 8111DIEU/The Hissing of Summer

£2.50
£2 .
50
£2.50
£2.50
£3.75
£2.75

BLACK KAMM/We Sold Our
for Rotit & Roll ....
RONNIE LAME/One for the Road
BE 80P DELUXE/Sunburst Fintsh
LYNYRO SKYNYIKI/Give Me Back
M,
.
. ..... .

£2.80

THE HOWES. Write On

STEPHEN STILLS/Line

£
£2
2 ,7
75
5
£2 50

Top Ten
1.Latin Hustle/Eddie Drennon
175p)
2. Inside America/Juggy Jones
165p)
3. Weak Spot'Evelyn Thomas
165p)
4. Bus Stop ,atback Band 165p)
5. Toe Jan/Wee Willie 175p1
6. Do What You Feel/Rim Shots
175p1
7. I Love Mi.sic'O'Jays 165p)
8. Checkmat.a13arbarras 165p)
9. Hold Hands With One Another/
Terry Collins 175p)
10. Try To Hold CM/ Bobby Moo ,.
175p)

£2.75
£2.50

TOP QUALITY
POLYTHENE L.P. COVERS
Heavy Gauge
'

BRIAN FINDLAY EXPORTS

Dept. NME, 79 Rose Street, Edinburgh. Tel. 031-226 2804

e

250E5.00
500 EIGOO

PoMnene
F
Iraythene Gino:
Heavy Gauge
Hoary Gayge
INDIO •
100 £1.10
25018.50
250 1455
500!MOO
500 18.00

AZ 7nitlieie
iF
. Record Covers 121 a171 IN P.V.C. HEAVY DUTY
25E3.815011.75 100311.01
Double Album Corers re PVC Heavy Duty at 30p EACH
Gamin Sze Il a)) ar PVC Henry Duly at 25 la 11.50
WY Pi la ILL LEM HO WM Ones ser SW.O.
IL J COOK 8SON ¡Dept NNE]
88 Si Wry. Tremble. lenlee Nit 5110

L.P.'s AND TAPES OF EVERY POSSIBLE
DESCRIPTION BOUGHT. SOLD AND
EXCHANGED

0677
0746
0778
0426
0607
(1tes
0375
0389
0581
0415
0705
0123
-0806
0809
0812
0822
0408

«gm

00613
0072
0077
A"

of

jJíoríaWi

SERVICE

Peter Gunn
Rag Doll
Love Letters
Hello Mary Lou
Only The Lonely
Young Girl
Toni -Frutt)
Those Were The Days
Let's Dance
Rhythm Of The Rain
All Right Now
It's My Party
San Francisco
AN Along The Watchtower
Money
o
Black Is Black
Satisfaction
Paint It Black
Dandelion
Brown Sugar
My Sweet Lord
TIcket To Ride
We Can Work It Our/Day Tripper
Lady Madonna
... ...
Let It Re

DEPT. NME 15
LIGHTNING RECORDS
841 HARROW ROAD
LONDON NIN10 5NH
Naine
Aildretis

ORDER TOTALS
at 60o
Add Postage & Packing
GRAND TOTAL
TERMS
Strictly Cash with Order. cheqt.J
& P.O 's should be crossed and Made
pewit •J to LIGHTNING RECORDS. All Price
are vA.T. inclusive. Adaptors are 1p each
extra COMPLETE CATALOGUE listing ove
2 000 toll«, only 25p. I ENCLOSE
CHEOUE'CASH.P.O. FOR

How Dare You; lOcc .... 12.50
Night at the Opera Clueen£2.95
Big Hits Rolling Stones £1.65
Dark Side Of The Moon/Pink
Floyd
£2.10
Traces
of
Love/Bert
Karnpherl
£1.75
Sheet MusiclOcc
£1.99
Best of Del Shannon .... 90p
Best of Stylistics
£2.25
Cherish David Cassidy ... 95p
Breakaway/Art Garfunkel£2.25
Yesterdays/Yes
£1.75
Favourites/Peters & Lee £2.50
Live/Sensational Alex Harvey
Band
£1.95
Live/Lindisfarne
£1.25
Edelweiss/Vince Hill
fl.50

GLORIA'S
RECORD BAR
232/236 BATTLEFIELD RD.
GLASGOW G42 9HN

RENTACASSETTE

present

offers a huge range of Pop and
Easy Listening

Da Do Ron f(c n-- CryStals (1963)
Terry-Twinkle (1964)
Telstar-Tornadoes (1962)
You'll Never Walk AloneGerry & Pacemakers (1963)
lell Laura ILove Her-lbcky Valence (1960)
Dream-Evenly Brothers (1958)
Chantilly Lace-Big Bopper (1958)
kihrtny Remember Me-John Leyton (1961)
Brown Sugar-Rolling Stones (1969)
Sha-La-La-Lat.ee-Small Faces (1M)
Rain LIntil September-Carole King (1962)
Because They're Young-Duane Eddy (1960)

MUSICASSETTES
FOR HIRE
From 2p a day. 10p stamp for
FREE LIBRARY CATALOGUE to

RE NTACASSETTE

AT 71), INC. P&P. UY RETURN PUT

P.O. Box 3
Wareham,

COB RECORDS
ORDER SPECIALISTS * * *

DISCOUNTS TO ALL COUNTRIES 1
ANY available LPsTapes supplied at Discount Prices to U.K. and Overseas customers. Up to
bOta discount per LP on U.K orders and up to 70p discount per LP on Expon orders. FREE
POSTAGE on all U.K. orders and on most Export orders over £12.00; incredibly low postal
on smaller Export orders. All items are brand new, factory fresh and are fully
.roaranteed by us for quality and against loss or damage in transit. Speedy delivery in strong
purpose cartons. Substantial extra discounts on orders over £25 IU.K.1 and £30 (Export).
Please write or 'phone for our FREE COB CATALOGUE listing over 2,000 Top Selling LPs at
iiiir usual discount plus many other Brand New LPs on Special Offer of up to £1.25 off full
retail price.
,.loarges

ADDITIONAL SERVICES (U K. ONLY)
iiF CORD EXCHANGE SERVICE If you have any unwanted LPs an good condition we wolf buy
ao part exchange them tor ANY breed new LPs
up to £1 20 cash paid or up to £1.70
allowed in part exchauge. Please send s.a.e. or 'phone for details FIRST. (U.K. ONLY).
QUALITY GUARANTEED SECOND HAND LPs. Over 10,000 always in stock; send for FREE
..italogue All second hand LPs are checked for quality before being accepted into stock and
.ere fully guaranteed These stocks are completely separate from stocks of Brand New LPs.
(U K. ONLY)

SAVE L's AT COB 1

Oasis Centre, Corporation Street
Birmingham 021-233 2476

SOUL DJ's &COLLECTORS

Try us on our wide selection of
import and British soul stocks.
Send S.A.E. for lists

BROADWAY PARADE
HORNSEY, LONDON, N.8
38

Telephone: 01-348

1

711

BIRMINGHAM'S PREMIER SOUL SHOP

20 RECORDS FOR ONLY £5
Sailing

Rod Stewart

The Tears I Cried
Feel Like Making Love
Just A Smile
Swearing To God
I Get The Sweetest Feeling
Skiing In The Snow
Reach Out I'll Be There
Someone Saved My Life Tonight
Have You Seen Her
Oh Boy
Can't Give You Anything But Love
Barbados
Pandora's Be ,*
El Bimbo
Whispering Grass
I'm On Fire
Like A Butterfly
Fattie Bum Bum
Moonlighting

Glitter Band
Bad Company
Pilot
Frankie Valli
Jackie Wilson
Wigans Ovation
Gloria Gaynor
Elton John
The Chi -Lites
Mud
The Stylistics
Typically Tropical
Procol Harum
Bimbo Jet
Windsor Davis & Don Estelle
5,000 Volts
Mac & Katie Kissoon
Carl Malcolm
Leo Sayer

Goods dispatched by return of post
NORMALLY COSTS £13. A FANTASTIC SAVING OF £8.
Send P.O.s or Cheques for £5
45_p p 8i p U.K. now to M.R.B.,
25 Sussex Street, Glasgow, G.5,
No.

Cut out

1 Set

this coupon

NAME

ADDRESS

N-120 PORTHMADOG, GWYNEDD, WALES, U.K.
Tel. (0766) 2170 3185 (10 lines). Mon. Fri.
* * * THE MAIL

Dorset

GRAHAM WARR RECORDS

All the hats from 50 s & 60's, many on original
labels.
Always alarge selection of "London" label 45's re
stock.
We specialise in R 'n B and Croo.Wop groups frorr
the fifties.

NME

are available. FROM STOCK at ONLY 60p
oe
u;cfle fielLer kerfe Î.uerfi'rfl tingles. our luxury, bound 40 page catalogue

POST & PACKING CHARGES
GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND
12 records
3.5 records
6-10 records
Over 10 records
OVERSEAS (Excises Irolosed)
lilt
nu).

-

12 ALL TIME GREAT HITS

OPENIOLILI• 71.a. MON. -SAT.

MAIL
ORDER

40Ibl NOTTING HILL GATE. LONDON. WI I
90 GOLDHAWK RD. SHEPHERDS BUSH, W.12
67 GOLDBORNE RO.. N. KENSINGTON. W.10
1eleptiano. 01-749 2930

TO BE READ WITH FEELING

ersReNs

1. Cash
2. Other secondhand goodies
3. New goodies fat 10% discount)

THE HOUSE
OF WAX

Why not visit our shop, W3 or WI from Finsbury
Park Bus Station (5 minutes)

We are pleased to present you with a selection from our complete catalogue listing
thousands of etles spanning over three decades of pop music; and this is only the beginning
We shall be bringing you, in the future, many special exclusive selections, as they become
available to us.
Artistls)
Title •

KETTY LESTER
RICK NELSON
ROY ORBISON
GARY PUCKETT
LITTLE RICHARD
MARY HOPKIN
CHRIS MONTEZ
CASCADES . .
FREE
LESLEY GORE
SCOTT MACKENZIE
JIMI HENDRIX
PINK FLOYD
LOS BRAVOS
ROLLING STONES
ROLLING STONES
ROLUNG STONES
ROLLING STONES
GEORGE HARRISON
BEATLES
BEATLES
BEATLES
BEATLES

for

1 In 5 records 13p• over b. 25p, Record Packs Post
Free

27 BEDFORD HILL, BALHAM
SVV12 9EX
01-673 6130

All.

Goods from above selection only
SORRY NO LISTS

n

elbumetapesIsingles (or:

RECORD &TAPE EXCHANGE

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
* Goods despatched by return of
post
• Please give full postal address
a Add 30p to overall total

RC

Exchange your unwanted

220 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD. S.W.15
1THE PARADE. HAMPTON HILL. NMI
TM. 01-977 6715

P.P.S. Co. Ltd.
161 Hamilton Road,
London SE27 9SW.
01-761 1939

A WHOLE LOT
CHEAPER'

st

MUSIC MARKET

PUTNEY'S DISCOUNT 1 EXCHAINGE CENTRE

Med. Gauge

£7.20
£4.40 CW 0
£13.40
£8.10 Carr . Paid
Single covers ;above prices.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

TRANSPARENT L.P. RECORD COVERS

lirir different Sbul ruy.ures h.: £7
50 different Soul records for -£4
10
different Reggae records
£1.10

Room 8, Sherwood House, Canterbury, Kent CT1 3RL

And of course all U.K. Releases
Overseas customers only. Write for lists today. Please enclose a Mail Order reply coupon
Postage for Europe as follows. 1 LP 82p. 2.3 LPs 11.36. 3 5 LPs £2.18. Rest of world
please enquire Send International Money Order

Payteene
Ligh
1%17 te."
5U

SECTION SIX Record Pecks

RECORD CORNER

STEREO CASSETTE LENDING LIBRARY

£4.0t1
£2.50
£2.75

Elvis Presley All Shook Lip ,
Moody Blues (ii, Now
Free Al Right Now
Gene Vincent Be Bou A Lulu
Zoinbreeliot,.. Not there
Dave Clark Five Bits And Pieces

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN. .
SEND P 0 OR CHEQUES FR ANY OF THE ABOVE OR OUR
Book.,
ET 0DAY

1,000's in stock, costing from as little as 2÷p per
day each. Send for free brochure to:

2.7
5
££ 250

Oldies 759 each

Wing*Lrive Ireland Back Is The
Steery Dan Rocky Don't Lose That Number
Ct,rod
Stiiiiaer
arri.hie CochealTifitinielorleno Blues
Fr..ealtre Frird S.'
b. sol Zeppliniírrefiplettl Under Fusel
Billy Paul M.. And Mu. tun,.
anteater, VVomout You
C.C.R. Proud Mary
Ma And Tina Turner Nutbush City
ruts
David Bowie Rock Add Roll With Me
Archies Sugar Sugar
RDx y M.rsic/Dri The StrepdaVirernie

SECTION TWO Our Disco

TFIE NIUSICASSETTE HIRE SERVICE

We leave the U.K. to Bruces. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
GENESIS/Deck Of The Tail
DAVID BOWIE/Station To Station
.
ROBIN TROWER/Live
. . ......
SANIA ALL STARS
DAVID BYRON/lake No Prisoners
.
TEN YEARS AFTER/Antholoev
RORY GALLARNEIVYhe Story So Fir
ANN PEEBLES/Tarn' It
.. .....
LOU REED/C. -.y island
.
KUFISAAL FLYERS/The Great Mists
KING CRIMSON/Best Of
STATUS QUO/Blue For You
BOB OVUM/Desire

SECTION FIVE.

Fatback Band/Let's Do It Again Inc.
Sinier Dance. m.so
T. Res Unicorn £1
Moments,A Moment Wth The
Moments
Jackson Five'Maybo, Tomorrow
Kiss Alive £4
2 record sat with 8-page booklet.
The Four Seasons Story
28 all hew lids tin ri 2 reLord set
Torn WeitNighthawks At The Diner
2 record set recorded live £4

POSTAGE:PACKING,

BRIAN FINDLAY EXPORTS TO YOUR COUNTRY

SECTION FOUR Oldies 50p each
Cfucker Shack 1,1 Rather Go Blind
Foiling Stones blocky 'funk Woman
Cais Redding My Girl
Wings
And let Doe
Edwin Starr Agent 00 Soul
Eooker T 'time Is Tight
Jethro Tull Living In The Past
Rufus Thomas Funky Chicken
Derek/Dominos Why Does love
I
-avg• Te. Be So Bad
Gamier McCrea Flock Your Baby
Timmy ThomaaVVIly Can't We Live
`tiiiittheo

START YOUR COLLECTION N01.1,

ADVERTISE IN NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

ORDERS , SALES- HE's CASH
=BIGGER PROFITS
For further details telephone:

01-261 6172
or write N.M.E. Classified Advertisements
Kings Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London
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By PETE ERSKINE
Clarke -Five sold two million on
— had it on one of their hit
albums — 101 Strings done it.
the
Rockin'
Rebels.
Jack
Nietschze ...."
"The Rumble" — as Wray
litled the piece — sold one -anda-half million and stayed on the
US Chart for 14 weeks. Unfor.unately, Wray, who was subsequently managed by the promoter of the record hop where
he composed the piece, reckons
he didn't see very much money
from it.
"Jus' the same ole story," he
says philosophically, " — about artists gettin' screwed ya
know? Mah brother din' know
any more'n 1did. We sorts got
took in."
By todays standards "The
Rumble" still sounds weird —
and very timeless. Its effect at
the time must have been extraordinary, although, as a
musical approach it was so advanced that it pre-dated even
the earliest manifestations of
rock 'n' roll that were to emerge
from rockabilly. As has been
said, it wasn't exploited until the
early 60s, having been kept alive in the intervening years only
in the minds of musicians.
"'merican pop at th' time
was confined t' jazz n' country," Wray explains. "There
was no such thing as th'rock n'
roll beat ya know?"
Wray has weathered remarkably well. Looks a little like
Alexis Korner, still thin enough
not to look stupid in tight de
nims. He's hanging about in Richard Branson's office in Virgin
Records waiting for the car
that'll take him down to the
East End to finish sessions with
Kevin Ayers alumni Archie
Leggett (bass) and Freddie
Smith (drums) for anew album.
As yet, "The Rumble" guitar sound he fabricated has yet
to be duplicated.
Turns out he was using an
ordinary Les Paul Gibson.
"But Ihad apretty good amplifier — one of the first with
tremelo. Had two tweeters.
"What Idid, see, was take a
pencil and punch holes in them
tweeters, then Iput a mike on
'em an' amike on the big speak
er for clarity — then turned her
full up. 40 watts!" He breaks
out laughing at the sheer absur
dity of this latterday bodging
when compared to the sophistication of equipment currently in
general use.
— Course, you probably also
heard about the 'garden hose
wah-wah'?" he adds, still laugh mg.
"Back in 1953 me and my
brothers were foolin' around in
the shack an' twas toolin' around with one of them big outdoor speakers with drivers on
th'back. Instead of puttin' the
power through the speaker I
took the speaker off an' put a
hose — a garden hose — on
the driver and put it in mah
mouth — then hooked up the
driver to mah amp so's the guit
ar would come through the
hose an' Icould control it with
mah mouth.
"It'd sound like the gultar'd
be talkin'."
Imention the electronic version supposedly pioneered by
Sly Stone and later adopted bt
.
Jeff Beck and Stevie Wonder.
Wray is clearly embarrased
at being cited as the Guitar He
ro's Favourite Influence.
"If all those guys did take
from midi stuff then they took it
10,000 miles further than ah
ever could have," he says
modestly. "They're all ahelluva
lot better musicians than ah am
— far as ah'm concerned
Townshend's agenius, so's Jim
my Page, man ...
"But Iguess, when ah really
think about it, 1guess Ifeel like
it's like havin' ababy — you're
kinda proud to see it growin .
up."
Nevertheless, in true pioneer
ing spirit, Wray has never been
able to do much more than pur
sue asubsistence career demar
cated by unsuitable managers
and inappropriate recording
conditions.
"That first manager ah had.
he took me off the original label
— Cadence — an' put me on
Epic. Igave him another hit in
1959, 'Rawhide'. We did a
Duane Eddy album together.
it

LINK WRAY: Heavy Metal starts here ...

LOVELY MAN, Link
Wray. Still believes in the
goodness inherent in his
fellow man, still wears his
heart on his sleeve, still
gets ripped off.
Well, maybe not ripped off
— but manipulated. Take the
example of his first album for
Virgin after leaving Polydor —
"Beans And Fatback".
First he ever heard of it was
when his brother Ray, a local
barber and sometime drummer,
called him up to tell him a fan
wanted him to sign acopy.
Turned out that his manager
of the time had liberated the
masters of an impromptu session with the editor of Time magazine on cowbell and a Poly dor A&R man on bass: Time's
Bill Bender had .been down at
Wray's shack — a three-track
henhouse studio in the Californian desert — conducting an
interview for the paper.
Manager then wings it to Britain, flogs session to Virgin —
renowned for their experimental
ethos — mainly on strength of
Wray's semi-legendary status.
.. the durability of this status
being measured by the fact that
the mediocre quality of the
resultant album didn't damage
it at all.
On the contrary, it secured
Wray anew record contract.
Despite the fact that he
hasn't had ahit in 20 years.
Without wishing to be unkind, Link Wray is probably
the longest-running one-hit wonder in the history of the recording business.
At the same time he is un
iversally acknowledged as a
patriarch of modern day rock
music and the virtual founder of
Heavy Metal. His style and
guitar sound permeates the early hits of three of the most influ
ential rock bands of the 60s —
the Yardbirds, The Who, and
the Kinks — while Pete Town
shend and Jeff Beck have both
cited him as a major influence
on their early work.

Pk. PENNIE SMITH

Hi I'm
Link Wray
rip
me off
Twenty years waiting for ahit is a long
time _especially when other guys are
making millions with your tunes. Link
seems happy enough, though, as he tells
the whole, sad story.
Part-Indian, Link Wray was
born in North Carolina in 1930.
After his two brothers, Doug
and Vernon, were born the fam
uy moved to Arizona where the
brothers formed a country
band, playing bars and whorehouses.
Vernon was the first to pick
up a record contract — with
Cameo in 1957 — while Link
worked part-time on disc jock ey Milt Grant's TV show in
Washington, backing Fats Domino and Rick Nelson. Then,
he was known only as an instrumentalist, being unable to
sing, initially, after having had
one lung removed after serving
in the Korean War.
That same year Link struck
gold -- or, perhaps. more apt

ly, pinchbeck.
The band were playing at a
record hop (the forerunner of
the discotheque) in acar showroom in Fredericksburg, Virginia. A fight broke out in the
audience during the set and
Link, being an intuitive sort of
guy, tried to reflect it with a
brooding. murderously heay.,
guitar riff that he quickly
knocked into aspontaneous in
strumental.
The number registered in
stantly and became much
requested.
"Kids kep' on comin' back
an' askin for it," Wray recalled. "So I took 56 dollars,
went into astudio an' cut it on a
one-track 'grunt' machine.
"Biggest hit 1ever had. Dave

can be noted from aural scrutiny
of the
watered-down
Dutch -released compilation.
"Rockin' And Handclappin'"
(confirming Wray's claim that
the company was trying to market him as some kind of K-Tel
Duane Eddy) — Wray signed
with Polydor.
"Link Wray" (1971) was a
fine example of the Real Wray.
but "Be What You Want To"
(1973) saw him steering closer
to the more polite country/rock
mainstream — probably in an
effort to shake off the Rumble
stereotype.
Sadly, it and the subsequent
Virgin recordings, seem to suggest that Wray is unable to
further his initial (albeit undoubtedly unconscious) avantgarde discoveries within the
modern musical context without resorting to the kind of
technology that denies the feeling behind his music.
,
He continues to steer an uneven course, compromising the
potential of amodified return to
simple, chordy emotional rock
(to be found all over his best
album, "There's Good Rockin'
Tonite" on the Union Pacific
label — which includes the origine version of "The Rumble")
of the type the Who abandoned
for "Tommy", with sentimental
easy-listening numbers.
Wray's happy enough,
though, and completely lacking
in both envy and cynicism. He
numbers albums by all his 'disciples' in his collection, as well
as stuff by Elton John and Kris
Kristofferson.
"I've been at th'top an' I
been at the bottom," he reflects
as his car finally pulls up in the
courtyard below, "But maybe
I'm happier than they are.
Money prevents 'em doin' alot
of the things they'd like ..."
"Me? I've had three mar
lines and eight kids," he
laughs. "I'm happy."

but after that the company
wanted to 're-mould' me. Ihad
to use Columbia studios and
they didn't want the raunchy
guitar sound."
Wray walked out of the session, went straight back to his
three-track shack and cut "Jack
The Ripper", in much the same
raging, metallic style as "The
Rumble". Epic turned it down
so Wray quit the company.
forming his own Rumble label
to distribute his material.
"Ripper"
sold
nearly
a
quarter-of-a million and made
number one in Boston after
having been picked up by the
Swan label.
Swan — almost inevitably
— went into liquidation in 1965
and Wray, discouraged, 'retired' to the family hog farm before transporting "The Shack"
in low to Tucson where he continued to turn out a predigious
quantity of home recordings.
The rest of the time he played
local colleges and clubs and determined never again to become
involved with the big business
end of recording.
However, we next find him
cropping up with production
credits for ayoung A&M band
called "Eggs Over Easy". Seeing that his feelings about becoming involved again with The
Biz were beginning to mellow.
Wray's musical colleagues persuaded him to make a come
back to the concert stage. He
ended up opening for the San
Franciscan band Earthquake at
Winterland before a packed
house; he was staggered to
receive a 15 minute ovation at
the end of his set.
So was Bill Graham — who
gleefully signed Wray as head
liner the following evening, set
ting a precedent for a continuing revival of interest in and re
cognition of the pioneering guitarist.
After the Epic fiasco — as
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DISCOS AM DISCO lIGHTIIIG
Whether you're setting up for the first time, or trading in your
old disco system for anew one —there's no better
place to go than Roger Squires.
We have the biggest range of disco equipment in the
UK —at the best prices!
So visit our disco showrooms soon, or send 60p. for
72 page catalogue featuring our entire range.
MAll, ORDERS

EASY TERMS

ACCESS •BARCLAYCARD

Row Squires Disco Centres

LONDON 01-272 7474
176 Junction Road, N19 5QQ
MANCHESTER 061-831 7676
251 Deansgate M34EN

WHY SPEND A FORTUNE ON

COLOURED LAMPS

iiolour your own with our
Car
b
sprayed. dipped of
roil on and wont chip or crack
rally formulated to withstand the high
iineratureis generated by effects light
comes in red, green, blue and yellow
• vole OVV11 yanefies) Only 509 for
,

FOG MACHINE

ONLY £27

DISCOS
DJ DISCO. — 01-455
01-723 9612 (day).

ing),

DISCO
reggae, DAN music man. SouLfunk
4y
3,
65
pop, oldtime too. Super hi-fi
stereo and lights tor you.
01-204
DAVE JANSEN.
OSCAR

J.

11011.I

'table dry
,• Fog
.1.ichine
£27
es,n 11 50
...I be a
isation at
,,en nest
bookinq Also
dry Ice
available
.'"». requ ired

01-699 4010.

ANDERSON

Mobile

y0
8 1-658
H I
16 H
66.Road show
Disco.
E ADRIAN
STEVE
DAY.— 01-524 4976.
a
p4%N
G
H
Disco & Lights.

New
from
Swift
Flectorscs
A low price

9612 (even-

Tel, 01-690 6739.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
UNI

SWIFT
ELECTRONICS
98 West Green Road
London, Nib
Phone 01-800 4344

Roger Squire
NOW OPEN IN

MANCHESTER
251 Deansgate, 3.
Tel: 061-831 7676

DISCOLIGHTS BARGAINS.
Soundliarit convertors: 3-chan. £16;
1-chan.
€9;
Strobes
£221
Sirens
E8.50 1 Plus morel
Write to: Aarvak
Bargain Electronics, 12a Bruce Grove,
N17 6RA (01-808 8923).

D.J. JINGLES
TAILOR MADE JINGLESteatunny
your own name puts real sparkle into
your show. Wide range available, lop
studio quality, low cost. -- Tel. Barbara,
ROGER
SQUIRE'S (DJ
Studios).
01-722 8111.

D.J. COURSES
RADIO DJ COURSES held weekly
in our Si. John's Wood Studios. Don't
miss your chance with commercial radio.
-- Tel. Barbara, ROGER SQUIRE'S
(DJ Studios). 01-722 8111.

ale
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THE ORIGINAL OLD DENIM GEAR
£7.75.

7

Nicely

fated

flared

jacket

with

di) sizes

SATIN PENCII
SKIRT

single

Stale tTlestbuSt

50's styte In black.

JEAN WAISTCOAT

£4.50.

32' to 54" hip only

Very well fitted old elenim weigh:Oat with
back yoke

£2.99.

State chest bust size.

Also blue or

black gaberdine only

JEAN SHIRT

£3.99.

£6.95. Our ever popular old denim
.an shirt.
w( a, a as a Shut or as a jacket Cut to fit guys or
chicks. State chestbust sue

Duda
£2.99.

SPLIT-KNEE JEANS

£8.50.

Original old Levi or Wrangler jeans to the
Knee but flaring out with panels of matching old

bust.

denim to

calf

28

bottoms

tnsule

let]

and

State waist ;girls hips)
measurements

£8.75

with fur collar

1

ple:

With

32/ 34 L.36/38 /6 0 /4444

*

DENIM _Gwers

amt
idustrated
Made
Wrangler shorts with base sewn

£2.50

from

old

Matching

Levi-

5°

with

pia,'

Knee-length

Fur-linen

When

in

C,reen,

£15.95

Please add 40p peip tor

rrl 1616:6G611Laaje C

We

TOMMY'S JEAN STORE

now

ACCESS

accept
number

ACCESS cards.
with your order

Simply

send

"d

Buy it with Access

WAtST

24

"

13ottorers,

8/30 /3434/36 fa -50
34 Or 36

2

LEO
DENIM FLARES
(Style le 11E1824 27"Elottcois,

(2 bock bobwets
edusr 26/3o 1
32r31)36
LES 34 cr 36

I
l
e) ete
i fe

cf3
e2
e /1/

i
e

BON EY MARONEY
is pra•vvdshed and shrunk

top - quality indigo

ei
denim.

-il

,

DENIM
JEAN JACKET
£5.95

Lee

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

36.

34

Firrit CA156

Please

in

'

32'
36

..,,..

*Can you
alternative

insel ,

I

Plain

p&p

featuring
back

Well

« Meer,

£7.10

is LeTt

length £5.50

34

•

7P
to

button

length,

2

*

p&p

Guys

50p
to

.

4

36"
(long

Girls

your

please

HI-WAIST BAGGIES
DENIM JEANS £5.95
waist 26 to 36 (girls state hip

P o cheque
(Plus 35 P P&P) to BONET
PAARONEY (Dept. NMEI,
387 BATH RD., BRISTOL
BS4 3EU.

k7-50

(2 Side fix keP 0.M c,
WAIST 2‘/271281
31I32133p4I34 Lee 36

aze).

Slate

Al:

7-5°

,r,

e

33 .34134 1_1036
Dtmm 7emps

30132134i3613el £cf.5 0
40/42,14#16/48

5,11t1

SIZES
jeans and haggles come in
Skirts -- waist

32

(state

hip

size 24

size)

also

waistcoat and jackets, Guys
chest 32" to 42". Girls
bust

30"

crtrssr,,l

chost.i,

Our
.

an

alterneuve

usual

'RANGER' am., Straight Leg.iM
WAIST 2612712 W29130131 M2 1
3 41 361915

1

LED
34SKIRTS
or 36
OEAIM
tauttGATI..t.Westien Style; £7.50

SHIRT

23 ,24,1
25/26 1
271
28i
2q

navy,

anti

',roan,

u
navy
and
(Sabordh II>

Satin

dark

green

Guys waist sizes

Please

state

shrunk

blue

26

to 34

.Girls hips 32

BLACK

SHAPES MAIL ORDER (Dept. D'
-3

CORNWALLIS ROAD

available in Nu
hat , eta lepa

mir" ON LY
£2.25

Trade Enquiries Welcome

Sweat
Shirts

For Loose Transfers or Complete Garments
YELLOW

£4.25

DELIWAY 714 DV

ALMER

1

£6.

6(.1`15
DENIM
(Anttelt
bock WAISTCOAT
and NoW)
34i 36158140142
WIALS DENIM WAISTCOAT
(Pneusk back ensI
Arent
end %del Cafe tot)

(
se,k tip Paco)

I

P&P
25p

25

£.6 .
25

S110)12114
DENIM WESTER:NAT-APES

Tria Let ZEIVIELIS

48.50

kmer 1C30132134116/38 LE"&36
DENIM FLARES £8.50
(Style Al. Flit) W.

(2 5•DA AbckEtSCSIN) _
WAIST 2111301.3213.1361.4.
636
CENIM A-ciNg BAsc.tES

(.5,evieN.F.p.s-)
WAIST 2813:4321341M Les36
GIRL5 DENIM JuMosurrs

k8so
in•5.
(Lone slow.- buffentny to ....«,ct
8110112114

ogEoteSpeo PurIte* ro
JEAN A' UV
MAIL TO
,
7E AN KELLY (DEP^ NME )
MCCNIcri

Tin EDO Mae

Tin Gum Mel

••• • • •• •• • • •••••

•
•
•
•
•

TIM ROGER BALM

1137 SuCK JAGGER

TI42 CAT STEVENS

Tun ELTON JOHN

•••••••••NEw maw ••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••
•
•

stttr reRIA

ANABAS PRODUCTS ITO. Meal »1E61
CHESHAM CLOSE, CE )AR FiJAD
ROMFORD, ESSEX, RM7 7EX. ENGLAND.

PI** mommumall towed MON.
T. MORT rj

e

catar seer

D

Sum

MULL

ais,,,.

D

MNEME

T.* Peg RN u Name

•
•
•
•
•

Colme II Shw F. Deep.See* Cle.

•
•
•
Tttri DAvio E lc
Mean« GOODIES
llIl putt. A
UTJAYS
TIIM SHAM(
I
Sy Jew* Aw Pen*
My *am T.Neld OmmEN
WEIWN MM.
•
••••••171•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FREE PP WE'RE BFPO

Add e2 Gley

ru

EDMONTON. LONDON N9 OJJ

Full Colour Photo Transfers are 100% Washable and Fade Proof
BLUE

denim

Lo. ij inside leg length. Girls please

an

Full Colour Photo
Transfers on TShirts
and Sweat Shirts

available on both superior quality T. Shiro and

RED

MID

indigo

1

very heavy cotton Sweat Shirts.

COLOURS. WHITE

to 34'. Girls

• Girls please state your hips
aveastiternent

state your hip size.

to 34 - ,girls hips 32 - to

34).

to 32

Postage outside U.K. double. Please
rente your name. full address, colours
»Pei sua clearly.
All goods can be
e.chanaed or refunded if returned
•Nvorr aith ,n 10 days Send a
P 0 'cheque to

alternative colour. Girls Please
state your hip size.

Exclusive to Anabas

All designs of full colour photo transfers are

waist MI,

38' to 40'' Inside leg length

vr Ivet

Drown,
green

available in the above also I,

al

maroon.

Pacific blue
26 -

pockets.

to 313 *-38.

DRILL BUTTON FRONTS

Guys waist sizes 26

ii. 40

wasted

40

dei,,

• 33 P P&P 2 rnirs 55p ;
-(1,c,
(raners• Black Mae, pw,ea

COLOURS

14 'I,y, Prrny,p1

SIZE OF DESIGNS ON BOTH T.SHIRT AND SWEAT SHIRT

DEW. IAESTERNFLPe5
Ar;F
7/919//n/i..2

£5.60

to 40 -

SVESIERNDEmmA-LINEeerkz
;2 Frey% croabpocrarts,
2bock erlar
ei
ii/N
n
5TZE427f
el31 1
321
331
34"
36
LEG 36

Gee for Kids

gaberdine
black
bottle

baps

good delivety

£6.60

Cord

c010122

with bomber and

velvet

cotton

ono ,

on back

ans
Fitted Plies and hips
flared
Mon, OnlY £8.80 I 50p p&p. Well
«ninon make 2 pairs 70p p&p. Guys

net Slte

quality

(long

sizes 26'

HEAVY DENIM JEANS
I
.,*

leg

state

nice
fitted
:cans.
mu,. ,..
i
Britain Still only £2.50 •33p

'
°'f490

cord •

DENIM BIKINI £4.25

good

,

hen 32

COTTON DRILL LOONS Bp
A

BLACK COTTON

40, p&t

Girls hips
inside

patch

length).

h bunt'', show front 2 front patch
po, Sets 28 flared bottoms in a good quality
haniwea. Iv; black cotton MM. Only £3.85 •

pockets

On.y

back
bottom

Girls nips 32

40

plain

make

chastity...at

EMBROIDERED JEAN £4.55

fitted waist and 28" botto, s

DENIM SKIRT
••4mee-length £4.75
'calf

and

banded

2

flared

(eMbroodery
Guys waist

New style jeans in a blue pre-

loops

front,

inside leg

HEAVY DENIM JEANS

down

chest/oust to 18

state your

pockets,

please state an
colour and your

denim,

32 -

PLAIN JEAN £4.10 .401,1,5p

measurements on

indigo

on

P&P

MATCHING JEANS

all sweat shirts.

e

1,01:'

embroidery

measurement.

front with unusual styled belt

•OKelltrOGE .OENtrel

26 27121.12q130131 f
32

£2.70 • 30p

chestbust

shrunk

11.1465

r„

Gizes

Please

chest.

alternative

Colours as above style. sizes
Only

sh,.

onCionink

32 ' chest to 46" 48" chest.

boggles have

um Stud on Oeck etches) t8
WM« 2712812'413013 1
•••
U/3_3,1»
LE636

(2
,
A-LINE
Eo
866I(5
poems
DENIM omy ' £

state

[lunar

£4.55 • 459

Only

PLAIN SWEAT SHIRT 210-

I

£4.50
velvet £6.00
satin £4.00

cord

36 36 34

A-LfegeliteGIES

ewith

colours

'CNEL5EA' DENIM FLAt£5
*2

36 -. o 42.44'

Sizes

quality

cuffs. env( Lua ,.
Only £4.40 • 45p P&P

p&p

bottle green,

blue, red, apricot, light blue,
coffee , black , dark
brown.

"»

7.
50

at/04/

pop button front. pockets a-I

beige, cream, pale green, navy

31

36

£3.20 t 30p

Only

DENIM
BAGGY
JEANS
£5.95

NePbeierri Seek or

36

A

Heavy cotton, fleece lined.
Colours. White.

ZIP
BOMBER

E,b -N/PA F:filien

361

FADED BLUE DENIM SHIRT

SWEAT SHIRTS
TRACK SHIRT STYLE

•WAISTCOAT
£4.25
DENIM

9 .50

eke-44:410 £750

LE&

Bristol BS15 2PP

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

7 days of receipt

CALLERS WELCOME

All our denith

i3kek INavy It;ork bmvm, :‘.,. ' me"
WNST 2i:301320N
£1,50
¿.E&340.-36
Li(,Hr Owe smers
,,
4imilislts;i116!17 &e.
CHEoç SktutT5
/

wier 311 a2 33

unworn within

(DEPT. Ni

26a Hanham Road, Kingswood

e.

CORD Fuet-.5 Geer111Slee

State

NAME OLD WORN DENIM JEANS

If not fully satisfied money will be refunded on all

03 -5°

4 Patch 14or• leetS)
&icy
g .123417
4
91:\3304 £

ALL GOODS ARE MADE FROM FAMOUS

Please add £1 p&p If outside U.K.
goods returned

40147144146148
DENIM .5.41elS
,4 !POPS" IS 5116/16t 17 £8

4111.

TOMMY MANUFACTURING MIME IS)
2 Oakley Street, Northampton

your order including 36p por
.tern postage and handling to

K81 ADESIGNS

Send (aqueu or P0 s mere payable to

36

Bin,
Yellow

24 - to 48 - waist

rllent

your

and we will do the

rest

36

In

7 14 dips delivery

Northampton pay a visit to

151-153 Wellingborough Road

ii:E.A1MA FLARES
(Sty
114. 11016 2S" &Moms)
WAiST 261,.712 8130132 3
.:
,6136\3e Le
L ED
34 36134 34 34 34 34 34

.1u

Red,

£3.99.

old denim overCOal wen stud fasteners and hag
belt. State rhestbust size,
Also available

1.

DRAINPIPES

with fur collar
lenim collar.

Waistcoat

£2.99.

in and shoulder

JEAN
OVERCOAT
£14.00
£13.00

flaps

and cuffs. 30 - to 46'

strap.

;Aiedwmicarim,
nemim wiltsrecors

Daum FLAREs
(style's* 11053

velvet

pocket

chest

JEAN SHOULDER BAG

e9

L'vE6513141ini:4,511133e6i 34
/VIM TACKETS

36

Yellow.

hip sire

5,153

or 36

Red,
black

collar,

Knee ,eitioth
Wit
made from Levi or
Wrangler jeans vvith V insert front and back. State

elewieet: £8. 50

£3.99.

length

Green.

£8.95

JEAN SKIRT

C4as.
DENIM FLARES
(Stye N• 522 24-41ettems)
LSD

,•

52 Skirt,

Only £5.99. in Blue,

elasticated waistband and cuffs Looks good on
guys or chicks State chestbust size.
Also

to

Denim

DRAPECOAT

plain denim collar Old denim bomber
two front pockets chunky zip festonar aal

with

Waistcoats
30

30 - to 54 - hip

JEAN BOMBER JACKET
£8.50

1976

LATEST GEAR

JEAN LAPEL JACKET
-entre vent

7,

AM 2S. •111m TeN

(111*•Enme

we* Clem."

ADDRESS

AM. aNIMPEP4 I

..

for oil 0171k Ros.itnes

AIL GARMENTS ARE ALSO 'WAILES. r TJPERIONAL SHOPPERS AT TNE FOlt OWING STORES
PAPE OCHASE. 5Ew-Meop lar, stk.,. *we Kw*.
CHELSEA DRUG STORE at I.* Rem Lee*, tel
THE YOUNG SE T IS-20 C•welo Caen WPM, S.W. Lad«. W I
NERO MAR, 1Hawly Sole u,,... Pww Stem News* UN. TY.
PRANCES, usa.. Stem twee*, 'we*. Swelland
SUFI/name, 3.0 Sumo *WU.
TOM SAD COMPANY

4.11010,112 Seem. N.«

sets.

30111104. n Ityle Over, Act Awdow Sea
Toe taut SVC/Amy

Tun ERIC CtorTON

TI54 JEFF liCT

bit nos suelitT

TIM »MI LEMMA

fluiitThlfl TOLL

CHELSEA SOY. FIE Gallewpo, CNN* *Mai
TASTE, IIE CM.** r...... UM**

ALSO AVAILABLE: TUB Alice Cooper, T127 Sly Stone, T134 Leon Russell, TI35 Loggins & Messina, T141 Stevie Wonder,

T154 Kiss, T155 Edgar Winter, T160 Todd Rundaren, 1161 Seals & Croft, T226 Bachman Turner Overdrive, T232 Average White Rend.

JE. GENIUS. ISE E.Pue

ma Crow Lu

MODERN MAN. ISfli Slue* We* w

•-^ •• ...no ...... f. ^,...e •-^ ,.1- tun.`

I
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POSTAL BARGAINS FROM PERMAPRINTS***

PERMAPRINTS (Dept. N.M. 91) p.o. - 130x 201, 485 HORNSEY
ROAD, LONDON N19 30.P

KEY RINGS 3" x 2" PERSPEX
FLOPPY
SAFARI
HAT
IN BLUE
DENIM

Complete with metal
attachments
with colour designs

A DRING TEAM
LED ZEPPELIN
STATUS QUO
D JAMES DEAN
(E GENESIS

I

F( GUINNESS
GI QUEEN
III YES

6FT.
LONG
BULLWHIP
IN REAL PLAITED
LEATHER WITH
SOLID HANDLE AND
WRIST STRAP
ONLY £1.90
+ 20p p&p

SIZES:
PIN
HEAD.
MIDDLING
HEAD.
AND BIG
HEAD

EIGHT TITLES
NOW AVIALABLE
ONLY 45p EACH
+ 10p p&p
HATS ONLY
£1.65 EACH • 15 p&p

Page 43

11. PINK FLOYD

ALSO AVAILABLE

53 APOLLO
Long sleeved
TShirts
Only £1 95 each
(or £3 70
Its

lee* weagege
-41

frothy

•

1.

-

58. SOUTHERN
COMFORT

57. CRESTA

BRAINDANIAGIN
TEETFEATPd
BUNDMA)ÇIN
NAUSIACREADN

wraocrtsoue

f)Rlhc
""yr BE
It AND T..JI ALL
CHEATS ON \
1115W11
\ BAI)

59. LIE DOWN

60. WORK

PATIENCE

«
Sreorqpjun

64. NEW PINK FLOYD

61. CAN'T BE BAD

62. TAURUS
All signs available
When ordering state
which .•.1.1n required.

LOO

MY SS!

r
-

DESTROYIN
STOMACHTURNIN
COOLFIZZ/N

(
tor,'
, ts

• -.1 THINK
*Me YOU!

......

UPSMAKIN

G
TH
AIST
aT
UNCHIN

14. YES

140. MONSTER
HANDS

All Mips shown Nes. 51 té 121 are available on all three garments
Details as follows.
Colours: Red, Yellow. Blue, Black and White
Sizes :30. 32. 34. 36, 38, 40 inches.
When ordering state size, colour and
one alternative colour.

EACH.

NEW TUCK-IN DESIGNS FROM PERMAPRINTS

Heavy
cotton,
fleece
lined. Only £4.95 each.
All designs snown below
available on this garment.
Sues: 34, 36, 38 and 40
inches. Cols.: Red. Blue
and White

-

£1

The following 3 new designs are only available on T-Shirts and long
sleeve T-Shirts at the same prices. T-Shirts £1.55. Long sleeve £1.95.

ALL PERMAPRINT DESIGNS SHOWN BELOW
AVAILABLE ON FOUR GARMENTS

52. LED ZEPPELIN
SWEAT SHIRTS
Only £3.55 each
Or £6.75 any 21

15. THE WHO

NUMBERS 11-15 FULL COLOUR POSTERS 38 x25 ONLY

PERMAPRINTS PUT COLOUR ON YOUR CHEST!

51. YES
T-SHIRTS
Only £1.55 sae'
£2.80 any 21

13. ALEX HARVEY BAND

' 12. PANS PEOPLE

'mamba lauds

all ...as

63. LIPSMAKIN

work.%

68. GENESIS

65. CONCORDE

ONNA

69. QUEEN

n

ILL

1
o
f..
.

NO HANDS'!'

67 VULTURES

70 NO HANDS

71. SWEENEY

P35717311

77. DARTMOOR
74. BEETHOVEN
73. B(IWIE

79. WELLINGTON

DESIDERATA

76. BOOT AND
FRIEND

G

0 PLACIDLY AMID THE NOISE Lk HASTE, &
REMEMBER WHAT PEACE THERE MAY BE
IN SILENCE. AS FAR AS POSSIBLE WITHOUT
surrender be on good terms with all persons. Speak your truth
quietly &clearly, and listen to other, even the dull &ignorant;
they too have their story te Avoid loud &aggressive persons,
they are vexenons to the spire If you compare yourself with
others, you may become vain & bitter, for always there will be
greater &lesser persons than yourself Emo) your athievernmes
as well as your plans le. Keep interested in your own career,
however humNe; it nareal possession in the changing fortunes
of tune Exercise caution in your business affairs, for the world
es full of trickery. But he this not blind you to what virtue there
is, many persons stove for high deals; and everywhere líe àfull

78. STATUS QUO

SX112

81. LOOK BEFORE
YOU MOUNT

93 BOOZE

86. SGT. PEPPERS

Tope

•

87. SCREW

88. BAO
COMPANY

Trio.

80. DESIDERATA (Complete Poem)

94. JAMES DEAN

OTHER DESIGNS ALSO AVAILABLE
ON ALL GARMENTS

89. NEW ELTON

FLOYD (11

72 CONTENTS

IS THEMANSWER

COMPANY
MeetPernef., 82.

orow

OM%

SOMETNINC!

66. SWORN TO FUN

mete

83. TRUCKIN

120 URIAH HEEP
121 DOOBIE BROS.
122 SUZI QUATRO

129 BURETTES
130 THE WHO
131 ALICE COOPER

123 WISHBONE ASH

132 NEW DOCTOR
FEELGOOD DESIGN

124 BRUCE LEE
125 THE DOORS

92. SAVE ENERGY

126 E.L.P.
127 MARX BROS.
_128 DEEP PURPLE

133 ALSO AVAILABLE ALL
FIRST DIVISION FOOTBALL
TEAM DESIGNS. When
ordering state which
club required.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
VISIT THE
PERMAPRINTS
TRADE
AND
RETAIL
SHOWROOM AT-292 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7.

r-

•

97. HAWAII

PLEASE ADD the following for Poetege and Packing, One garment

add 25p (50p for abroad); Two Of three garments add 35p (70p for

98. THE WHO

190p for abroad/.
For: Posteto/Calondord add 20p 150p abroad) to total order.
FREE CATALOGUE OF OUR RANGE WITH EVERY :RDER

abroad); For four or more garment. add 45p

102. PERVERT

• al

99. NEW ZEPPELIN

Orders

100. DEVIL

to:

PERMAPRINTS (DEPT. N.M.91)

P.O. BOX 201,485 HORNSEY ROAD. LONDON N19 31:11)
Nome

103. CPI. AMERICA

106. JUST PASSIN

107. HORNY

(PRINT CLEARLY)

HAVE YOU HAD
YOUR PILL
TODAY
119. PILL

NITIOML
SEX WEEK
108. EAGLE

WHY IS MAN ON
THIS PLANET ?
WHY IS SPACE
INFINITE ?
WHY ARE WE
DOOMED
WHY ARE YOU
READING MY
BLOODY SLOGAN?
114. BLOODY SLOGAN

Pleese send the following State which garment required. Une Rod. No.
Olio of deeign also WA& and colours for each garment

and

in WO MEMO

19111919
11111ileitek

TRADE

0' 17*.1101C1

112. NAT. SEX WK.
110 BOXY

AND

111. COCKNEY REBEL
lz I
.MAKE
ME SICK

109. AI EX HARVEY

1.115
ENGLISH
LION

ABROAD
ENQUIRIES
WELCOME
CALLING ALL CLUBS,
GROUPS, ETC
HAVE YOUR OWN DESIGN

*117.
IRISH
HARP

PRINTED ON T-SHIRTS

116. WELSH DRAGON

IMINIMUM QUANTITY

118. GRUNT

Iondose I

20)

When ordering (not enough room on order torn, give hill
details on separate piece of paper

WRITE IN FOR DETAILS

-'.•
• it

M

91

ie

:Piz.1x:
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By FRED DELLAR

Cash, Lewis, Perkins
compilations for
release this month
FIRST TAPE unit of
1976 to be released by the
giant Thorn Electronics
concern is the Ultra 6282,
a battery/mains radio/cassette recorder that retails for a recommended
price of £52.20 — which
means you should be able
to lay your hands on it for
£44 or even less.

Radio programmes can be
recorded on the 6282 by just
pressing a couple of buttons
while recordings can be monitored through the supplied earphone.
When recording or playing
back, the machine switches off
automatically at the end of
tape, and the radio — which
receives medium and FM wavebands — has a "sleep" facility
which switches off after a time
interval.
The microphone supplied is
of the built-in "electret" condenser type but there is asocket

which can be used for an external mike should one be required.
Overall dimensions for the
6282 are a compact 22.2 cm
(width). 12 cm (height) and 5.75
cm (depth) and, all-in-all, it
would seem to be a handy and
quite versatile little unit.

Charly label, many being in
mono only. Also due shortly
from the Charly -Precision tieup is a "Yardbird's Greatest
Hits" package, which will contain tracks like "For Your
Love", "Shape Of Things" and
"Heartful Of Soul".

THIS MONTH sees the release
of several "tape-only" compilations featuring material drawn
from the U.S. Sun, Redbird and
Plantation catalogues.
First
of these
25-track
releases, which retail for £2.99
(cassette and cartridge), are
Johnny Cash's's "The Making
Of A Legend",Jerry Lee Lewis'
"Country Roots" and "Whole
Lotta Jerry Lee Lewis Goin'
On", Charlie Rich's "Charlie
Rich" and Carl Perkins' "Guitar Pickin', Rock Singing' Country Boy", while other titles by
Roy Orbison, Jeannie C
David Allen Coe and the
Shangri-Las are being planned.
All these issues will be on the

THE LATEST edition of "The
Tape And Record Guide
Popular Music And Spoken
Word", which lists over 7,500
recordings is now available
(price 75p + 15p postage) from
Tape Guide Sales, 25 Crown
Street, Kettering, Northants.
NN16 8QU.
LASKY'S ARE now retailing a
cassette deck in their Audiotronic range which incorporates
a- Dolby noise reduction unit
ilnd retails for just under £80.
Known as the ACD770D, the
unit, which boasts a frequency
response of 40-16,000 Hz,
when used with chrome tape,
plus an incredibly good signal
to noise ratio, is probably the
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JAWS

GREAT- COATS
BIGGEST SELECTION
IN THE COUNTRY

NOW ARE YOU READY FOR

GUMS ! !

`-*******It

U.S. Airforce

SWEAT SHIRTS

handcrafted in
natural shade
real suede
leather with
hard-waiing soles
heels and thick Lushatned insoles
mol as light and as soft
as gloves on your feet
Unbeatable value at an unbeatable pr...
To order: stand on paper and draw outline o
bare feet State whether fringe-I or plain style
required
MOCCASIN MAIN (Dept. NME Si
St. Ervan, VVadebridge, Cornwall

AND T-SHIRTS

WOOL

Based on
authentic
N American
Indian

GREATCOATS

GERMAN
LUFTWAFFE
GREAT COATS. As new
First grade Double
breasted Fully waisted
with large pleated back
Fully fined Excellent
quality TERRIFIC VALUE ,
£6 95 Sizes. 3C-46
chest
GERMAN
GREYe
RUNDESWEHR GREAT
COATS. l00"u all woc' ,
Fully lined. Waisted «IC
Excellent grade I Sizes
34'46 - chest £6.9

CANNABIS LEAF

Illestrated deld.
Apprr, 3size, this
unusual pendant is
sterling silver Makes a
unique and original gift
for you and your friends.
Only £3.00. Also
available smaller site for
Par ring tor MIL For
prompt despatch send
coo to
Ailes Cutup. 40 Sydney Street, &Veen

NOW AVAILABLE!

FRENCH FORCES GREAT COATS. As new
First grade Superb condition Blue, double
breasted Pleated back Beautifully cut
Most sizes £6 95
9( U.S. AIR FORCE WOOL GREAT COATS. Air
_
.
1.„ Force Blue Double breasted Silk lined
Normal civilian type cut As new First
rade condition £695
G hIRE
BRITISH ARMY en
agi
t
T sig
gA
s

T-SHIRTS only £1.75 inc. p&p. S.M.L.
White, yellow, sky blue.

Grade 1condition Khaki. The real
thing Sizes 36 - Of' £695
Send CWO Now while stocks last

and one alternative colour. Money
back if not satisfied.

EMB. AFGHAN WAISTCOATS!

JUST POSTERS (WEI

Sheepskin. £5.85 inc. p&p. To 36"
chest.

SWEAT SHIRTS. Heavy cotton fleece
lined. Only £3.50 inc. p&p. S.M.L
Red. yellow, blue, green, black.

,3
4( As new
4(

'SOP p&p lEiffidr1 T191

When ordering state size, colour

V.G.S. INTERNATIONAL inept. NNE). 100*
Edgwarebury Lame. Edwin. Middx.
-9(

EtAB. AFGHAN COATS!

11brown, hairy fur, new, £11.95 plus
chest

BIG-BOY JEAN CO. (ND)

170 HIGH STREET
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

*********

to ;12'

48 Manor Vièw, London, N.3.
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DENIM JEAN
JACKET C5.99

DENIM JEAN TYPE SKIRT
or PLAIN (4 99

2
4
BI

FLARES
CORD
GABERDINE
DENIM
CALICO

5.10
5.40
5.50
5.15

ElleGl&S
CORD
5.20
GABERDINE 5.50
DENIM
5.60
CALICO
5.25
DOMGAL
6.25
VELVET(Sode RAI
only)
6.75

COLOURS
CORD.GABERDINE.CAUCO
SATIN' VELVET,
BEIGE.BLACK.NAVY.GREY
EIROWN.WHITE LIGHT BLUE
BOTTLE GREEN .BURGANDY
DENIM FADED
DONIGAL: BLACK or BROWN
DENIM: WASHED or NAVY

DENIM JEANS
Side°, Back
PM. only 1599
DENIM DRESS £9.99

SIZES
GUYS 26" -

36" 32"- 42"

CHICKS 8-18 32"- 42"

PLEASE STATE: COLOUR
SIZE' STYLE 'ALTERNATIVE
CHOICE
CHEQUE 'P
PLUS POSTAGE
AND PACKAGE TO

BOMBERS
CORD
4.50
DENIM
4.60
DONIGAL 4.90
SATIN
3.80
VELVET 6.00

owe()

leg

POSTAGE & PACKAGING

wrider
;coo Co
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Dept. NME
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Johnny Cask "The Making OfA Legend"
cheapest Dolby-equipped deck
currently available in this country.
ANOTHER "tape-only" item
now available is "Dawn Attack", an 83-minute-long compilation containing Linda Kendricks' I4-minute version of
"Sympathy For The Devil",
McKendree Spring's Meeting
In
Paris",
The
Kilburns'
"Mumble Rumble And The
Cocktail Rock", Fruup's "Bormengast" and other numbers
by Prelude, DA, David McWilliams, Jonsey, Gravytrain,
Brian Friel, Tuesday and Stray.
"Reflections Of Fran
O'Toole", the last recording of
the Miami Show Band singersongwriter who was murdered
in Northern Ireland last year,
has been given atape release by
Mint. The album has been
released at the request of his wid
dow.
NEW CASSETTES
DECCA: Fran O'Toole "Reflections Of ..."; George Duke
"I Love The Blues She Heard
My Cry"; Jimmy Helms "Gonna Make You An Offer".
EMI: T.Rex "Futuristic Dragon"; Steve Harley And Cockney Rebel "Timeless Flight"";
Bebop De Luxe "Sunburst Finish"; Various Artists "American Graffiti Vol. 3'**; Tanya
Tucker "Lovin' And Leamin';
lsley Brothers "Super Hits"**;
Nigel Olsson "Nigel Olsson";
Solution "Gordon Blue"; Kevin
Ayers
"Odd-dities";
Marty
Robbins, Conway Twitty etc.
"16 Country Greats",
POLYDOR: Hollies "Write
On" •Crown Heights Affair
"Dreaming A Dream"; The
J.B.s "Hustle With Speed";
Creative Source "Pass The
Feeling On" Dobie Grey "New
Ray Of Sunshine"; Oscar
Peterson "In Concert"; George
Benson, Jimmy Raney, etc.
"The Jazz Guitar Album".
PRECISION: John Holt "Time
Is The Master""; Love Unlimited Orchestra Music Maestro
Please"**;
Various
Artists
"Raggae Chartbusters"; Decameron "Third Light"; Gene
Latter, Tommy Hunt etc. "Best
Of Northern Tracks"; Art
Farmer "Talk To Me"; Silver
Convention "Silver Convention";Richard Digance "Treading The Boards"; Pete Sayers
"Grand Ole Opry Road Show";
Original Artists "Funk Parrrty
Vol. 2"; Ronnie Charles "Prestidigation";
Various
Artists
"Top 30 — 1975"**; Armada
Orchestra "Armada Orchestra"; Nina Simone "Live";
Trident "Streets Of London";
Four Seasons "Four Seasons
Story""; Spiders From Mars
"Spiders From Mars"; Bernard
Herrman
"Psycho"
Soundtrack; Hamilton, Joe Frank and
Reynolds 'Hamilton, Joe Frank
And Revnnolds: Barney Kessel

"Just Friends"; Dizzy Gillespie,
Sonny Stitt "The Bop Session";
Various Artists "Dawn Attack".
RCA: Nilsson
"Sandman";
David Cassidy
"Home Is
Where The Heart Is""; Sweet
"Give Us A Wish""; Hall And
Oates "Hall And Oates": Dolly
Parton "Dolly"; Henry Mancini "Return Of The Pink Panther"**; Kinks "Schoolboys In
Disgrace";
Tymes
"Tymes
Up"; Lou Reed "Coney Island
Baby"; Elvis Presley "Legendary Performer""; David Bowie "Station To Station"".
(
6`) Indicates that this title is
also available on 8-track cartridge.

ORANGE

ULTRA'S new 6282 'Compact'
battery/mains radio cassette
recorder by Thorn Consumer
Electric's — recommended price
£52.50.

LIKE PRIVACY?
,Sou.
Studios in onvate grounds.
t150 p. r sour and 1200 per hour. 24
,,,,urs 7 ups a week only 40 minutes from
West End
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
WE WC ,ULD LIKE TO PLEASE YOU

FARMYARD INSTRUMENT RENTALS
Tel. t tle Chalfont (024041 2912

3-4 NEW COMPTON ST.. W.C.2
Tel: 01-836 7811/3 01-240 3159

ORANGE SALE STILL ON
ORANGE WILL PURCHASE
ALL UNWANTED GUITARS
AMPLIFIERS, ORGANS, DRUMS, ETC._
WE WILL PAY CASH
*Receipt or title of ownership must be provided or means of identification
Prices include V.A.T.
GIBSON GUITARS
NEW
LES PAUL DE LUXE
LES PAUL CUSTOM EBONY
LES PAUL CUSTOM WHITE
S.G. SPECIAL
S.G. STANDARD
E.B.O. BASS
SECONDHAND
LES PAUL CUSTOM BLACK
BEAUTY
S35 3 PICK-UP, BLACK
LP. DELUXE DOUBLE
HUMBUCKERS

FENDER QUOTA*
£315
£400
f405
£240
£260
£190

£430
£390
£300

*New Fender Twin Revert onlyt310

RICKENBACKER 4001
Stereo Bass, Only one
left .
£350
Many

more guitars and amplifiers

NEW
STRATOCASTER SUNBURST
WITH TRIM

£220

STFIATOCASTER WALNUT
WITH TRIM

£230

TELECASTER CUSTOM
SUNBURST

£200

TELECASTER SUNBURST

£185

JAZZ BASS .

£215

PRECISION SPECIAL THIN
NECK BASS

£200

MUSTANG BASS

£160

MUSICMASTER BASS (BLUE) £105
Left handed '
, octets or Maple necks
easil eobtainable

always obtainable, please phone for other
prices.

I

February 7,

1976
NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

WANTED

TUITION

10p per word
AL STEWART songbook, Beetle
Monthlies wanted. Your price paid. - D.
A. Howard, 46 Hillside. Banstead, Surrey, SM7 1HF.
ATTENTION LYRIC WRITERS!
Make most of your material. - Details
(s.a.e.), (3lovers, 243 Regent Street, London. Wlr 8PN.
BOWIE: CUTTINGS, Photo's, records.
16 Douglas Close, Upton,
Poole.
COHEN'S PARASITES OF
HEAVEN wanted, good condition. Box No. 3204.
COMPOSER TO work with lyricist.
- Paul Parry, White Swan Hotel,
Henley,in-Arden, Warwicks.
DANISH BEATGROUP requires
English song lyrics. - Details: Jan Jacobsen, Vestervej 30, 4100 Ringsted,
Zealand, Denmark.
GENESIS WANTED URGENTLY!
I buy photos, films, lantern-slides, articles, etc.
Thilo Res Erlenweg 4,
3001 Altwarmbuchen, W. Germany.
JIMI HENDRIX rare albums, cassettes, tapes wanted. State price. - W.
Cassidy, Ritz Cafe, Ysguthan Road, _Port
Talbot, South Wales.
NME BACK ISSUES WANTED:
September-October 1975. Good pay'
%Jo Rex, Erlenweg 4, 3001 Altwarmbuchen. W. Germany.
PURPLE/GROUNDHOGS live tape
recordings.
Bebington, 7 Shelley
Walk, Lanciney Rise, Eastbourne.
ROLLING STONE monthlies, the
first E.P., Andrew Oldham reco rds and
Stones live recordings, books, etc. - 23
Derwent House, Horton Road. Kidderminster, Worcs,
SONG LYRICS wanted, exciting
proposition.
Details (s.a.e.), Robert
Noakes, 30 Sneyd Hall Road, Broxwich.
Staffordshire,
10ec TICKETS, Hammersmith, any
date. - 12 Sheeplands, Goldington,
Bedford.

SITUATIONS WANTED
7p per word
BLUES CLARINET player seeks to
join or form New Orelans Band pro or
semi pro. Sixty miles radius of Bedford.
Box No, 321)5.

TRAVEL

10p per word

10p per word

ACKNOWLEDGED as the best, me
Ivor Mairants postal courses for the plectrum and linger style guitar. --particulars Ivor Mairants Musicentre, 56 Rathbone Place, London, WIP 1AB,
LOOK! WHAT a good ideal) If you
are learning trumpet, tenor, alto, trombone, guitar, you can have a RHYTHM
SECTION backing to help you along.
(Piano, bass, drums backing). All original
music, so It helps your reading too.
TAPES I
Cassette or open reel) ready
appprox. MarchMpril. Play along with
the tape and enjoy it. Manuscript music
also supplied for instruments listed.
Send sae. for full details to: Eric Pep
Music Service, 11 Plumtree Avenue,
Bewsey, Warrington, Cheshire, WA5
5DB. (Tel. Warrington 32012).
SYNTHESIZER LESSONS by experts from £2 ph. - Ring SMS, 01-221
5665.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
LICENCES
10p per word
THEATRICAL EMPLOYERS Registration Act 1925-1928. Notice is
hereby given that John A. E. Heath and
Mary C. Heath, residing at 188, Holyhead Road, Wellington, Telford, Salop,
Directors of J. W. Heath 8, Son Ltd., and
carrying on business under the name of
'Concorde Discotheque', intend to apply
to Wrekin District Council, of Telford,
Salop, for registration under the above
acts. Dated Jan. 22, 1976.

SITUATIONS VACANT
7p per word
HOMEWORKERS. HOW to earn
up to £100 monthly addressing at home
plan. Only £1.99 from - Homeworkers
Agency, Site 3, Church Street, Diss, 1PP
3DD.
URGENTLY REQUIRED Hand Addressers & Typists, all areas, experience
unnecessary, top rates. Send stamp for
exciting details.
City Mailsales. (Dept_
1ME1) 45 Sandringham Road, Norwich
Norfolk, NOR 3RZ.

NAME BAND
Looking for string vocalist with
instrumental ability.

Tentrak 20')1
k:el:Ns

MOROCCO, GREECE, CRETE
TURKEY, LAPLAND
Ez far will you go? This year if you are between 18-35
•
0 it happen n aTentrek. Laze on deserted beachesmake new friends, Ifs easy
with our small groupsexp*ore by minibus the
places ordinary t
cannot reach.

-2,3;40r
eweeks
from

wadmismempu

from TENTREK, Chislehurst, Kent, Tel:

01 467 3473

or

9417

Name

IAddress
Leman

MINIM

Next Week in NME

1976 NME
READERS
POLL
RESULTS
ACROSS:

I"No Woman No

Cry"; 6 Black; 7 Ronnie
Spector; 10 Ario (Guthrie); 11
Glenn Miller; 13 Roger Dean;
14 (Johnny) Cash; 17 Slim
Chance; 19 Presley; 21 (Joan)
Baez; 23 John Lennon; 26
Wizzard; 27 "Your Song"; 28
Gig; 20 Jack Bruce; 31 Everly;
32 Poco; 33 John Baldry.

RECORDS FOR SALE

DOWN: I "No Regrets"; 2
(Edgar or Johnny) Winter; 3

Nesmith; 4(Joe) Cocker; 5Ian
Anderson; 6Bruce Springsteen;
8Ian Paice; 9John Mayan; 12
(Diana) Ross; 15 Cockney
Rebel; 16 Mike (Nesmith); 18
Amon Duul; 20 Refugee; 22
Animals; 24 Sabbath; 25 Iggy
Pop; 29 "Go Now".

RECORDING

/p per word

10p per word

Al
4542.

ACCORDIONIST.

Al PIANIST.

-

J.J. STUDIO - Multi-tracking demontapes £3.50 per hour. - 01-673
5055.

876

-8764547

PERSONAL

NICE FUNKY 7-piece band seeks
work Midland area, pubs, clubs. etc.
Tel. Worcester 351046.

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS, join Taw
Record Library, Westover, Ivybricige, Devon. S.a.e. details.
AMERICAN IMPORTS. Ten soul
or pop singles f100. Ten pop LP's
£5.50. - ISA Ltd. INME), New Street,
Limerick,
AMAZING SELECTION of golden
oldies (1955-75) from 10p. - S.a.e. for
list, 82 Vandyke Street, Liverpool, L8
oRT.
ANCIENTS/OLDIES/ex-juke.
Send s.a.e. for lists: Goddard, 105 Canrobert Street, London E.2.
ATTENTION! ACHTUNG I ATTENZION! Save' Save' Save' IYes.
we at Just Recon• Exports continue to
offer our full range of LPs, Cassettes,
and Cartridges at enormous savings. Pop
C & W, Soul, British and American chart
albums, np to the minute releases. We
offer the lot, not just aselected few. Additional discounts on quantity. Beat the
price rises, send for free catalogue, "Export only".
Just Record Experts, 41
Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Birmingham.
England, 842 1AP,
CATHYS CLOWN/So Sad
EverIlys, Dead Man's Curve, Drag City
Jan
and Dean, Surf City/Honolulu Lulu
Jan & Dean, Surfin' Safari/Suffin'
Beach Boys, Little Deuce Coupe.-Surfer
Girl
Beach Boys, Behind Blue Eyes
Who, Won't Get Fooled Again
Who.
Only 45p each incl. P&P ii Brownell,
31 Kimberley Avenue, London E.6.

CHARTBUSTERSr .
55:75 for collectors and Dl's, See: Disicery, 86/87
Westem Road, Hove, Brighton. Callers
welcome.
COUNT BISHOP'S E P. 4th week m
Time Out "other •singles chart. This fantastic collectors item has been praised
by many, slagged off by even more
get your's now ,only 85p from: Rock On,
Harlequin, Virgin, All Change, Minns.
Rock Bottom, House of Wax, Moondogs,
etc. or by post direct from those responsib'e - Chiswick Records, 3 Kentish Town Road, London, NW1. (Please
add 10o for post & packinal.
C/W BLUEGRASS LPs inc. King
Label, v.g.c.
Send sa.e, for at, 70
Carlton Ave., Narborough, Leics,

EUREKAIII! BARGAIN LP. List
all types of music, very cheap.
Large
s.a.e., 10A Falmouth Road, London,
SEl,
EVERLY BROTHERS Album inceluding rare songs never released on an
LP before.
Write to Hoge Gouwe
107 Gouda 2300. Holland.
FOR SALE/SWOP - 'LPs, Giles.
Giles & Fripp, Blossom Toes lboth), Soft
Machine Live '69, Gods ex Uriah Heep,
Greasy Truckers Roundhouse, Rennaissance
Illusion ILPS 9139, Flaming
Youth (feat. Phil Collins), Moody Blues
Fly me high (all old Decca singles).
Hapshash
Western Flier, Eyes of
Blue, July (feat. Tom Newman), Yes •
White Yes, Man - Penarth, Amon Duul
Live VdGG
Aerosol (original Mercury edition), Wallace Collection ex.
Esperanto. Glastonbury Fevre, Clouds,
Singles: Move - Something else. East
of Eden - King of Siam, Nice
AzriaI, America, Village
Man in Moon,
Childe Harold -(Walter Carlos). Dave
Mason
Just for you, all singles by
Move & Gods, Deep Purple - Kentucky
Woman. Following singles wanted: Egg
Seven is a jolly good time, Delivery
Harry Lucky, Soft Machine
Love
makes sweet music, VdGG - People
you were going to, Spirogyra
Hear
you're going somewhere. Gracious first
single, Daevid Allen - It's the time of
your life. L.p•s: Fuschia, Nico - Marble
Index, Supersister
Live, Soft Machine
Live Italy. Spirogyra, Sloop Happy
Sort of. Keith Tippett -- You are here.
Tapes by Uriel, Egg & Radar Favourites
wanted.
Cees Bronger, Hafrsfjords
gate 26b, Oslo 2, Norway.
IMMEDIATE LABELlisting 25_p,
72 Jersey Road Gloucester, GL1 4DQ.
IT'S HEAR! Record Mart's Great 72
page February issue, listing 1,000's of
eldies for sale is now ready' Get your
i.opy while stocks last'
Send 40p
P 0 to 16 London Hill, Rayleigh, Essex.
JACK
SCOTT
Two Timin'
VVomani My baby's gone, available now
on Jack's own label (Both original cuts)
at £1.65 (inc. postage), also Jack's LP
on Ponie including onginal cuts of all his
hits. Plus 2 unissued-tracks! at £5.75
inc. p&p. (Coming soon Leroy/Go Wild
Little Sadie singlet!) other juicy items in
stock now include (at £1.40 inc. p & p.)
H. Duvall -•3 months to kill, M. Gilley
Drive in Movie, C. Feathers
Tongue Tied Jill, You're humbugging me Rocket Morgan. Move over Rover - Billy Hall. Rock the Universe
Dale Vaughan, More classics in stock at 75p (postage 15p) include the fantastic E.P. Express/Big Bad Blues - Carl Perkins,
Pardon Mr. Gordon
Rod Bernard,
She's Neat
Dale Wright, Black Slacks
Joe Bennett, Ebony Eyes
Everly
Bros., Wanderer
Dion, plus 1,000's
other UK.i
US issues and I.p sgalore! , C.
Feathers Mac Curtis, Esouerita, Jodimars, Merrill E. Moore, MCA Rockabillies,
Crazy Cavan, D. Eddy, etc. etc. if you
can't call, send for our free 1955-62 list
of R'billyirock'n'roll pop/R&B etc. (send
large s.a.e.). Plus our magazine containing U.K. discos of Haley, Vincent, Cochran, Holly, etc.. at 40p incl. P&P. --All
available from Vintage Record Centre.
91 Roman Way, London, N7 SUN. Tel.
(01) 607 8586 (turning opposite Caledonian Road Tube
Piccadilly Line).
Open Weds,Thurs Fris & Sats 10.00
p.m. (5.30 p.m. Sens). Stop
Press
just arrived Hornets U.S. Liberty LP. at £4.50 incl. P&P.
LARGE SELECTION ex juke box reords.
S.a.e. 47 Chelmsford Street,
'.Vevmouth, Dorset.
unplayed sinmotown, regdeletions.
Ashley Road,

LARGE QUANTITY of ex-juke box
records. Please state quantity required
and offers. Will deliver within reasonable
area of Midlands.
Box No. 3206.
OVERSEAS
READERS. Speedy
delivery records and tapes. Tax free.
Large discounts. - Free catalogue from
COUNTERPOINT, 12 Graham Road,
Malvern, Worcs.

"OLDIES" 56-75, guaranteed condition. Large S.A.E. plus 5p for lists
21 Dukesway, Berkhamsted. Herts.
PASTBLÁSIERS I THOUSANDS
available. - Sac.: 24 Southwalk, Middleton, Sussex,
POP SINGLES for sale also free records given for every £1 spent. Also record collections bought for cash. - For
extra long lists send-s.a.e. (large) to: E.
M. Crocker, 11 Scott Avenue, Bumthouse Lane, Exeter, Devon, Tel, Exeter
71341,
PRETTY THINGS "RAININ' IN
MY HEART" Fontana -- TE17442.,
The Merseybeats' 'Wishin' And Hopin"
Fontana - TE17432, Wayne Fontana
and the Mindbenders "Game Of Love"
Fontana - 7E17449. Rare original
1960s four-track extended play records.
with stiff back photo covers. Plenty availlable at 75p each post free. All brand
new. Overseas orders welcomed. Orders to: C. Watson "Recorde 280
Neasham Road, Darlington, Co. Durham.
RARE ALBUMS
A. Comer, L Affair 01-854 5217.
RARE LIVE and studio records for
sale.
Send 3 s.a.e. for complete catalogue. Skivimporten Recordcenter, P.O.
Box 46, S-380 70 Bornholm, Sweden,
RARE RECORDINGS on stereo
cassettes.
S.a.e. details, 19 Applesham Way, Portslade, BN4 2LO.
RARE RONETTES/Spector,
4
Manchester
Square,
New
Holland,
South Humberside.
RECORDS FOR HIRE, top 50 albums, new releases, oldies. etc.
S.a.e,
for list, Sound Exchange, 107 Barry
Road, Barry, Glam, South Wales.
ROCK AND ROLL, count(y and
western sale. Imports, singles, 78's.
S.a.e, Rock, 6 Wentworth Close, Mor
den, Surrey.
ROCK: SOUL Fans) Complete listing of Atlantic Group records from
1956-1967. A must for the collector. Send 50p to Butler, 82 Ramwells Brow.
Bromley Cross, Bolton, Lancs,
SAVE MONEY - Join Disc-Hire
Library sae.- 29 Croyland Road, Peterborough,
SERIOUS COLLECTOR wishes to
sell or trade rare records of Beatles, Dylan. Hendrix, Stones, Zeppelin. Yard
birds. Who. Write for lists
Hetherington,
Windswept,
Harrington
Sound
Road. Smiths, Bermuda.
TAMLA SOUL, pop singles from 5p.
-- For list send Imo S.A.E. Soulscene,
6/8 Stafford br., St. George s, Telford,
Salop
THE IRVINE STEREO LIBRARY.
Britain's longest established postal record lending library. Don't buy - borrow. - Send s.a.e. for details to: 17(N)
Park View Court Fulham High Street,
London, SW6 LPJ.
TOPSOUNDS
1952-72.
Large
s.a.e.
20 Browns Bridge Road Southam, Leamington, Warwicks.
UNISSUED ELTON JOHN demo
disc "I Can't Go On Living Without You'.
Realistic offers only. - Hex No, 3201.
WHO SINGLES: Complete British
collection (plus High Numbers),
Tom
Pickles, Astor College, Charlotte Street,
W.1.
WOW - EDDIE & The Hotrods
Writing on the Wall 65p. Flamin' Grooves -- -Let the boy Rock 'n Roll.
Slow
Death
Married Women. (all in pip.
sleeves
£1.50 each). Also Him or Me
on Bomp records 75p. New Nightbus 45
Sing Harmony
75p. Dr. Feelgood
Route 66
65p - I'm a man (pic
sleeve) £1. Jonathan Richman
Roadrunner
65p. Count Bishop's
Speedball EP
85p. Please add 10p to
your order for postage & packing.
ROCK ON, 3 Kentish Town Road, NW1
(next to Camden lown rube). Tel. 01485 5088. Also at Soho Market.
5000 + OLDIES -- 1956/75. Send
10p for 18 page catalogue. - Ros
67 Mill Lane, Wallasey, Merseyside.

RECORDS WANTED
lOp per word
ABSOLUTELY TOP prices paid foi
used records and tapes. - Penny Lane
Records, 89 Penny Lane, Liverpool, 18,
051 734 0438.
APPLEJACKS
Three
Little
Words, Hedgehoppers Anon.
Daytime, Mighty Avengers • So Much in
Love, Bachelors - First Love, Gullivers
People --Splinter in the grass. Gibsons
Magic Book. Your price paid, mint
condition. - Simon Bulthuis, Linnaeusparkweg 14, Amsterdam (Holland).
A QUICK service and top_prices guaranteed for your unwanted LP's and cassettes. Any quantity bought. Send details with sa.e, for our cash offer by return of post. - GEMA, Dept. NME1,
P.O. Box 54, Crockhamwell Road,
Woodlev, Readina, Berks.
BLUESOLOGY
SINGLES
and
"From LA. to Denver" USA single by
Elton John, also any live albums by E
John. - P. Jeffery, 9 Weston Drive,
Market Bosworth, Leicestershire.
DUSTY IN Memphis. 2132 evenings/weekends.

01-462

JETHRO TULL: October BBC concert recording: rare records, cassettes.
posters, films, photos. etc. - Jerome
Ryan, 56-D Cashin Avenue, Sr. John's,
New(oundland. Canada, A 1E383.
£10 PAID FOR each LP required by,
Chris Connor, Four Freshmen, Shani
Wallis, June Christy, George Maharis
and Joannie Sommers.
Details to.
Mr. M. Binney, 27 Dawson Avenue,
Rawmarsh, Rotherham, South Yorks,
S62 7NP

FAN CLUBS
10p per word
ENGE LB ERT
FANS
I
stamped
addressed envelope please) to: Janet
Wynn, Engelbert Humperdinck Fan Club,
49 Ashford Road, Ashford Common,
.Ashford. Middlesex.
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
Official
Fan Club. --Send stamped, addressed
envelope to P.O. Box 251, Newcastleunder-Lyme. Staffs.
LITTLE FEAT SHOO ship. Aggregation Appreciation , S.a.e for sizes.
28 Bury Close, Gosport, Hants.
TOM JONES Official Fan Club. Send a stamped addressed envelope to
P.O. Box 3, Sher:inert.. Midi.,

MS
12 Holland Park (basement). W.11
01-221 5665

20p per word

10p per word

ABOUT RECORDS AND CASSETTES, efficient Mail Order Service
for OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS only
from JO-JO'S, TAX FREE, send for
up-to-date CATALOGUE and BARGAIN OFFERS. - JO-JO'S RECORDS, 60 Adams Street, BIRMINGHAM 87 4AG, England,

LARGE SELECTION
gles 25p-5.
0p soul ,pop,
gae, rock n roll: many
Large s.a.e. for lists: 5
Bathford, Bath, BA 17TT.

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED

RECORDS FOR SALE

10p per word

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD Scott Walker/Cliff Richard rare cassettes.
S.a.e.: Bob. 3 Kingsmead Road South.
Oxton, Birkenhead. Merseyside.

01-580 0722

i
rrochure

TRAVEL AND HOLIDAYS. Hotels
and camping holidays from London by
coach. Inclusive prices from f40 including accommodation and travel to Morocco, Greece, Italy. Spain, Yugoslavia, Amsterdam, and Paris.
Contact: Kingston
International Travel (NME). 43 Spring
Bank, Hull. Tel. (0482124828.
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ANNA MARIE. Introductions oppo
site sex. All ages areas welcome. Free
brochure
56M Queens Road. Buck hurst
Essex.
DATING / PENFRIENDS / MARRIAGE. Thousands of .members En'
gland/Abroad. Details, s.a.e.: - W.F.E.,
74a. Arrihurst Park N.16,
MAGIC PIANOS wanted.
Sparkys Magic Piano Shop, Bi rmi ng ham ,"rel.
021-77.
'3 2289,
MAKE FRIENDS through Valivan, a
club organised by a married couple who
met through postal introductions. Write for details, enclosing a s.a.e., to
Valivan, Dept. NME. 239 Sandycombe
Road, Richmond. Surrey.
NATIONWIDE CONTACTS in occult, witchcraft, etc. -- Send sae, Bare3kaH, T.The Golden Wheel. Liverpool, L15
PENFRIENDS AT home and abroad
all ages, send s.a.e, for free Jetails Euinpean Friendship Society, Burnley.
PENFRIENDS HOME and abroad.
H.F.B. Penfriends, P.O. Box 109,
Stoke-on-Trent, S.a.e, for details
PENFRIENDS
WANTED,
anywhere, any age. -S.a.e. to: Pen Society
(T.88), Chorley, Lancs.
PENFRIENDS
WEEKLY
150n)
contains hundreds of people of all age,.
From here to Alice Springs, all seeking
new friends like you. Send your name
and address and pay after receiving five
issues. -- The Pen Society, Dept. RT.88,
Chorley, Lancs, PR7 4BS.
PENNILESS ARNOLD Layne
wishes to find a penniless Julia Dream.
- Box No, 3200.
PHOTODATES (NM). - 29 Westfields Avenue, London, SW13 OAT.
POEMS NEEDED URGENTLY for
new books, exciting prizes; send poems
for free editorial opinion. -- Regency
Press, A13, 43 New Oxford St., London.
vV.0 1.
POEMS PUBLISHED free. Send
Doems now.
- International Poetry
.3uild, Rynne, Quin, Clare, Ireland.
SHY, GOOD-LOOKING boy (18)
wants to meet other boy for close friendship - into Bowie. Photos please. Box No, 3203.
UNDER 217 Pen-pals anywhere
send s.a.e. for free details.
-Teenage
Club, Falcon House, Burnley.
WORLDWIDE
PEN
FRIENDS.
Write today for free details.
Pen
Friend Service, PL 22027, SF-20801
Turku 80, Finland,
YOUNG MEN from all continents
want friends of the opposite sex. Sample
photos free! - Hermes-Verlag, Box
110660/H. D-1000 Berlin 11, Germany,
YOUNG POET needs millionairess or
publisherii
Box. No, 3202.

FOR SALE
10p per word

servi

Dar

e

A sincere and confidential
service for those looking fo
friendship or marriage.
Write to:
COUNTRYWIDE
INTRODUCTIONS
67 lem) Slantgate, Kirkburton,
Huddersfield. HD8 OQN

•

FREE DATES!!!
100 + Pen Pals
Meet new friends of the opposite
sex for genuine introductions, pen
pals plus lots more, send s.a.e. to
TWO'S COMPANY (M.E.)
P.O. Box 23
Dartford, Kent DA9 9JI

ACNE
Spots and Pimples
Every year tens of thousands
of young men and young
women between the ages of
14-24 can find their life made
miserable by the horrid spots
and pimples of acne. And
every year many thousands
discover how to clear them up
simply and quickly by
pleasant liquid Torbetol.
Torbetol, 50p from your
chemist. For a free leaflet on
acne spots and pimples, write

to:

TORBET LABORATORIES LTD.
24 Great King Street
Edinburgh 3

BANDS

ALL-ACTION concert photos.
Choose from proofs, no obligation what
soever. Bowie. Springsteen, Bad Company, Nazareth, Ronnie Lane, Who, Essex, Todd, Garfunkel, Wings, Rosy,
Faces, Elton, Harley, lOcc, Clapton, Joni,
Trower, Kiki, Purple, Mud, Sparks.
McLaughlin. Also available - transparent key-rings with colour pis inside,
only 75p. State artists - S.a.e. to Dick
Wallis, 23 Dulwich Wood Avenue, London, S.E. 19.
BADGES YES, Led Zeppèlin, Pink
Floyd, Rolling Stones, Tongue, Sabbath
Santana, Wino, lOcc, Who, Alice Cooper, Cockney -Rebel, Queen, Nazareth,
Quo, Rory Gallagher, Sparks, Jaws,
Genesis, Rosy, Eric Clapton, 15p each.
plus S.S.13., sent by return post. Love and
Peace. -Send to Julie Williams, 7 Candy Street, London, E3 2LH.
NEW POSTERS! (£1 eachl. Abba,
Who (live I), Who give 2), P. People,
Kojak Squad, Lynsey D. Paul, Essex
(live), Rosy, (plus 25p _p.&p.). - 'Cards
& Posters, INM3), 22 Moor Street,
Birmingham 4.
NME 595 ANGLIA 105E Estate,
good runner. M.O.T. - 01-941 1031.
OWN YOUR own pin table, juke box,
fruit machine, etc., from £30. H.P. available. - Tel. 0279 813237,
RASPBERRIES, TERRY Matcher,
Elektra discography. Dillard and Clark,
27p. - Hot Wacks Magazine, 16 Almondbank Terrace, Edinburgh.
ROCKSTARS - FULL COLOUR
CONCERT PHOTOS. Set of 10 different glossy Kodak prints - 34-" by r only £2.55 plus 10p P.&:P. Choose
from: Bowie, Ronson, Steeleye, 10CC,
Gillespie, Kids, Essex, Cassidy, Pie, Bad
Company,
Sparks,
Slade,
Earring,
Queen, T. Rex, %Vizzard, Kinks, Alex Harvey, Rebel, Quo, Wishbone, Roxy, Mott,
Faces, Reed, Yes Kiki, Elton Purple,
Gallagher, Heep Éntwistle NEW
C
Air Stones. Many_ more. 8-page ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE available
- 240 ullustrations --- s.a.e. please.
Money back guarantee. Cheque/P.O. to:
Ian Clegg,
11
Woodside Crescent,
Batley, W.Yorks WF17 7DZ.
SEVEN CHANNEL RECORDER.
Value based record transistor playback.
in., 3 speeds, ideal for demos and
multi-tracking, complete with mixers.
Phone 01-800 0284,
SOMETHING EXCITINGLY DIFFERENT. Real life black and white portraits of your favourites, size 16 in. x 114in., sent by return post. Money-back
guarantee if not delighted. Choose any
three for 95p or any six for £1.60: Freddie Mercury, David Essex, Gary Glitter,
Alvin, Bowie, Rollers, Elton, Gilbert. Cassidy, Donny, Leo Sayer. - Send now to
A.J. Film Productions Ltd., 199 St.
Faith's Road, Norwich, NR,6 7AB.
SPARKY PIANO bargains for £25.
- 136 Warwick R2ad, Sparkhill, Birmingham, 021 773 2289.
10 in. it 8 in. CONCERT Photos:
Bluejays, Yes. BJHL Zeppelin Walsh,
Eagles, Ace, Beach Boys. - S.a.e, for
details: G. Smith, 20 Stapleford Close,
Wimbledon, SW.19.

10p per word
Al BANDS - 01-876 4542.
DISCOTHEQUES BANDS, groups
-01-361 9385.
HOWARD BAKER, bands, groups
- Tel. 01-550 4043,
THE HUGUENOTES Steel Band/Musical Trio, limbo dancers, other
Caribbean acts. Caribbean and International evenings organised from £2.50
per person (incl. supper). -- Tel. 01-969
7454.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
7p per word
PURCHASED FOR CASH, good
guitars amplifiers, Hammond organs:
top prices. -01-836 7811.

MUSICAL SERVICES
10p per word
EARN MONEY songwriting. Amazing free book tells how. - L.S.S., 10-11
IX) Dryden Chambers,
119 Oxford
Street, London, WI; 64-p stamp.
LYRICS, MUSIC? Whichever you
write contact us. - S.a.e.: Riversongs,
58 Ryhope Road, Sunderland, Tyne &
Wear.
LYRICS WANTED. No publication
fee. - 11 St. Albans Avenue, London,
W.4.
LYRICS SETto music by professional composer.
Rynne, Quin, Ennis. Co.
Clare, Ireland.
MERCEDES LONG wheel base van
and crew, competitive rates. - Phone
Guildford 31586, Steve,
SONGWRITER MAGAZINE. Free
sample from International Songwriters
Association
(»El,
New
Street,
Limerick.
YOUR SONG recorded professionally. - Henshilwood, 130 Frankby Road.
W. Ki rby. Wirral.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
7P Per word
AMAZING VALUE. F.M. Radio
Microphone transmitter OK for most
mics. Up to 20 miles range to normal
F.M. radio 12.50+ 40p P.8i P.
S.a.e,
for more details, N. Clsborne, 33 Hill
Road, Muswell Hill, London, N.10.
HOFNER VIOLIN bass, good cond..
ion, £50 o.n.o. - "Phone 01-221 4100 after 3.30 p.m.
VCS3 'SYNTHESIZER
Bradford 693693.

£330.

-

VOX CONTINENTAL - double
manual; pre-sets: percussion: bass pedals
£
with sustain. Excellent condition.
250.ISurrey). - Downland 52219.

ADVERTISE IN
NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS
For further details telephone:

01-261 6153
or write: N.M.E. Classified Advertisements
Kings Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London, SE1 9LS

,•.
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"TEN THOUSAND dollars at
the drop of ahat?"

POSSIBLY,
IF
YOU
make another two dozen
references to a Small
Faces reunion within the
next fortnight, you will
eventually manage to convince the gentlemen concerned that such aventure
is the dearest wish of a
large potential audience,
i.e., commercially viable.
But why stop there? Maybe
Eamonn Andrews and Leslie
Crowther would return to
Crackerjack, closely followed
by Cathy McGowan and Keith
Fordyce in a new series of
R.S.G. to start off Friday night
with that period flavour. Then
we could put the kids to bed,
run the Escort into the garage
after fetching the baby-sitter,
roll out the Vespa G.S. > apologies to the secretary of the Badminton Club, parkas on, give
the chrome one last polish, and
off to see the Small Faces.
Don't forget to confirm your
authenticity by mentioning Jimmy Winston, and how Steve always used to change his shirt at
half time. ("/ wish, I wish, I
wish in vain.")
Steve would sing all their hits
and it would be just like 1965
all over again. Wouldn't it? ...
No it wouldn't.
If only it was just asentimentalisermingling-witieneoPepoie
But it isn't — it also tarnishes
and irreversibly degrades what
fond memories we may have of
those years.
"Whatcha gonna do bout
it?" — Nothing Ihope.
"Tread softly, for you tread
on my dreams". — D. LINDSEY, Clifton, Nottingham
• Hang on pal, it was their
idea to reform not ours. The last
thing we want is to promote
some phoney 'revival' movement — like the author of your
first two quotes says: "I have
seen what Iloved desert me, but
to go out and search for it
would be greedy." Glad to see
you still got your GS (Mark I, I
hope). Collect the W. B. Yeats
memorial LP token for romantic sensibility anyway, cruise
down the swap shop and renew
your copy of "The Stax Revue
In Europe" to cheer yourself up.
OK?

It l' )11 t1

YOU MAY have named them
aged men, but you forgot to
quote Iggy Pop:
"Last year Iwas twenty-one
Didn't have alot offun
This year I'll be twenty-two
Oh My! and Boo Hou!"
It's from "1969", O.K.?
— NICK O'TEEN.
EXCUSE
what was
numerous
birthdates

ME interrupting, but
the point of showing
famous faces with
displayed underneath

-

7
.
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NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS
and the triumphant headline
"All the people on this page will
be (tarantarrah) 30 or older
during the next year?"
What are you trying to do
when you ask "How will they
live with it?" Is this aprophecy
of impending doom to all who
dare lift a microphone after
they reach the ancient years of
29.
Yes, Iagree it is about time
1976 launched more of its own
teenage heroes ...We all need
more Bay City Rollers and
Donny Osmonds, brilliant musicians, are they not? Ithink not!
Ialso went to see the Who at
Hammersmith, and Ialong with
everyone else, who does not
write criticisms for a living,
would have been disappointed
not to hear Roger Daltrey belt
out Pete Town shend's immortal
lines "I hope Idie before Iget
old?" My God he is only 31.
Old to me means aminimum of
60 and that depends on the person.
Outdated fantasies? I don't
think so; after all the Who and
other ancient oldies don't have
to fight to prove they're right
and they don't need forgiving!
And
Pete Townsfienef
still living in His Generation? I
don't even think there is a
boring lull in music (I presume
that was what was meant). In
fact Ithink that the music going
around at the moment is rather
excellent, but there again Iam a
veteran nearing my age of

LOU REED'S "Coney Island
Baby" was released this week
and was being hailed by rival
papers as brilliant and his most
vivid work for four years.
As with the work of the Velvet Underground, faultless it
isn't — but the slating given to
it by Charles Shaar Murray is
totally unwarranted and biased.
To say that it is even crummier
than "Sally Can't Dance" and
that it "is as useless and nonfunctional an album as we can
hope to see this year" is
narrow-minded and downright
stupid.
Now, we are all allowed our
opinions, but it seems strange to
me that he reached the completely opposite opinion that
other people have. Not only
that, but he failed to mention
half the tracks on the album,
including the rocking "She's
My Best Friend" which deserves to be placed amonst Reed's other rock 'n' ron gems,
such as "Sweet Jane", "Wild
Child", "Rock N Roll" and
could even transcend them.
Murray has totally missed the
point of this album, and from
the interview somewhere else in
explusion. the sands of time are
running out for me. Imean Iam
22. How old are you Mr. Bell?
— G. JONES, Birmingham.
•Mr. Bell is 59.— N.S.
• 20, as a matter ot fact —
M.B.

Precious
Memories

IWOULD like to take this opportunity to congratulate you
on the consistent standard of
your journal. However Ithink
your contributor who produced
the "Roots of Rock" article has
over-stepped his mark with his
references to the history of Dorset, or more specifically, his
assertion that Maiden Castle
was sacked by Vespasian in the
second century.
This was not the case.
Maiden Castle, stronghold of
the Durotriges, was besieged
and taken by the Legio II Augusta, under Vespasianus Flavius, sometime in the autumn of
43 AD. The actual siege caused
the Second Augustan Legion no
difficulty whatever, due to the
superb weapons with which it
was equipped especially the
Ballistae and Onagri.
I suggest your contributor
reads up the life of Vespasian
by Suetonius Tranquillus, who
says:
"On the command of Claudius
(Emporer)
Vespasian
proceeded to Britain where he
fought thirty battles, subjugated
two warlike tribes and captured
more than twenty oppida (hillforts), besides the Isle of
Wight." — PETER LINNELL,
Mitten, Tewkesbury.
• Fascinating, fascinating, but
in my press release it says that
Vespasian was still in Rome
working on his third album in
43 A.D., and hadn't even formed his "supergroup" — the socalled "Second Augustan Legion", let alone played that
stunning British tour that made
his name here. So there.

1

Jack Kerouac, aclassic from the ...

GASBAG
Literary Hall ofFame.

READERS LETTERS
EDITED BY NEIL SPENCER
N.B. BAG PERSONS: Yourfavourite letters' column has
MOVED to anew address. As from now G. Bag can be reached
at ... New Musical Express, Kings Reach Tower, Stanford
Street, London SEI 9LS.
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HULL ABALOU
the same issue Lou Reed himself.
This is the first album since
"Loaded" where Reed is once
again a band member rather
than the frontman — and he is
obviously happy to be back in
that position. Over three-quarters of the album show up the
sheer unadulterated joyousness
and optimism of the man, whilst
the title track is asincere, heart
rendering song about his past,
and all he has now is "the glory
of love to see us through". And
see him through it will, unless
he gives it all up for you.
Lou Reed is the Joel Grey
Master of Ceremonies character of the 70s. Epitomising a
generations fears and belief into
the medium of rock music.
Songs like "Crazy Feeling",
"She's
My
Best
Friend",
"Kicks" and "Coney Island
Baby" display people's needs
for love, friendship, satisfaction
and shows up their paranoia,
depression, sincerity, and optimism — and they enlighten
us, just alittle bit.

WITH REFERENCE to the
article in NME January 24,
1976 in which Mick Farren reports on the Elvis Presley Dinner and Dance, may Iask, in all
sincerity, is it possible for
anyone to write anything about
Elvis or his fans without some.where »ring,the,artigie inç 1
uck.
ing snide, derogatory or just
plain cruel comments?
For one thing, the reference
to the lack of pony tails, drape
suits, leather jackets etc., shows
that MF just doesn't know a
single little thing about the term
"Dinner and Dance". I'd like to
see him arrive at an event such
as this with aleather jacket and
see how far he got! He could
possibly wear apony tail!
Ihave been adevoted fan for
some 20 years and will be for
the next 20 and more; therefore
Ido not take kindly to the re
mark about the majority of fans
being failures emotionally or
otherwise and using Elvis as an
antidote. I personally have a
wide range of interests outside
of the confines of the Elvis
world, but if Elvis gives so
much peace and pleasure to so
many surely it's a good thing.
So there may be the odd fan
dotted around who knows no
other world, what harm does it
do? Their world is how they
have made it and no ignorant
little pen pusher such as MF
can change it, neither could MF
offer such fans any solace. Elvis
can.
The comments about "the
scattering of cripples", was
both cruel and unwarranted.
Being acripple does not make a
person a failure as the article
implies. Should the day ever
dawn when you yourself are a
"cripple" then Isincerely hope
you will remember your words,
Ialready think of you as acripple, the defect cannot be seen,
but it's still there in your excuse
for a brain. — PENNIE A.
SAYER, London/Home Counties Branch Leader, Official
Elvis Presley Fan Club.
• Like Lennon sit», "One thing you can't hide ..." Seriously, the Elvis Iknew was ahigh
energy hoodlum with greasy
hair, not a divine purveyor of
"peace and pleasure". Who is
deluding whom?—M.F.
REFERRING to 23 Across in
your crossword of Jan. 31st:
No, John Lennon was not the
Walrus. As he said in "Glass
Onion" —
"I told you about the walrus
and me man
You know that we're as close
as can be man
Well here's another clue for
you all
The walrus was Paul."
— CONFUSED, Leamington,
Warwicks.
• He was only kidding, it was
him all along really. — N.S.
IT WAS refreshing to see that
NME has begun to lose its obsession in reporting the BBC's
paltry and pathetic output, and
has pointed out an alternative.
(Radio Caroline article, Jan 31
issue).
Radio Caroline is the only
all-album station broadcasting
to the U.K., and and although
being "only a shadow of its
former self'', still manages to
produce programmes of a con-

The music on the album
highlights and pinpoints Reed's
lyrics perfectly. Uncluttered,
subtle and deceptively simple.
If Murray thinks that Reed is
useless to rock in 1976 he might
just as well stop being a music
critic. He just doesn't know
what rock is. —
GLENN
MARKS, London NW 11.
• Murray is skulking in darkest
Islington, convalescing after a
particularly fiendish form of
Dutch Elm Disease, and is
hence unavailable for comment.
I'll just say that even if he did
neglect some of the tracks on
"Coney Island", you yourself
fail to answer the cogently argued points he raised on the
other tracks. Idon't think, anyway, that Lou's sincerity was
being brought into question —
only his music and its relevancy
to us. If you can find "unadulterated joyousness and optim
ism" from any Lou Reed album, good luck; Ihate to think
what you're like when you're
miserable. — N.S.
sistently high standard as far as
musical quality is concerned.
Would it be too much to expect Radio Caroline's output to
receive more attention when
you are advising your readership on when and where to
pluck Rock out of the ether.
(iaditt.„Capulina broadcares in_
English from 6 p.m.-5 a.m.
nightly on 259 m.).
Finally, a few mistakes were
made in the article.
I) The idea for a floating radio
station came from the "Voice
of America" who have used
ships for radio transmission
since 1951, and not the
Swedish
Station
"Radio
Nord". It was they who supplied the "Mi -Amigo" to Allan Crawford, and although
he might have got the idea
from "Radio Nord". Ronan
O'Rahilly was inspired by
the UOA.
2) It was the original "Caroline" ship that sailed to the
Isle of Man as "Caroline
North", and not the "Mi Amigo".
3) Radio Caroline never
controlled Radio City, which
was run by Reg Calvert and
later his wife Dorothy Calvert until its enforced closure
by the Home Office.
4) The ships were towed away,
not because of lack of insurance, but because of a petty
row between amember of the
Caroline staff and the Wijsuller Tug & Salvage Co. of
ljuiminden, Holland, who
tendered the Station.
5) Ronan O'Rahilly never used
Radio Northsea, it was more
the other way round.
— P. J. KORTY, Stourport-onSeven, Worcs.
THE Shadows don't come from
Tyneside. They're from London. Hope the rest of the map is
more accurate. — PHILIP
WILLS, Larne, Co. Antrim, N.
Ireland.
▪ Yah boo sucks, everyone
knows that at least Hank B.
and Bruce W. were Geordies
down in darkest Soho seeking
for fortune and fame from this
skiffle racket.

I'M AFRAID Bob Edmanus is
way off the mark. Tom Waits
has a genuine interest in both
the literature and the lifestyle of
the Beat Generation, and what's
more he's doing something
about it; if "Nighthawks at the
Diner" is going to awaken an
interest in Kerouac in this
country, then that is all to the
good.
As that guy pointed out
recently in 'Gasbag', if it wasn't
for Kerouac you wouldn't be
able to write about Waits'
Kerouac style in your own
feeble New Journalism manner
in the first place. Kerouac is
keeping both of you in a job.
The only difference is Waits
does, whereas Edmands just
wishes he could.
And another thing, don't put
him down just because you
can't understand some of his
allusions; the Beat Generation
was an American phenomenon
after all.
Incidentally, has anyone else
noticed that the guitar riff in
"Kimberly" on Patti Smith's
"Horses" is the same as in
"Money, Honey" by the Holy

"Wh, somebody mention my
name?" Pie: JOE STEVENS
Joe
Rollers? —
JULIAN
HUTCHINGS alias Uraus and
the Red Hot turds, Croydon.
III The real point is that, in Mr.
Edmands'
opinion, "Nighthawks" isn't a very good
album (an opinion shared by
most Waits fans Iknow). Noone round here has got anything
against Kerouac to my knowledge. Have apicture of him.
ISEE Cliff Richard was on Top
of the Pops this week perform
ing his latest single. Why Cliff
Richard? He hasn't had a hit
l'or years, what does he mean to
the average viewer of T.O.T.P.?
Yet, practically every single he
makes gets aplug on T.O.T.P.
A few years ago Richard and
Vince Hill were on the same edition of T.O.T.P. In an interview, in Disc, the programme's
producer, Robin Nash, was
asked why two non-chart artists
were included in a programme
of current chart records.
His answer was to the effect
that both these artists had a
new television series coming up,
and it was felt that if they each
had a hit record it would give
both their television series alittle publicity.
Ithought the BBC's function
was to play music to entertain
people; not to try and sell their
pet artists' records—DAVE
WATSON, York, Yorkshire.
• Maybe they're
"educate" us.

trying

to

IN HIS singles review 24-1-76
Bob Edmands reviews "Tomorrow" by David Cassidy and
says "And did Lennon and
McCartney really write this?"
The answer is, of course, No;
only McCartney, it was on
Wings' *Wildlife" album. Get
your facts right Bob.
One album token for obser•
varice eh? — PHIL MOORE,
Sc unthorpe.
III No, but collect some kudos
and take a"Community Chest"
card.
TWO DAYS ago Iwalked out
of a Steve Gibbons Band gig
with my ears bleeding. Will
someone please tell Mr. Ian
Hunter that "96 decibel freaks"
have a point? — PERCY
PINCER, ALIAS E. RAKE,
Lufbra.
In Consider him told. And
check out our T-ZER opposite
on the advent of the formidable
"Electric Orange" for further
news
on
the
decibel
front.
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Next week in NME

Would we be giving
too much away to tell
you that the NME
Readers' Choice for
1976 Turkey Of The
Year come from
Scotland and wear
sawn-off tartan
trousers? Yes,
you're right, it's ...
Margaret Thatcher.
THIS AND ALL OTHER RESULTS FROM
THE MOST IMPORTANT READERS'
POLL OF ALL ... NEXT WEEK. PLUS:
FREE PICASSO WITH EACH ISSUE!
Actually that last bit is abare-faced lie. However, we do have an even more
amazing giveaway coming up in afew issues time.

A CHANCE TO WIN THIS
DEVASTATINGLY
MAGNIFICENT
WURLITZER JUKEBOX!
All for yourself. No kid. Watch this space.

TEAZERS
HEARD
THE
ONE
about
the
Electric
Orange?
It's
a little
technological gizmo that
could well be introduced
at gigs by local authorities
to monitor the decibel
level of any band playing.

And get this, once the noise
exceeds 96 decibels -- the safe
level — the orange cuts off the
power supply to the band's
gear. Cunning. eh? Just imagine
you hit 97 decibels in the
middle of "Johnny B. Goode"
and ... nothing.
Fair enough. mebbe. but
we'd like to see several hundred
of the things strapped to
Concorde, which is at its
quietest at 108 decibels, and
exceeds the pain threshold
every time it lumbers skywards.

On Jack de Manio's radio
programme
David
Kossoff
announced he would be playing
regular shows for any interested
charities as act of gratitude to
doctors and hospital staff who
saved life of his son. Paul.
recently — after which BBC
were inundated with calls from
charity organisations ... Paul
meanwhile, recuperating and
shaping up to take Back Street
Crawler on the road...
Studio news: Wings now
cutting new album -- should be
ready for late spring release ...
Camel
in
island
studios
recording fourth album.
provisionally
titled
"Moon
Madness':.. Peter Knight and
Bob Johnson of Stedeye Span
now living out their Gothic
horror fantasies by recording
with Christopher Lee... The

Spanners, by the by, holding
their annual Darts champion-

Anyone know the way oui of here?
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The catchy theme from the new
film 'Spanish Fly'
An EMI distributed film

"FLY ME"
on EMI 2316

ship today (Thursday). NME
team has been in rigorous
training all week; we hope to get
past the first -ound for the first
time.
Andy Fairweather Low —
now less wide-eyed since being
fined and banned from driving
for a year on a drink/driving
charge... Also banned, this
time for six months, Leslie
McKeown
for
speeding...
Keith Ellis, bass with Boxer,
spent night in jail last week:
car he was driving was reported
as a stolen vehicle and police
stopped the car. Twas all a
horrible mistake obviously ...
Following allegations by Judith Campbell Exner that, hard
on her affair with President
Kennedy, she had another with
Frank Sinatra which she broke
off because ol' blue eyes sexual
proclivities were too much for
her. Sinatra commented, "Hell
hath no fury like ahustler with
apress agent"...
Bob Dylan's "Hurricane"
now so popular it could prove
counter-productive. His lawyers
worried that at retrial of Carter
prosecuting attorneys
could
challenge prospective jurors of
certain age group and social
status, claiming they may have
been swayed by the song ...
Natalia Gorbanevskaya (you
heard).
Russian political prisoner and subject of song on
Joan Baez's "From
Every
Stage" (see review, page 18) has
been granted exit visa and is
now living in France...
Have The Kinks signed with
Warner Brothers? ... Neil
Young, with Emmylou Harris
as support act, will tour US in
June. July and August ... In
L.A.. David Cassidy writing
songs with Brian Wilson ...
David Bowie has gained 17 —
that 17 --- pounds since leaving
L.A. and beginning his tour;
he's also doing daily karate
exercises...
According to Oui magazine
Bob Marley smokes pound of
'erb a week ..."Siren" cover
model Texan Gerry Hall flew
over from the States and is
keeping house in Holland Park
for Bryan Ferry whilst 01' Blue
Hair sojourns in the sun of
Mustique. Those who may joke
about these things are referring
to Bryan's Belle as Gerry Ferry.
What can all this mean? ...
CBS in the States a little
surprised to learn that Aerosmith have sold three times the
number of albums that Bruce
Springsteen has shifted ...
New pinball machine model
being commercially marketed in
the States and installed in Las
Vegas: The Elton John Pinball
Wizard ... During the last
Who US tour Keith Moon
dressed up in apolice outfit one
night and stood by an entrance
door where he confiscated
certain "illegal substances" ...
For Californian dates on her
US tour Patti Smith wore a tshirt inscribed with the words
"Cult Figure."
Queen and Mike Oldfield Top
Of The Pops films both made by
same TV promo company —
now advertising in music trade
papers for new clients .. .
Large sum of money reportedly
being offered to Dee Harrington
(ex-old lady of one R. Stewart)
for her version of his life-story
...All-night queues in Newcastle for tickets for Robin.
Trower gigs ...Don't expect
Frankie Miller and Jeff Beck to
be forming aband together -- it
wasn't pleasantries the two were
exchanging at the Speakeasy
last week ...Heard the one
about Keith Moon recording
with Bo Diddley 7 Neither had
we. but seems it's true
.
Jenny (ex-Steve) Marriott just
opened furniture shop in darkest Chelsea ... MCA have
just signed Man, now completing first album for the label,
"The Welsh Connection" —
MCA say expect more signings
of big-name British acts ...

HAGOOD HARDY
"THE HOMECOMING ,„
on Capitol CL 15839
EMI MUSIC, 138/140 Charing Cross Road. London. WC?. 01-836 6690
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Janis Ian taking violin lessons
so she can learn to score her
own songs — she's also learning la francais so's she can
perform an authentic rendition
of "At Seventeen" on her
forthcoming tour of France ...
This is from U.S. magazine
Daily Variety: Rock concert
entrepreneur Bill Graham hopes
to break new ground with his
latest project — "Bill Graham
Presents The World Of Plants".
The show will run February II16th at the Cow Palace, San
Francisco, and will be a potted
foliage
free-for-all.
Graham
says his greenery hang up dates
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back to the time when he stuck
daisies. carnations and greens
on the tables at Grossinger's (a
local restaurant) as a 14-yearold assistant waiter. Perhaps.
adds Variety wistfully, one of
che daisies was named Rosebud.
Last Monday (Feb. 2nd)
the 16th anniversary of Buddy
Holly's death ... This week the
end of an era for us. No more
the fetid squalor of down-home
Long Acre; they're moving us
to palatial offices south of the
river. Trouble is, they're on the
25th floor of atowering inferno
and anyway, we liked living in
fetid squalor...

FRIDAY113th
A Perfect Day
For A
Trick Of The Tail

• The Road To Damascus
(part 76): Luter Bangs reportedly a changed man after
seeing Patd Smith in Noo Yawk
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